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Preface 

Part I. of this Htmdbook has been written with the 
idea of providing the Ele1nentary teacher, already 
engaged in giving "drill,, lessons, with a series of co1nplete 
lessons on the lines of the Model Course of Physical 
Exercises issued by the BO'ard of Education . . 

Part II. has been written with the idea of fmnish-
ing students in training-( whether Elementary or 
Kindergarten)-with a text-book, that shall be a 
theoretical equivulent to the course of practical instruc-
tion their studies embrace. 

At the same time, the lessons of Part I. cannot be 
intelligently rendered, without at least a superficial 
knowledge of Pru.:t II. ( especially Chapter III. on 
the Effects and Execution of Movements), and Part II. 
finds a necessary medium for reference in the Tables of 
Part I. 

While a good deal of the subject matter of the 
Handbook is original as regards arrangement and. form· 
only-the Tables and various schemes are entirely new. 
It is hoped that the slight alteratio~s. in Terminology . 
will prove a simple and useful innovation'. 

The compilees thanks are due to .. Miss Florence i ,.. .. 

Souttar for much trouble be$towed on the drawi~gs and 
diagrams; and to Messrs. J. Curwe.r;i and· Sons £or per-
mission to use certain breathing ~xercises from· " The 
Speaking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke. 

E.A.R 
LONDON, Marclt, 1905. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

'' The duty of physical health, and the duty of spiritual purity 
and loftiness, are not two duties-they are two parts of one duty, 
which is the living of the completest life it is possible for man 
to live." • 

PHILLIPS BROOKS. 

The teacher or student whose school duties include 
giving instruction in drill, will do well, briefly, to consider 

the main subject of physical train-
Physical training ing, of which school gymnastics 
in its wide sense. forms a part-before proceeding to 

a detailed study of the gymnastics 
themselves. Considerable confusion is frequently to be 
met with in many people's minds between physical 
training in its broad and proper s.ense, . and physical 
training in the particular sense of s~me special system 
of exercises. 

It has been wisely said that " by physical education 
is meant the right application of the knowledge of all 

physical conditions necessary to healthy 
Definition. life." It is not merely the training result-

ing from the performance of exercises, nor 
the prevention or correction of deformity, nor the periodic 
recreation of i game-~t is all these-but behind and 
beyond them, it is the application of the knowledge of 
light, air, warmth, feeding, work, etc., etc.-in short, 
every physical condition that concerns the life of the 
child or adult. 
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The "physical conditions :' of home a~d school life, 
ceaselessly and invariably acting on the child, have a far 

greater influence on his ultimate 
development and attainment than 
the gymnastic lesson, be it never so 
excellently arranged. 

The influence 
of physical 
conditions. 

The value of the lesson depends on 
where, when, and how often it is given, and the state of 
nutrition of the children to be taught, etc., rather than 
on its intrinsic qualities. 

In so far as these physical conditions are good, bad or 
indifferent, so must a good, bad or indifferent gymnastic 
result be looked for. 

Depicting physical training thus in its widest sense, it 
is obvious that while the 1rill-, -or ·games-or dancing 
represent concrete objects in the foreground of the idea, 
it is· on the general physical environment of the child's 
life, forming. the background, that the effectiveness and 
efficiency of these obje~ts depends. • • 

' ' • '• • I I 

The human body is capable of making a great variety 
of movements, and some .sor~ of ~lassification of these is 

necessary iQ order to. realise the place 
Bodily 
Movements. 

• I . ' 
that school. gymnastics fills amongst 
them. '· ' • 

' 
Bodily. moven1ents may be divided 

into systematic and unsy~tematic. In the second division 
must be placed :-· • • • ·' • • 

(I) The random movemeats of infancy and child-
hood .. , 

( 2) Physiological movements,· such as breathing, 
beating of the heart. 

• l 
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(3) Personal movements, such as dressing, feeding, 
etc., etc. 

(4) Locomotive movements, such as walking, going 
upstairs, etc. 

Systematised movement, or gymnastics may be divided 
into six groups :-

(I) Educational gymnastics-the practice in class of 
formal, and in a sense, artificial exercises for 
the production and maintenance of a healthy 
body with its due proportion of strength, 
beauty and skill. 

( 2) Remedial gymnastics-the practice of special 
exercises for the correction of deformity, or 
cure of diseased conditions. 

(3) Recreative gymnastics-including all games 
(with or without written rules) and such 
sports as rowing, skating, riding, swimming, 
dancing. 

(4) Military gymnastics-including rifle .or sword 
drills, skirmishing, charging, fencing, boxing, 
etc., etc. All exercises with the notion of 
offence or defence predominating. 

(5) Aesthetic gymnastics-the practice of expressing 
mental ideas by movement and attitude ; as 
in the dramatic art, and, to a certain extent, 
in dancing. 

(6) Livelihood gymnastics-such as mowing, sawing, 
digging, scrubbing, sweeping. 

These six groups cover the whole field of systematised 
movement between them : though they obviously overlap 
in certain respects :-for instance, "fencing'' may be 
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recreative as well as military, and educational gymnastics 
may have certain marked remedial effects. 

Educational or school gymnastics form the elemental 
basis of all the more specialised forms. It is movement 
in its most analysed aspect its most conventional form ; 
but the laws by which it is governed, and the laws of the 
less artificial forms of movement are the same. 

The essential object is "training," £.e., to bring the 
movement of the body under the dtrect control of the will, 
and, although it may be recreative, military, or aesthetic in 
a subordinate sense, it is a lessqn, and must be regarded 
strictly in that light. There is exactly as much and as 
little need to make it enjoyable as with other lessons in 
the school curriculum. There is no need to make school 
drill recreative, as it is not designed for that purpose, 
and even if modified to become partly recreative, falls 
short of the spontaneous recreation which is part and 
parcel of games and sports. 

A lesson in school-gymnastics, which (to quote from the 
Parliamentary Report on the Model Course of Physical 
Exercises), "is to be throughout purposeful, in which 
every exercise is performed with 'intention,' £.e., with 
distinct realisation of its purpose-with requisite vigour 
and decision "-is possibly, a greater tax on the nervous 
energy of the individual than, for example, a lesson in 
arithmetic. In the gymnastic lesson the same application, 
concentration and precision, are required as in the purely 
intellectual subject, while the sources of energy are drawn 
on for the muscular activity in addition. The recognition 
of these facts will make clear the impossibility of tangible 
good resulting from the drill lesson, unless it is given a 
place on the time-table, suitable as regards frequency, 
duration, and the freshness of the children for work. 

--- ·--------
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Fencing, dancing, and games cannot substitute school-
gymnastics, nor can school-gymnastics substitute them; 
but at the same time, experience has proved that a sound 
educational physical training is as invaluable a foundation 
for all these special forms of exercise, as they are adjuncts 
to, or continuations of it. • 

The relation of school-gymnastics to the general 
scheme of physical education has now .been sufficiently 
explained, to show the limitations of the field this 
Handbook is intended to cover. 

The tables of exercise and the subject matter of the 
text are based on the Swedish System of Educational 

Gymnastics, but as this system in its entirety, 
System. • involves the use of a considerable amount of 

fixed apparatus, the results of training in the 
complete system cannot be attained, nor can its efficiency 
be guaged. 

At the same time the Swedish System is the embodi-
ment of certain broad principles rather tha_n. of certain 
kinds of movement, and the principles which need a w,ell 
equipped gymnasium fo,t their .unhampered; expression, 
can yet serve as the basis of a free-standing scheme. 

The fundamental principles of the ·system are sketched 
below:-

1. The development and preservation, 
Fundamental by movement, of harmony . be-
Principles. tween· mind · and body ; which 

implies that training must be in 
accordance with the psychological, physiological 
and anatomical laws to which the human 
organism is subject. 
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The other principle~ are more or less accessory to 
this.:.-

11, Exercises must be selected and designed for their 
effepts on • the body, as a whole, and for the 
·imprn:vement of respiration, circulation, etc., 
rad1~r th~n for their muscle-producing qualities. 

iii.•.,Trainipg rnus.t be equal for the two sides of the 
.. ; .. :·6ody (althoug~.dev~lopment may never be) . 

• . ivi·iTq,1.jp1ng: .mµ,sf·be· adap(able to both sexes, and 
• . aH ages;· Jimit~ble to ,individual capacity-and, 

I • 

• above all, Progressive. . . 
v.: Th'e'·foftiest aims: of exercise, and the finest results 

can '.only be obt~irl.ed, when every movement is 
• \1/ell d~fin.ed ~s •• to titjle. and spac·e, and occasions 

!" ,:' ' the exer~ibn of will-power. '' \. ; 
. . . . .. , . . . . . , . I 

·vi._ ~conomy of effort ,i~ e~~~ritiaf to efficiency :-
" • ' , 1 • ' ' i \ Jr', ' 

• ·, • . (1) ·For_ if, OQ the O11~. hand, the simplest .movement 
is· carrie<;l· o,ut with ·the least expenditure of 
effort. hecess~~y ,to 'procb;e. the desired result, 

• t .., , ., . f I,. . .', , 

the ,greate~t .c1in.6µnt of ·effort which the body 
is,·· ·capitbie:' qf•·~~pen.ding, will achieve a 
•c¢~'ia.i'ri: pr~pq:rti'b,riat~ly gre~t result. This is 
• ' j I ''. f ', _. '.•, ' •, 

• efficiency. , But, ·01;1; :the other: hand, if, in 
. , 11. simr.Je,, ,mo:vemeAt;,., part of the effort-

. • ·: ·~xp~~diture is wasteq or exaggerated, even 
>.,·.~hi:, gr~ate~t . ~ff?ff-:~~penditure will achieve 

. ,,;;•,•f1.;.r~~J-Ilt:~hi~hJalls:.1,9hort of th<}t in the first 
: . . . • ·' 's:ase,' · Thi?: r~-z~.~lfi~~ency.1.' , . • . 

I. .This law a~~lie& eq11ally to ~ll ga.pie~ a~.a.; sporl~; s:q~h as cricket, swimmin~, 
~ka~m~, etc,, 'l'ake,f?r example, ~•man. drivmg at cricket or golf. If the b3:tl 
1s h1.t ex. tctly at t~e, right ,spot ~114 at the. right instl!;nt cif the stroke, a certam 
, amoun~ oHorce ~ill, ?rive tli~ l;lalt 1100 yards; andi aH his force, sa.y, 150 yards. 

, ;But ,if tlie ba:U 1S hit apove or. belpw th,e :right apot or at the wrong instant of 
the st~oke, ~ltt1ough thiHiame 'at}lou.n.t of force fie used as in the first case, the 
~11 will only'tra.y~l, ~y; 80 yards, and when he ,vishes to drive 150 yards-he 

unabl~ to dQ so, e,ven using al, bis force. ,. 

'·,. ( 

I, 
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( 2) Again, work in the long run is most efficient, 
when " utmost efforts " are only in occasional 
deh1and; and the average demand and effort 
are kept well below the maximum. 2 An 
occasional ·demand for the utmost effort acts 
as a stimulus to growth and development ; 
but a demand for a succession of utmost 
efforts (though each may be separately 
efficient) provokes signs of stress and '' stale-
ness," checking growth· and development. 

So that it may be said, whether the • effort be small 
or great or a sum-total of efforts, "economy is essential 
to effici~ncy." 

The signs of insufficient effort are too well known to 
need enumeration, The signs of wasted or exaggerated 
effort, howe-yer, are less obvious, and are equally to be 
guarded against. They are :-Holding the breath; 
fidgeting when standing at ease, or during m~)Vements ; 
noise ; flourishes ; and finally, incorrect starting or final 
positions. 

The disfigurement of a movement is a sure· sign that 
the sixth principle is being violated. 

A comparison of this Handbook with the Syllabus of 

Handbook and 
Syllabus of 
Physical 
Exercises 
Compared. 

Physical Exercise, issued by the 
Boa.rd of Education, will reveal 
some small differences more or 
less unimportant ; and a few 
which are important, such as 
position of hands in "stand at 
ease"; the angle of the feet at 

"attention"; and the relative position of trunk-bendings 

2. To take another example from games-the player who continuously 
uses his best stroke is soon exhausted, whereas the good player reserves his 
best stroke exclusively for those occasions that require it. 
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backward in the "Order of Movements." Except for 
these items it may be assumed that the two books are in 
harmony in general idea, though not in scope. The 
instruction contained in the Handbook, unlike the 
Syllabus, is not "intended to represent a minimum of 
physical exercises for schools "- but to give teachers 
and students an opportunity of applying their minds to 
the consideration of those principles which the compilers 
of· the . Syllabus state in . their Report to be of the 
"utmost importance." The exercises of the Syllabus 
(with four exceptions) are all introduced in the Hand-
.book, arid about 400 others on the same plan are added. 

' . 

· .... , . ,· ·} . ,• 

' . ' . ',, '. 
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a,eneral lDtrecttona to tteacbera. 

* EVERY command consists of two parts, the preparatory or 
cautionary part, and the executive part. The preparatory part 

should be given smartly and distinctly, while the 
Commanding. executive part, which in general should consist 

of one word should be given sharply, or slowly 
and smoothly, as the nature of the exercise requires. 

A distinct pause should be made between the caution and 
the executive word, as "To the right (pause) face," or "Arms 
upward (pause) bend." 

As far as possible, ordinary Anglo-Saxon terms of an untech-
nical nature should be used, viz.: "breathe out," not "exhale;" 
" raising," not " elevation." 

The preparatory command should fully describe the movement 
required, so that the slowest thinking pupil has time to absorb 
the idea before the executive word is given. 

The directions for the arms should be given first and that for 
the legs should follow, as "Neck-rest and feet sideways-place," 
"Arms forward lift, and left leg sideways-raise." 

Where a word implying direction can be used for two move-
ments, such as " outward plad~ " and "outward lunge," or "side-
ways stretch" and "sideways lift," confusion will often arise in 
the scholars' minds as to which. movement .is meant, causing them 
to hesitate and make mistakes. The prep~ratory command should 
therefore be worded to obviate this difficulty, which occurs most 
frequently with the foot directions, as they" come at the end of the 
preparatory part. 

Examples: "Left foot outward in lunge positio~--place," not 
" left foot outward-lunge." 

• A line in the margin indicates a quotation from the Board of Education Syllabus. 
B 
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When any position is to be reached on one command b 
f t t . Y one rm movement and two oo movemen s or vice versa it h a • . ' s ould 

be reached in two movements, a simple and a combined . move. 
ment, the combined movement commg last . 

. For these purposes the command should be thoroughly m . emo-
rised and the teacher able. to give the le~sons without reference 
to. the tables, inasmuch as maccurate, halting, or indistinct words 
of ~ommand iead to slowness and hesitation on the part of the 
scholars. 

All ex'ercises should be performed at first to distinct words of 
command, but as progress is made by the scholars they may be 

•. ·performed with counting, and later on without that assistance. 
The habit of mechanically repeating commands before each 

:·· movement without considering whether the directions are really 
required should b~ avoided, and counting substituted for commands. 

• . Exercises should be repeated a certain number 
R~pet'ition c;>f of times. For beginners four repetitions of any 
: Exercises. one,.exercise will not be excessive. In the more 

• advanced classes the number of repetitions may 
be somewhat increased. 

•. All new exercises should be taught by illustration, the teachers 
• either p~rfonning, the movements themselves or causing them to 

be. performed by a smart scholar placed in front 
Illustration~ qf the class. The class should not work while 

,':. < the. ill~tration is being given, or the movements 
d~e11:erate.,into an 'ijllthlnking imitation. 

·: . When. a ni~vement is ·begun or carried out imperfectly, or 
~here/a.class fails· to -~ove 'simultaneously or with sufficient smart-

. nes~, the command "Attention" should be 
• • t,' • ., l 

~I Co~rec~i~n.s. use_1~ ~o ~nqividual corrections should be made 
. ··when th~· class is in a strained position (such as 

·-)run~. ,posit~o,;is), Whe,r~ :individual correction is needed the com-
• • ' f '• ' /> : I I • 

rnan.d:" ':' should be given in the first place. 
• Man~al corrections • are often most satisfactory with small 

children ; old~r ~qhol~s s'1ould learn to correct themselves. 
When the same '£ii.ult is constantly made by one or two mem-

bers of a class,. 'it will often be found preferable to make a general 
correction p1ther than a.n •individual one. 
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Music should never be used as an adjunct to exercises which 
are being learned; but when they have become familiar, such 

exercises as are adapted to musical rhythm may 
Music. be taken with it. It should clearly be under• 

stood that whilst music gives liveliness to the 
performance it acts as a rhythmic stimulus, and to some e.."{tent 
replaces the need of effort of the will. Thus, whilst it saves 
fatigue, a very valuable thing with young children, it also detracts 
from the will-training in muscular movements, diminishing the 
educational value of such movements. Except, therefore. in 
familiar exercises such as marching, -whose effect is chiefly func-
tional, and in dance moveme.nts, it should not be used with older 
children. 

Its greatest advantage, where it can be used, is in diminishing 
fatigue in the nutritive (or fw1ctional) exercises ; for this reason 
it may generally be allowed in all e..'\:ercises in infants' departments. 

The exercises in the series of tables for infants (pages 35-43), 
however, are not of musical rhythm, and are unsuited to musical 
accompaniment~cept the marching and dance movements. 

Singing is also a valuable aid to marching. The teacher is 
warned against the practice of singing in conjunction with arm 
exercises, or with anything more vigorous than marching, as the 
forceful expirations of the singing itself call for considerable effort 
from the heart and lungs. 
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G\?mnasttc ]Positions. 
There are five fundamental positions of the body:-
Standing, sitting, kneeling, lying, suspending. All other 

positions, whether of arms, legs, trunk, or head, are derived from 
one of these five. 

In free-standing lessons ;the fundamental standing position 
is the most frequently used, and from this are derived eight posi-
tions with the arms, twenty-three with the feet, and five with the 
trunk ; the thirty-six positions in all allowing of a very large 
number of combinations. 

A good many of the sitting, kneeling, and lying positions, 
with their derivatives, can also be used in free-standing lessons 
if conditions allow of it. A few of these only have been introduced 
into the accompanyµig tables. 
Fundamental Standing Position, , or the Position of 

" Attention." (Photos I and 2 and Fi$, I2.) 
Heels together ; 
* feet slightly turned out, making an angle of not more 

than 45°, i.e., half a ,right angle ; 
knees pressed back ; 
hips back; 
chest forward ; 
shoulder-blades well drawn down; 
head stretched up ; 
chin slightly drawn in ; 
eyes looking straight forward ; 
arms hangii}g loosely by . the sides ; 
palms facing the body and well back against the outer 

.side of the thigh; 
hands semi-stretched • ' weight forward on the balls of the'feet. 

* "To stand with th fi dd • •• the leg and sol ~et a uct~d 15 the _position of strength ; the muscles of 
and the arch is e a;~ ~ctive Y contractmg ; the mner edge of the foot is shortened 
ward and 

1
·n dw raced up, and therefore .more capable of resisting the down-

. war pressure of the • ht f h b d • 
1s the weak osition. n weig O t_ e o Y· Abduction, on the contrary, 
foot is lengthined th' ~dcles are :3-ct1vely contracting, the inner edge of the 
the downward and in e arJ 15 ecreased m depth, and is hence less able to resist 
fore, fa,11s chiefly on t:ar p~essu~e of the bo~y. The burden of resistance, there-
continuotts strain, ad:i\~siye tissues--:-the hg~~ents. _The.se, when subject~d. to 
the weight of the fact Y Yd eld, a~lowmg the JOmts to smk mto whatever pos1t10n 
long continuance in tl mabayd ettedmnn~.. Flat-foot is a common result arising from 

. uc e pos1bon, "-ELLIS, 



l 

1. ATTENTION ! 2. ATTENTION! 

3. STAND-AT-EASE! (GOOD POSITION). 4. STAND AT-EASE! (BAD POSITION). 



( d-) 

(b} 

fi35 . Cr<Ms-bend 6tanding Fi&4 Y.·utl StandinS · 

'Fi~s. Reach Standing 
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Derived Positions with the Arms (in progressive order of 
difficulty). 

(:r) Wing. " Hips-~irm I " The hands grasp the crest of the 
hip bones, with palms . fully rested; fingers to front 
thumbs behind, wrists down, the elbows very slightl): 
drawn back. . (Fig. I.} 

{z) Ben4, ·" Arms upward-Bend I" The forearms are ben{ up-
wards at the elbow, ·hands semi-closed and brought as far 
sideways as possible on the shoulder. (Fig. :2.) 

(3) Crossbend. "Arms across-Bend/" The arms are bent at 
the elbow and lifted sideways to the horizonta1 position, 
with elbows well drawn back, palms turned down, forearms 
• and hands in straight line and slightly below the level of the 
shoulders. (Fig. 3.) 

(4) Yard. "Arms sideways-Stretch! r, 2." The arms are 
stretched sideways· in line with the body, palms down, and 
the :fingers fully stretched. Yard position may also be 
assumed in one movement, "Arms sideways-Lift or 
Raise." (Fig. 4.) 

(5) Reach. " Arms forward-Stretch I I, 2." The arms are 
stretched horizontally forward, palms facing each other, 
anc} full shoulder width between them. The position may 
be assumed in one movement, "Arms forward-Lift or 
Raise." . (Fig. 5.) 

(6) Rest. " Neck-Rest I " The hands clasp the lowest part o~ 
the back of the head, :fingers slightly overlapped, or-
interlocked, elbows carried well back, forearms horizontal, 
head erect. (Fig. 6.) 

(7) Stretch. " Arms upward-Stretch ! I, 2." The arms are 
stretched over head, palms facing inward. They should be 
well back beside the ears, and if possible, parallel, with 
the head erect. With round-shouldered and stiff-jointed 
pupils it will not be possible to get the arms back and at the 
same time parallel, therefore let the hamlsi be more than 
shoulder width apart. (Fig. 7.) 

(8) Backwaref,-stretch. The arms, nearly parallel, are lifted or 
stretched backwards behind the body, so that the hands 
are about 6in. from the body, and palms facing inwa:d. 

(Fig. 8.) 
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. . p •t' ns of Feet and Legs (in progressive groups Denved -os1 10 

only). "'F t . Close I" The balls of the feet are slightly lifted ( ) Ctose. ee -9 and moved.inward and placed on the floor, so that the feet 
touch along their inner borders. (Fig. r 3) 

) A t ··ae " Feet sideways (or astride)-Place ! r, 2." The (IO s 11 .• . • . . 
left foot is moved 1ts own length to the left, and the nght 
its own length to. the right. The heels are on the same 
line, and the weight of body is carried equally by both 
• feet. ' (Fig. 14) 

. (ir) Toe~stand. "Heels-Raise I" As the heels rise they should 
. come !lP~t.* If proper 'effort is put into the movement, 

and the knees are kept stiff, the whole spine will be stretched 
', _ _. and straightened. (Fig. 9) 
(~2) Curtsey-stand. " Heels-Raise! Knees (hal~:-way) outward-

Bend I '' This position is _derived from toe-stand. The 
knees are bent to right angles, the hips and ankles are also 
'bent so that the heel~, which are apart in toe-stand, come 
together again, but the trunk is maintained in the upright 
position. (Fig. IO) 

(r3) Ci-trtsey-sitting. " Heels-Raise I Knees (all the way) 
outward~Bend I'' (~erived from No. 12). The knees are 
bent outward until the thigh muscles touch those of the calf. 
During the last part of the movement the ankle joint is 

. slightly straighte'.ried' again; so- that the heels come apart, 
but t~is 'straight~!-1in~ is more· than compensated by extra 
bending in the toe joints. The trunk is upright, as before. 

• (Fig. II) 
• N.B. Toe-stand, curtsey-stand,· and CU;rtsey-sitting can also be 

d!?ne with any of the walk' ~ositions as commencing posi• 
tiqns J the :final p~$itions would then be called, walk-o-toe 
S~qlld; ·walk,s-curtsey sitting, &c. 

Walk Positions. 
(I4) Walk-stand forwa;d, "Left foot forward-Place I" The 

~oot i$ moved forward twice its own length parallel with 
its former, po$ition, and placed on the ground. (Fig. I 5) 

If tne heels ~fo-h ld t. J • • • • . -:-
ti<m o.t abduction S ef oget.1er, the feet are forced into the undesuable P0s1• 

• ee ootnote to "Attention,)' page 20 . 

., /· .. . ) 



Fig.8. B ack.warcl-~trekh Standing. 

Pif;.9. Toe 51:anding. 

Tig.11 . Cud.so/ SiHin3. 





Bt,.21. F<.Jtward. 

Fit,-19. Sid~~-
ToE 5UPPORTS. 

HALF"-STANDlNC.. 

R&20. Half-.shanding .B1:1ckwanl. 

Fi&:.io. Buck.ward. 
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Walk-stand outwa,rd: "Left foot outward~Place I" The 
(JS) foot is moved obliquely forward twice its own length in the 

direction in 'which the toe points, and placed on the ground. 
(Fig. 16) 

6) Walk-stand sideways. " Left foot sideways-Place/" The 
(I • d 'd . . left fooL is move s1 eways twice its own length parallel 

with its former position and placed on the ground. (The 
fin.al po~ition is exactly similar to " astride," and is really a 
roore difficult way of assuming the latter.) (Fig. 14) 

N.B. Car~ must be taken that the body weight is equally divided 
over the two feet in these walk positions. There is a ~ommon 
tendency not to move the foot far enough away from funda-
mental position, which should be guarded against. Correct 
prac~ice in walk positions, besides assisting the general 
poise of the body, should increase the ease of grace of ordinary 
waijang. 

(±7) Crosswise position. " Left foot crosswise~Place /" The 
foot is moved across the other and placed on the ground 
with the heel about 3in. or 4in. in advance of the other toe, 
and the foot much turned out. This is a good commencing 
position for jumps, dancing steps, and skipping. The weight 
is mostly carried by the back foot. (Fig. 17) 

(18, 19, 20, 2r) Toe-support positions. These are derived from the 
walk positions, forward, outward, sideways, and backward, 
but only the toe of the moving foot is placed on the ground 
with the heel raised. Almost all the body weight is carried 
by th~ stationary leg, and the trunk is well straightened 
over it. 

.. '. \, • Command. " Left foot forward (sideways, or back-
ward)' on the toe-Place I" (Figs. 18, 19, 20) 

(22, 2_3, 24, ~S) llal,f-standing positions. These are derived from 
the toe-support positions (forward, outward, sideways, and 
backward). The leg is held "in the air" with the knee and 
ankle both fully stretched in any of the above directions. 

_ The body remains erect, a,nd the knee of the carrying leg 
must also be straight. (Figs. 21, 22, 23) 

(26} Crook, half standing is also derived from toe-support forward. 
As the thigh is raised to horizontal the knee is flexed to a 
right angle. The ankle continues fttlly stretched with toes 
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pointing 4o)Vnward .. · This is the easiest of aU ~he half. 
standing po!:!itiorn.~. , • • • (Fig. 24.) 

(2 J) Crook half-standing sideways is also use_d, but more rarely, on 
• ,. account of its difficulty. 

*(28, 29, 3~). J,,ung~s are derived fro~ the walk positions as regards 
. directiqn: forward, outw:ard, sideways, but the foot is moved 
.three titjles:_its own length in the direction indicated . 

. , . . : The trunk falls over· towards the moving leg, which is 
, bent at ~ight angles as the foot strikes the ground. Both 

feet res.t fully on the ground (though most of the weight is 
borne· by1 the moved leg).. The trunk and straight leg make 
one line from head to-heel, but, the shoulders and trunk must 

• •,• not be.other.wise tilted or twisted'. • 
,. The. forward and outward lunges must be regarded as 

• leg' and. back movemertfs,_.while the sideways lunge is only a 
' • • • leg ~ovement, since the trun].{ does not, ih this case, follow 

• • •1 • the moving leg, but remai:0:!f l!-prighL · • • 
•• j Com,manaJ. , "Left foot :(forward, outward, or sideways) 

. : ih lunge· po~ition.,-Place'./ '{. ,· • •. •• 
, . N ;B. • A half-facing to, left or, right. followed_ py opening of the 

feet' to form, a right angle'.may always be given as a starting 
: • .. ; positionfortli~outwardlu.nge:(1;1igs.2.5to28 andphotos.5,6,7.) 
'(31f Toe:luhge is li~e the'· i<?rwar~ ,,hp'ige· except; that the back 

I~· res_ts .. the·. tip of fh,e,, t~e .o~lf~ a,hc\ is generally the one 
• ·~·, fo'do .the·movement·., • . < ' Cdmma'nd1' ;,;L~f~ f~qt,_,.hackw~rd,in toe-lunge position 

;, ~P¾,,ce./" : .·, \. · : , 1 •. •: , (Photo. 8.) 
Deri;ed Positlons o,(' t_he·. Trt,1rik . 

. (32) .Stoop; . i' rru:n}{. :forward-)3e:-nd 'f, ,; • The back is hollowed 
. anctb;el).t .f<'>.r,ward, .. wlth the chest fully, expanded. The eyes 

• 
1
• cont!nu~ fd look'str~ighit.'fo~ard. : . • .· (Photo. 9.) 

(33)> :Point-~wopt • ,, ·l'ru1:1k ,_· forward downward-Bend/ " The 
a:bovliirn9vement is• cohtimied .downward until the trunk is 
fully fle;~d on the ·thighs. .Th~ •positio'n is called "point 

.. stoop,'' OJl_ acc.ount of tli,e: very· pointed angle made between 
the ttu11,k a~d the thigh, • and- is ~enerally given in stretch• 
stride, position,. (Photo. 10.) 

I •. 
' ' 

, ' ' ' 

t,.~f~~·~,· 
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Lunge oulward. 
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6. (WING) LUNGE-FORWARD POS. 

7. (YARD) LUNGE-SIDEWAYS POS. 

6. (WING) LUNGE-OUTWARD POS. (FC::T vI·. 
. TO RIGHT ANGLES). 

8. (REA.CH) 1'0E-LU~ GE pQS. 



,_ 
9. (BEND STRIDE) STOOP 

ST. POS. 

11. (REST WALK (F)) ARCH 
ST. POS. (CORRECT). 

' , 

13. (½ STRETCH -! WING STRIDE) 
SIDE-BEND ST. POS. 

10. (STRETCH-STRIDE) POINT 
STOOP ST. POS. 

12. (REST WALK (F)) ARCH 
ST. POS. (FAULTY). 

14. (YARD STRIDE) TURN 
ST. POS. 



l5. WING SITTI 10 POS. 16. RIDE-SITTT:'-iG I'()S. 

17. KNEELIKG POS. 

18. RES1' J KNEELING POS. • EEf I \l; 19. WING FALL-K~ ' ' ., • 
POS. 
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(34} Arch. "Trunk backward-Bend/" (See ." Arch-fl.exions," 
page 103). _ (Photos. II and 12 .) 

(351 Side.-bend. "Trunk to left-Bend I" (See " Side-flexions," 
' page u 1) • (Photo. 13.) 

(36)' 'Turn .. • "Tru~~ to left-Turn I" (See "Turning,, and 
"Rotations, pages 26 and I ro). (Photo. :r4.) 

Fundamental Sitting Position. 
Th~ thighs and hip bones are supported upon the seat, 

the knees are bent at right angles, the soles of the feet fully 
re~ted on-the ground. The trunk, head, and arms are as in 
the position of attention.. If the sitting position is taken 
on the floor, the legs are stretched out straight in front of 
the body. (Photo. 15.) 

Derived Sitting Positions. 
(I) Ride-sitting. position is like above, except that the pupils sit 

astride the support. (Photo 16.) 
(2) All the ann positions and some of the trunk positions can be 

used as derivatives of the sitting and ride-sitting positions. 
Fundamental Kneeling Position. 

Knees a few inches apart, heels and toes together, and 
insteps touching the ground. (If hard shoes or boots are 
worn, this is not possible, and the toes must therefore be 
turned under.) Little children may be allowed to sit on 
the heels. (Photo. 17.) 

Derived Kneeling Positions. 
(r) Half kneeling position. Only one knee rests on the• ground, 

and in taking this position from "attention" the knee must 
be put so far back that the other knee is bent at right angles. 

_ • . (Photo. 18.) 
The position may also be taken from "toe lunge" 

(see Table 44 Shoulder), or from I( toe support b" (see 
Table 40 Intro. F.). 

(2) Fall-kneel position. This indicates a flexion backward of the 
trunk from the knees, with the spine straight. It is used in 
the kneel and half-kneel positions, also in sitting and some 
others. It involves 'the contraction of the muscles of the 
fro~t of th~ trunk·, and is further distinguished from an 
arch flexion by having no effect on the spinal column. 

As the movement is rather severe, the class should not 
be kept more than two or three seconds in the fall position. 

• (Photo. 19.) 
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Terms Denoting Movements. 
Bending. (See "Stretching.") 
Girding. This is used to denote a large round smooth movement 

such as is made with a straight leg or arm. 
Facing. Used when the class is to alter its front, i.e., to face in a 

new direction. 
Flinging denotes a rapid movement that ends abruptly at a given 

point~ 
Lifting. (See " Raising.'') 
Parting denotes separation of the limbs from some position in which 

they are parallel. It is a slower movement than" :flinging," 
except when the legs are " parted " in a jump, when it is 

• necessarily rapid. 
Raising and Lifting, when applied to the limbs, denote a movement 

_ of the same rapidity as "parting.JI _ When applied to the 
trunk, .. the movement must conform with rhythm of all 
trunk movements and be slower in consequence. 

Stretching,. when applied to -arms, is always taken in two distinct 
-_ movements (i.e., I, bend;·. 2, stretch); .both of which are 

as rapid as possible, with a slight pause between the two. 
Stretching of the leg' from the bent position is of a slower 
rhythm than arm-stretchipg. • When the two are done 
together, therefore, the-rhythm must follow that of the legs 
in oFder lo keep balance. • 

Swimming. These arm and leg movements are taught according to 
'. the methods of the "Life Saving Society." 

Swinging. (See "Flinging.") 
Turning. 1:his term is used to denote twisting or rotation round 

• a ·central ~s. When applied to the trunk it is usually of 
slow rhythm, thoug~ it· forms an e:xception to the trunk 
_:movem~nts, in that the rhythm may be rapid so long as the 
~.ate.kept. in.some position near the body and not raised 
higher tjian the shoulden,. 

II ea~~tutni'ng siznil¥1Y i~ slow and deliberate when it 
'is applied to strengthen the ne~k muscles. (See Tables 3, H. 
a.n<l 7 Arch:) . When it is given to increase the difficulty of 
the CO•Qtdination, require4 in aiiy given position or movement, 
it may-·be quit~ rapid, though' not jerky. (See Tables 12 

Shaul~.~ _t~'.'.B~., 30 Hea.v.} 

. - ; 
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Arm-turning may be either rapid or deliberate. When 
given with ,breathing, it of course follows the rhythm of 
respiration. In all cases the palm of the hand is rotated 
outward with the thumb leading. (N.B.-If the arms are 
in yard position the palm comes up with the thumb back-
ward.) 

This movement, when executed fully so that the shoulder 
joint takes part, has excellent corrective effects. 

Other Terms. 
Half or ½ means only one limb taking the ·position, i.e., "crook 

½ st.," one leg in crook, the other standing; "½ stretch, ½ 
wing," one arm in stretch, the other in wing. 

Double or 2. The figure 2 before a position indicates that the limbs 
are moved symmetrically, i.e., assume the same position at 
the same time. 

Alternate indicates the limbs taking the same position, but not at 
the same time. Alternate. movements, changing in two 
counts, require one limb to resume the commencing position 
before the other moves. To change in one count requires 
one limb to be returning to commencing position at the same 
time the other leaves it. 

Unsymmetrical-bilateral, indicates a movement of _two limbs at the 
same time in different directions. 

Reverse. This term is used when the left arm and right foot are 
used together, or vice versa; or when one foot only is 
moved and the body is moved to opposite side. 

.. 
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PRELIMINARY CLASS ARRANGEMENTS. 

(x} Formation of a Class. 
Scholars will be formed up in two ranks. They will take 

their places in succession-shortest on the right of ~e class, tallest 
on the left. The distance between the scholars will be a hand's 
breadth at the elbow. Each scholar in the rear rank will cover a 
scholar in the front rank at a distance of two paces, the two scholars 
thus placed forming a " File." 

When the class consists of less than .12 scholars it will be 
fonp.ed up in one rank. 

In the early lessons young scholars may be placed in position 
by the teacher. 

(2) Dressing a Class. 
(a) In Ranks. 

On the word" Dress" the scholars in the front rank, with the 
exception of_ the one on the right,_ will tum their heads smartly 
to the right, and move by short, quick st~ps until they are all in a 
line and at correct distances. The scholars in the rear rank will 
not look to the right, but will cover and co~ect their distances as 
those of the front 'rank take up their dressing. • 

"Eyes-Front." When the teacher sees that the ranks are straight this command 
will be given. The scholars, will then turn their heads and eyes 
smartly forward again. -

For little children give the commands :-
" Heads to right-Turn I" ·" Lines-Straight I" "Heads 
forward-Turn ! " 

(b) In File. 
A class turned to the right or le£ t, so that the scholars in each 

rank stand behin~ each other, is in "File,'' "Single" or "Double," 
as the case may be. 

"Class-Cover." On the w d "C ,, . . · or over the leading scholar or scholars will 
rem:1111 steady, and the others will at once place themselves directly 
behind those in front. 



a 

"From the 
right in tw~~-

Number. 

"Right-face.'· 
Files one pace 

apart-
March !" 
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(3) Numbering. 
On the word "Number" the scholar on the right will call 

"One," the next "Two," and so on to the left, each scholar turning 
the head smartly to the left when numbering, and to the front 
again immediately afterwards. 

Numbering is most correctly done starting from "Eyes 
right " position. 
(4) Opening and Closing Files. 

The class will be assembled in two ranks, two paces apart, 
dressed and numbered in twos. 

The scholars will face to the right. 
The left :file will take a side pace of about 26in. to the left, the 

right file a similar pace to the right, counting "One" for the stride 
and "Two" on closing the heels, and then remain steady. 

h The '' Ones " will take a side pace of 26in. to the left the "Ones to t e ' 
I~ft,Tw 0st0th e "Twos,, a similar pace to the right counting "One I Two!" as right,one pace- ' 

March 1" above, and then remain steady. 

"Class-Cover!'' As directed in 2 (b). 
To close the ranks, reverse the movements, the commands 

being "Ones to the right, Twos to the left, one pace-March/" 
"Files one pace inward-March I" "Class-Cover!" and then 
if desired "Left-Face!" If marching is to be done immediately, 
the last command should be omitted, and the foliowing given 
instead, " Right file, one pace to the left-March ! " 

As soon as the scholars can perform the foregoing movements 
with precision, they will when faced to the right receive the command 
"Open files-March I" or "Close files-March I" when they 
will, without further order, smartly take the required number of 
side paces, counting " One, Two I One, Two ! '' and then remain 
steady until the order " Cover I" is given. 

In cases where the class is small, or where a narrow space is 
available, the class will be assembled in one rank, dressed and· 
numbered in "Twos," and the command "Files, one pace apart-
March I" will be omitted. 

In cases where the class is too large to be formed up in one 
division, or where the available space is broad and short, the class 
will_be formed up in two divisions, one behind the other, at about 
six, paces distance, each acting independently of the other on the 
word of command. 

---
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In the. case of young c~ildr~n, openin~ ranks rnay be done a 
follows: (i.) Afte~ numbering, 1n ranks, give the command "On s 
a step forward, Twos. a step backward-March I I, z.'' es 

Or . (ii) After numbering give the commands ,, R.· 
• • • • ' 1ght 

pace I Files one• pace apart-March I " Then on the corn --
. • ht R • ·1" :tnand "Ones left arm, Twos, ng arm- aise the schola . ' . .• . . . . rs Will 

raise the .arm 1nd1ca:ed to t~e level of the s~oulders, palms down. 
wards. The arms will re~a1n e:x;tended. until the order "Ones to 
the. left·,. fwos .. to. the n~-h~, . Qne .pac:-~arch !." when the 
scholars will· take one pace 1n the direction 1n which the ar 
·~e po~tlng, bri~~,b.1g the arms sm~rtly to the sides as the f:: 

. come together. • 
(5)' T~king. t;)istance.· • • 
• If greater interv~s are.req.uir~d .t?an the above method allows 
the. class may··take distance _forward, or .single or double distanc~ 

• ~ccor~ing tq the ainount required~ as follows :-
(a) In Files.· • , 

"M k" t· The scholars will mark time, and all except the leaders will ar mg 1me. . 
!~~an1\{~i·· gra~ually move backward until, by raising their arms forward, 
(orptace).'' p~s inward, their :finger tips t~uch. the. back of the shoulders of 

those 'in front. • . 1 ,, 

"cI;i.ss-Halt l" The class ~r p.alt, and th~ arms will be lowered smartly to 
the ·sides. • • : 

.:· Eyes:--ri~?t !" (bf In Ranks; · . • • •. :· '· • ' .. • •. 
ri~~~fsfa:g;~, Each ·scholar w:lll move .to 1the left .until the finger tips touch 
T:~,t~~~er: the shoulqer.of the one orithe. right. 
II Class-~al; .. : • the ·.cl~s . wi~, halt~ lowering' 'the arins to the side and turning 

the ey€s to, {4e frpp.t. • . . . ,. · 
"Marking time, (c) Jn .' _Ran~s •'' . ,. . . ' ' I ,· • ' • double distance 

sideways- • . Both ar01s •'¥e, Ji(f~d.,s_ip.,ewq.y;S.) .until e.ach scholar's finger bps 
Take ! • • ' , , , \ · · ·•.. •. • , , 

(orpface)." touch. his two n¢ighl?ours.: '.>" . 
"Class-Halt," A$ irr (.a)_;: ... i ••. 

(6) Stand-~tig at·· Ease 
. ''Left(orright) ', •• Re.eping: the leP-S 'str~igh~, caµy ~he left (or right) foot ab~ut 

foot-stand at · q · t 
easel" one-J~t.'s length to the left (or right), the weight of the body res mg 

equally o~ the £.~et and the arms hanging loosely at the sides. (See 
Fo.otnote§' and Photos 3 ~·nd4.) 

§.The .cla,s~ii;1g._of· the ~anq~ b_ehind .t~e back (as advocated in the Gove::e:fi~ 
Syllab~s) entails• a most undesµ-able pos1t1on of the shoulder, toward_s the co 1 ave 
of whJqh s~ m,aJly exercists are directed • so that all things con5idered, ~f e the hands fr~e when "sta~d.ing at· ease" appe~rs to' be the lesser of two eVl S, 
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Resume ~he positi~n of "Attention" by carrying the left foot 
back to the nght (or vice versa). 

When scholars fall in for instruction they should be tau ht t 
1 'th·· " g 0 

place themse ves m e position of Stand at Ease." This will 
give the proper distance between the scholars in the same rank. 
(7) Marking Time (from the halt). 

"Mark-Time 1•• On the word " Time," beginning with the left foot, the 
scholars will raise their feet alternately slightly forward and up-
ward, "making a semblance of marching without gaining ground." 

The head, body, and arms must be maintained in the position 
of "Attention," and care taken that the scholars mark time 
without moving forward or backward. 

"CJass.-Halt!" On· the word u Halt," repeat the movement with each foot, 
counting " One I Two I" resuming the position of "Attention" 
on the second movement. 

(8) Facing while Marking Time.* 
"Mark-Time!" Facing while " Marking Time " is an easy. way of " Facing," 
"Right-Face!" and this, or facing with a little jump, should be the method used 

for young children. 

·• By numbers, 
r1ghtface-

One ! " 

"Two!' 

"Left face-
One ! " 

(9) Facing at the Halt. 
On the word "One," keeping both knees well braced back and 

the body erect, turn a quarter circle to the right on the right heel 
and left toe, raising the left heel and right toe in doing so. 

On the completion of this movement the right foot must be 
flat on the ground, and the left heel raised, both knees braced back, 
and the weight of the body on the right foot. 

On the word " Two," bring the left heel smartly up to the 
right. 

On the word "One/' turn a quarter circle to the left on the 
left heel and right toe, raising the right heel and left toe in doing so. 

On the completion of this movem~nt the left foot must be 
flat on the ground, and the right heel raised, both knees braced 
back, and the weight of the body on the left toe. 

* The Government Syllabus uses term ''Turning" i~stead o_f ''Facing,'' but the 
latter is preferable in this connection, as the movement ts !ess likely to b~ confused 
with "Turning" used in trunk and head exercises, which differ altogether m rhytbm. 

, 



"Two!" 
"Half to the 

right (or left)-
Face!" 

"Two!" 
" Right or left 

about face--
One!" 

"Two!" 
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On the word " Two," bring the right heel smartly up to the left. I 
As before, facing half-right or half-left. 
As before. 
On the word "One," turn a half circle in the same manner as 

in the " Right face." 
As in " Right face." 
As soon as the facings have been learned by numbers, they 

should be done without any pause between the movements on the 
executive word "Face," omitting the counting, the commands 
being "Right-Face!" "Left-Face I" "Half to the right-

. Face I" &c., &c. 

(i;o) Facing on the March . 
.. ru\ht-about The words " Right-about " of this command are given as 
-n:f p:~!t~· the right foot strikes the ground, and the word " March ,,. as the 

. left foot strikes the ground. Two more paces are taken, one with 
t~e ,right, one with the left foot .(co~nt r, 2). The body is 
pivoted to right-about high on both toes (count 3). The rear leg 
(left) .takes a pace in advance of the right (count 4), and the march-
ing continues (right, left) without any interruption of the rhythm. 

" Left-about " march is executed similarly, except that the 
words "Left-about" now come on the, left' foot; and the word 
"March" on the right .. The ~arch,ing continue~ (l~ft, right) after 
the four counts. • ' • 

The second and- fourth beats should be emphasized·, to give 
rhythm. • • 

• . 1 

--------------
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TABLES. 
The following 50 tables of free-standing exercise are arranged 

in progressive order of difficulty. They are suitable for both boys 
and girls, and although greater benefit will be derived from the 
lessons if suitable dress and shoes are worn, they can be carried out 
under the ordinary schoolroom and playground conditions. 

Each lesson should be from 25 to 30 minutes in duration, or 
in the case of children under seven years of age, not more than 
20 minutes. 

The· tables serve partly as a reference medium for the second · 
part of the Handbook, partly as examples of how progressive 
lessons should be constructed. 

The tables can be used as they stand, however, in which case 
at least four lessons should be spent over one table in the following 
manner:-

On the first day introduce about four of the new movements, 
making up the rest of the groups with movements from preceding 
tables. 

On the second day introduce the rest of the- new movements, 
again substituting older movements in the other groups. 

On the third and fourth days use the new table as it stands. 
A table should not be discarded for the nextinorder, until the 

class can perform the exercises with tolera:ble accuracy, in good 
style, and without many corrections or :repetitions. • 

On the .fourth occasion, therefore, the lesson will naturally 
not take so long to complete; and the teacher should not only be 
prepared for this, but aim at it, so that e:x:tra time may regularly 
be spent on jumping over a rope, or skipping, at least every fourth 
lesson. 

The same lesson should never be taken so many times in 
succession, that the class is aware of the next command before it is 
given, for monotony is invariably productive of mechanical and 
spiritless work, which has no place in physical training. 

If a teacher has good reason for repeating a table more times 
than usual, the order of the Introductory movements may be 
altered, new or old simple arm movements added, and the lateral 
trunk e:i:<ercise (especially if it is a rotation) may be put among 
the Introductory group. 

C 
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The first 12 tables are suitable for children between the ages of 
4 to 8. . 

The second I 2 between the ages of 8 to IO. 
The third 12 between the ages of 10 to 12. 
The fourth IZ between tbe ages of 12 to 14. 
Or for the Elementary Schools the following arrangement will 

be found suitable :-
Infants 
First Standard 
Second ,. 
Third ,, 
Fourth » 

Fifth ,, 
Su:th ,, 
Seventh ,, 

. ' 

Tables I to 9 inclusive. 
,. 4 to 12 ,, 
>> IO to 21 ,, 
» I3 to 24 » 

,, 22 to 33 ,, 
,, 25 to 36 ,, 
,, 34 to 45 ,, 
» 37 to 48 ,, 

Tables 49 and 50 are groups of movements (suitable for any 
standard), arranged to exercise the whole body in a few minutes. 

The supplementary m.ovements, at the end, are all suitable 
. for boys in ordinary school dr€?55, and nearly all for girls. 

ABBREVIATIONS. 
Capital letters designate the parts of the body :-

A - arm. 
As-.arms. 
F - feet or foot. 
H-head. 
L - legs or leg; 
T-trunJ<. 
Kn. - lpiees or knee. 

Small letters denote direetions :- · 
b,- backward. 
d - downward, 

· f forward. 
i -inward. 
0 - outward. or oblique. 
s-sideways. 
u-. upward. 
1 -left ... 
r -right. 
{st - stand.) 
(pos -position.) 



TABLE I. 

. 

R. 

F. 

\ ff. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumplnr. 

Resp I ratory. 

MOVEMENT. 

(Sitting; hands on lower ribs.) 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath (mouth). 
Wing pos. ; Bend pos. 

Stride st. pos. 

St. H. bending f. and raising. 

St. 2 A. stretching u. ands. 

Wing stride toe st. 

St. 2 A. turning. 

i. Marking time. 
ii. Marching from marking time ; 

marking time from marching. 

iii. Marching and halting. 

iv. Toe marching and change to 
march. 

Wing stride turn st. 

Stride-jump, 

St. 2 A. raising s. 

COMMAND. 

Take in a deep breath-one I Breathe out 
slowly-two! Repeat-one I Two I (Open 
mouth at two.) 

Hips-firm I Attention! &c. As. upward-
bend ! Attention I &c . 

F: astride-place I I, 2. F, together-place I 
l, 2, 

H. forward-bend ! Raise ! &c. 

As. upward-bend I .As. sideways-stretch! 
Bend ! Upward-stretch ! Bend I Repeat 
sideways and· upward, counting to four 
-One ! Two! Three! Four! As. down-
ward-stretch ! 

. Hips~fiym J F. ~stride-place I I, 2. Heels 
-raise I 'Lower 1 Feet together-place ! 
1, 2. Attention 1 

A. turning ·outward-one/ Two I &c .. 

i. and ii. • Mark-time I Left, right I &c. 
Forward-march I Left, right, &e, Mark-
time I Left', right, &c. A,tterition-halt/ 
1, 2: ' ' 

iii. Forward-'-march I Left, right, &c. Atten-
,tion-halt ! I, 2., . 

COMMENT. 

Fault : To leave mouth open while breathing in. 

See page 21. 

See page 22. 

Let the head fall forward without effort. Chin must 
be well drawn in while raising the head. 

Faults: As. upward bend-To let the hands lie in 
front of the shoulders instead of touching the top part 
of the arm. To let elbows stand out from the side 
of the body. As. upward stretch-To let the arms slope 
forward instead of being vertical ; to poke the head 
as the arms are stretched up; and to fall back from 
the waist . 

Wei~ht must be kept well forward and the heels fully 
raised. 

Faults: To poke head and fall back from the waist 
as the arms rotate outward. 

The first and last steps of marching should be 
marked; also the first step after the command, 
~hange-march ! when the class marches on the 
whole foot instead of on the toes. 

. iv .. Forward on the toes-march I Left, right; 
• &c. Change-march I Attention"""Thq;lt /. 1,2 •. ----------------------:---
Hips-firm I F. astride-place I I, ,.2. T. _to ·Faults: To turn the ·head more than the body, and 

the left-turn I Forward-turn I Io· the to fall back from the waist, To bend one knee. 
right-turn /' Forward-turn I • F: · together 

, -place I I. 2. Attention! 
Heels--raise I Stride jump-'--begin I I, 2, &c. 

Attention-halt/ I,.2, 3. 

With a deep breath As. siµeways-raise I With 
breathing out As. lower! &c. 

.'' 

Jump Vlrith feet apart on I, and feet together on. 2, 
keeping; 'on the toes the whole time. On the third 
count for the halt, the heels are lowered. 

Fault : To raise arms above shoulder level, and to raise 
them a iitde forward instead of sideways. 



TABLE 2. / MOVEMENTS. 

/ (Sitting or standing, hands on 
I R. lower ribs.) 

Slow in-breath (through nose). 

c. 

F. 

H. 
\ 

Heavinf. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marchlnr. 

Lateral. 

Jumpfnc. 

Respiratory. 

Quick out-breath (mouth). 
Cross-bend pos. 

Wing st., F. opening and closing. 
(Later, wing close st. : change 
of As. and F.) 

St. H. bending b. 

St. 2 A. stretching u. and d., 
counting to 4. (Finish: Atten-
tion-halt I 1. 2.) 

Wing close toe st. 

Cross-bend st. 2 ~A. :Binging s. 

i. Marching and halting. 
ii. Running on the spot 

ward. Change to run 
and halt. 

iii. Later, running and 

St. T. bending s. 

i'. Wing close juml? f. 
ii, Wing stride ju~p. • • 

:, . 
' '" ' 

St. 2 A. turning, 

·,, ; 

and for-
on spot, 

halting. 

' ' 

,, ,, 
I 

' ' . 

' ' 

COMMANDS. 

Breathe in slowly through the nose-one ! 
Quickly out through the mouth-two! 
Repeat-one I Two I 

Arms across-bend ! Attention I &c. 

Hips-firm! F.-close I F.-open I &c. 
Atten#on I (Later, F. close and hips-
firm I Attention I Repeat-I, 2 !) 

H. backward-bend ! Raise I &c. 

COMMENTS. 

For description see page 2 r. Faults : To let the hands 
touch in front of chest. To arch the wrists and lower 
the elbows. 

When done in one count the feet are closed and hands 
placed on hips at the same time. Fault: To jerk 
forward on the closing and opening. 

Chin to be well drawn in when raising the head, so that the 
neck is pushed backwards. Fault; To raise the 
shoulders when the head is being raised. 

A. stretching upward and downward, For faults see Table 1., Heaving. 
counting to 4-begin I I, 2, 3, 4. &c. 
Attention-halt I 1, 2. 

F. close and hips-firm! Heels-raise I For faults see Table 2., F., and Table r., Balance. 
Lower! Raise I Lower I Attention I 

As. across-bend I As.-fling I Bend I &c. Faults: To poke the head during the arm-flinging. 
Attention I 

i. See Table 1. 
ii, Bend, the arms for running. Heels-

raise I On the spot--run ! Left, right, 
&c.' Forward--run I Left, right, &c. On 

. the spot-run I Left, right, &c·. Atten-
tion-hall! 1, 2, 3, 4. 

iii. Later-(After bending the arms and 
raising the heels) Forward--run· ! Left, 
right, &c. Attention-halt I r, 2, 3, 4. 

T. to the left-bend I Raise I To the right-
bend I ,Raise I &c. , 

i. F. close and hips--firm ! Heels-raise I 
Forward-11+mP I 1, 2; I, 2, &c; Halt I 
1, 2, 3. 'Attention I ' ' 

ii. Hips-firm I Heel~aise I Stride jump-
begin I 1, 2, &c. Attention-halt!, I, 2, 3. 
'•.At1enticm I • :,. · ·i . • • 

A. turning outward with deep, breathing-
o.ne I Two• I One.!. Two I &c . 

• ,, I' ••' ' ' 

I• 

' ' I 

Arms to be bent at right angles, elbows to the side, hands 
closed, and fingers up. Body must be tilted forward, 
feet slightly raised behind. 

Faults: To turn the head and look down at the side to 
which the body is bent ; to drop forward the shoulder. 
and raise the heel on the opposite side to the bending. 

i. and ii. On the third count for the halt, the heels arc 
lowered gently to floor. Jumps to be small. 

See Table r., Shoulder. 

I > 



r 
TABLE s. I MOVEMENTS; 

/ R. 

c. 

F. 

H. 
\ 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

(Sitting or standing with hands on 
lower ribs.) 

Slow in-breath-(nose), 
Slow out-breath-humming, 
Bend pos.; cross-bend pos, 

Wing st, F. placing f, (Later, 
• A, and F. change together.) 

Bend st, H, turning, 

2 A. stretching f. u, and s. 
(Later, with hand closing and 
opening in each position.) 

Wing toe support st,. b, 

Reach st, 2 A .. parting. 

i, Marching, marking the 5th 
step, 

Marching. ii, Skipping march, 

: Bend stride turn st, 
Lateral. 

Wing dancing-s,tep 

Jum11ing. 

Respiratory. Stt 2 A, lifting s, 

COMMANDS, COMMEN'IS. 

Breathe in slowly through the nose-one / Give the note for the humming, and signal fo-r it to stop. 
Humming-two I &c., &c., One I Two I 

As upward-bend / As across-bend / A tten-
tion I &c., &c: 

Hips-firm I Left F. forward-place I F,- Fault 1 To put most of the weight on to the back leg, 
change! 1, 2, &c, Attention I (Later: 
Hips firm and the left F. forward-place I 
As. and F.-change I 1, 2, Attention/) 

As. upward-bend I H, turning-left/ Right I Fault 1 Not to keep the chin in close to the neck. 
FYont ! Attention I 

As. forward'---stretch I 1, 2. (Hand .closing 
and opening-1, 2 I) As, upward-stretch! 
1, 2, (Hand closing and opening-t., 2 !) 
As. sideways-stretch I I, 2, {Hand closing 
and opening-I, 2 I) As. downward-
stretch I I, 2. 

Hips-firm ! Left F, backward, on the toe-
place I Feet-change ! 1, 2i. &c, Attention. 

As, forward-stretch I 1, 2, A, parting-
one I Two 1 One I Two I As< downward-' 
stretch J 1, 2, l' 

Marking every fifth step, forward-march I 
1, 2, 3, 4, s ; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Attention-halt 1 

I, 2~ ., 
ii, (Command when on the march) Skipping 

march-chan·ge I Left, right I &c.. Change 
-march I Left, right I &c, 1 , 

(Time; I skip to I beat.) 

As. upward-bend/ F. astride-'-j]lace' I 1, 2. 
T, to the left-tum I , :forward-ti,rn I 
To the right-turn! For;ward-t"'Yn ! 

' Feet together-place! I, 2, Atten'tion I 
Hips-firm I Left F, forward, • on the toe-

place I Dancingstep-begin/ I, 2, &c, Halt! 
I, 2, Attention I • 

(N.B.-The step ends as it began, with one 
F, forward. on the toe.) 

A, lifting sideways to the shoulder line, with 
deep breathing-one I Twa ! One! Two I &c. 

Faults , To lean back and let the arms sink below the 
shoulder level when they are stretched forward ; also, 
to have the hands closer together than the width of 
the shoulders, 

Fault; To put part of the weight on back foot; not to 
stretch the body up sufficiently, See Fig, 20 

A:, parting 1. Carry the arms fairly quickly to the side, 
keeping them on a level with shoulder, Faults, To 
fall back from the waist, poke head, and have arms 
below shoulder level. 

Skipping march ; The word "Change " comes on the left 
foot, one more pace is taken with the right foot, and 
the skipping begins. The step consists of a very rapid 
hop off the right foot just before the beat of the left, 
and a very rapid hop off the left just before the beat of 

. the right, For return to marching (Command : 
Change-march !) give last word on right foot, 
The next step starts the ordinary marching, 

See Table 1., Lateral. 

One foot to be placed forward on toes and the feet 
quickly changed with a spring, the weight of the body to 
be kept on the back leg, Fault, To put the weight on 

, the front leg, 



_T._:A_B_L_E_4 ___ /---;------M-o_v_E_M_E_N_T_S __ --------::----_. ,.-. :--_---:'._" ___ ,- .. -,-. _C_O_M_M_A_N:,-;:~--

COMMENTS. 

>- I (Sitting or standing, hands on 
R lower ribs.) , 

• Quick in-breath,. " sniffing." 

Breathe in quickly through the nose one I 
Bri;:athe out.slowly through the mouth-two/ 

Repeat-one I Two I 
N.B.-See that the breath is not too rapid to be dee-p. 

.s c.o :::, 
"1:1 

Slow out-breath (mouth). .i ··' 

e 
E 

Wing pos. 
C. Bend pos. 

Cross-bend pos, 
Hips firm I Arms upward---bend ! Hips-

firm I Arms across-bend! &c. Attention l - I F Wing st. : 2 heel raising in quick-
, • march time. • Hips-:-firm ! Heel raising, counting to eight-

begin I I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Attention! 
Heel raising to be done rather quickly and in even time. 

Arch~ flex ion. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Wing stride stoop st. • 

Bend st. alternate A. stretching s. 

i. Wing stride toe st. H. turning ; 
or, 

ii. Wing walk f. toe st. H. turning. 

2. A. swinging f. u. ; s. d. 

i. Marking time, and. facings with 
the same. .~:, 

ii, Hop march (foot behind), 
" ' I ' , ' • 

Hips-firm! F. astride-place I I, 2. T. 
fo~ward--:-bend I Raise! &c. F. together 
-1Jltfce I 1, 2. Attention I (See Photo. 
No: 9.) 

• As., upward-bend I Left A. sideways-
stretch ! , , As.-change I I, 2. &c. As.-

• . bendJ! Attention I On I the left A. is bent, 
and on ·2 the right A. is stretched. (Later: 

. Command, As'...:..._change I The left A .. bends 
• and t.he 'righ,~. A. stretches at the same 

time.) •• . 
, r <, I 

i. Hips-firm J' F.. ii&tride-place I. 1, 2, 
Heels---rai'se I H. • turning-left I Right I 

. Front f, Heels-sink t. F., together-place I 
r, 2. Attention I . 

ii. Hips firm and left F'. forward'._place ! 
Heels-raise ! H. turning;-7left I R,ight I 
Front I Heels-lower ! .(l_ttentipn I· 

Avoid bumping of the heels. 
Body to be bent forward from the hips, with legs pushed 

backwards, head kept up and back hollowed. Faults : 
To round the back, drop the head, or poke the chin 
forward. 

,!_Fault : To leave, the bent elbow standing out instead of 
close to the side . 

For faults see Table 1., Balance, and Table 3., Head. 

A. swinging• forward and· upw;:i.rd,-one ! • Arms. to3"be kept parallel to one another going up. 
Sideways and _do~ward-two1 !,:: Repeat-, Eaults; To lean back and poke the head as the arms 
on~ I Two,! : . • • , . I' , -. .. ', ' go, up. 

l'-----'='---'--2.---~-----------------
i. Mark-time I ,· • 1.;., r., &c. ~.<;> tl).e left- i. Children face to the left or right, marking time all the 
. face! 1., r~,' • ·&c. +q , t,he, rlght---c-/a'ce/ , w:llile. 
• 'Attention-halt I r, i .. , '1

, '·,:,' •• • f- :' •, . ii. Children to take a step with the left F. and hop on it, 
ii. Hop 'march (witl~ ;F'-·.g9ing·_.~ehi,nd), left •• bending the right F. up behind it. Next take a 

,foot-begin I , I, 2.;: '1, 2. • (f.o. • .Mten- •• step with right F., then a hop, bending the left F. 
, tion-'-hatt'! I, i," 3/4:' ' ,' .': . ' behind, and so on. (Time. The step takes one beat, 

., , ., .. . , __ t,theh,opanother.) -----1-=-:----'---:--~-=~'....--:':"'+----:---l~-::::-;--:--;:---;-..--;;::;:---:-;-::;-::;:-:----:-;,:-':;:"-;-''""C"':""::-;--~;..:.:....;___.:........ ___ _:__ _____________ _ 
Wing stride st. T. l>~ndi'n.~ s,, i, ,. Hips-c--firm I F; as}rid~-.--P~a:ce: I :•r; _2.' ,T:, See Table z., Lateral. 

Lateral. ',' 

'' I I 
' , 

Stride jump with.facing~.·" 
' I Jumping.· 

Respiratory~ St, 2 A •. turning, 

. , • to· th'e I'eft_:_bend I' -Rm-se ! , To the nght--:----
, . , , · bend''/ Raise /, F. 'togeth~r~place. I , ·,I, 2. 

' ·': , • ,· •., , • ,:,<-1.;tten#on. ! • • • • ,. -' • 
: • , •• Heels~aise !·,' Stride~jump,, wfr.,i'· facing to 
·_;,:, , , '.' Jl).e 1~£t, ;:i,fte:r:-:t.~e ~ecQnd ,jtm)~~~in / 
,· ,t, I ;,'•' ~~~irr~)t/th~;.1g~t_t~p!:i'J _, ,.e,es-;~i.nk ~· 

The first two jumps arefdone to. the fro,~!• coun~in,~ 
.'1; 2, 3, 4, The facing to the left 1s done m the. a1r, 

]1 immediately before the next jump. &c., &c. 

', · ' I 2' A) 'tu,rnjµg,,b\J-t\v<1:~~ with deep '·breathing;-- . See Table r., Shoulder. 
'lr:f,' ''I',: one I I r·wo I One!· 'Fwo ! ' '. 

I ,1 •• l ,1' ' ' \ ., 
,.,, '.,,'I 

w 
co 



TABLE a. 

I 
R. 

to 
-! o. 
:I .. -< 
0 
.b 
I: F. -

H. 

I 
Mov.EMENTS, 

• (Sitting or standing, hands on 
lower ribs.) 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath (mouth), 
Singing ah-oh, or oo. 
Cross-bend st, 2 A. flinging. 

i, Wing st., marking time withs-
knee raising. ,,. .. 

ii, Wing· st. alternate toe raising, : 

Bend close st, H;, bending £, 

Bend st. alternate A, stretching 
u. (First counting 2 for the 
change, later counting 1 for the 

Htavlnc. change.) 

Wing curtsey st. 
Balance. 

Shoulder. Wing close stoop st, 

Wing, " Polka " march, 

Marching. 

Bend close st, T .. turning. 
Lateral. 

Wing dancing-step s, 

Rnp\ratory. St. 2 A. lifting s, 

COMMANDS, COMMl!.N"tS. 

Breathe-in/ Ah I Brell,the-in I Ohl &c, Children to copy the teacher. 
• From "The Spe~klng Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke. published by J. Curwen & Sons. 

As, across-bend I As,-fiing I Bend I Atlen-
tion I 

i, Hips-firm I Mark-time 1 Left, right, 
Knees--raise I Left, right, Change I &c . 

, ii, Hips-firm 1 ' Alternate toe raising-
begin I Left, right; left, right. Attention-
h~U / I, 2. 

F. close and As. upward-bend I H, forward-
bend I Raise I &c. Attention I 

As. upward-bend I Left A. upward-stretch 1 
As.--change ! 1, 2. Change I 1, 2, &c. 
As.--Qend I Attenti,on 1 (On 1 left A. is 
bent, and • on 2 right A. is • stretched 
upward.) {Later command, As,-change 1 
when the left A.. is bent and the right 
arm is stretched at the same time.) 

Hips-firm I Heels-raise I Knees outward 
(half-way)-bend / Knees-..:.~tretch I Heels-
lowe,- I Attention I • ' 

F, close and hips-firm 1 T, fo™1ard-bend I 
Raise I &c., Attention I c • • 

Polka march-start I l,eft.l . 2 1 ,3, Right I 
2, 3. Halt I 2, 3, 4. • ' 

(N.B.-At "left " place the left· F. forward, 
at 2 close the right up behind, at 3 move 
the left F. forward. agaip, al)d spring fron.i 
that to the right foot, as fo an ordinary 
polka.} ,. 

F. close and As·. upward-'bend'/ T, ,to the 
left-turn I Forward-turn I To the right-
turn I Forward-tu,-n I A ftention l • • 

Hips firm and left F. sideways the' toe-· 
place 1 Dancing step-begin I I, 2. &c., 
&c. Attention-halt/ , 1, z ~on th,e toe), 
Attention I· ' 1 • '· • • • ' 

A-. lifting to shoulder level, with breathing-
one I 'Fwo! One.I Two I, • 

i. The knee should be lifted to crook pos. at each beat. 

See Table 1., Head, and Photo. No. 38. 

Fault I Not to bring the stretched arm close enough to 
the head, and to lean the head towards the stretched 
arm, 

Faults I To turn the knees forward and to lean forward. 

.See Table 4., Arch-flexion, and Photo. No. 9. 

,Fault: To make it heavy through not keeping the heels 
well off the floor. 

N.B.-For the halt, complete the step and bring the heels 
togetl;ler at 4, 

See .Table 3., Lateral, 

See Table j., Jumping. 

See Table 1., Respiratory. 



r TABLE s. / MOVEMENTS. 

( R. 

>,, .. -z .g F. 
0 .. -IC -

c. 
\ 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Abdominal. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

(Sitting or standing, hands on 
lo~er ribs.) .):: 

Slow in-breath (nose). • • • 
Slow out-breath. saying "H'sh." 
i. Wing stride toe st. 

ii. Kneeling pos. 

i. Bend clos~ st., H. bending b. 

ii. Rest pos, 

2. A. stretching f, u, s., d. (repeated 
with hand closing and opening). 

Crook half-st. 

2 A. swinging f, u ; s, d. (Later, 
f, u; ,f, d., holding, hands.) 

Stretch stride,_ point stoop,st, . 

Hop march (foot in front). 

' Wing clo,se~st. T.\bending s. 

.. .. 
Wing curtsey st_, jump f: for 4 

steps. ,. 

Respiratory. St. 2 A. turning o. 

' 

COMMANDS. 

Breathe in through nose, and then breathe 
out, saying "Hush." One !--Two I--

One !--Two! 

i. Hips firm and F. astride-place ! I, 2. 
Heels--raise I Lower I &c. Attention I I, 2 . 

u. :Kneel down-left, right I Stand up-
/eft, right I 

(N,B.-To stand up, bend up the left knee 
an_d place Q,~th hands on it at "left," stand 
up and press on the knee at "right.") 

i. F. c_los~ and, As. upward-bend I H. 
backward-bend! Raise· I Attention J 

ii. Neck-rest I Attention! Neck-Yest! 
A ttention ! ' 

A.. stret~h.ing forward, upward, sideways, 
and dowµward-begin ! I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
(V,ith hand closing and opening .in each 
po's~tion-repeat I I, ·2, ·1; 2; 3, 4, 3, 4; 
·S\ 6, 5, 6; 7, 8; 7, 8.) 

Left ' knee- . upward-bend I . F.~~ange· I 
I, 2. Change /_ ·I, 2: . &.c. Attention ! 

A. swinging forward, -upward, lpwering, 
sideways, downward-one / Two,! Repeat-
one I Two I (Later, holdi!]g hands, a"breast 
A. swinging forward, upward·;. 'forward, 
downward-one I, Two t · One !, Two !) • , • 

As. upward stretch : iIJd F. astride-Lplace I 
1, ,2. T. forw~rd and downward~enifl 

•. Raise ! &c. As. downward stretch: and 
: F, tpgether-place / 1, 2. . ' 

(N.B.-Benq the As. and move th~ left F. at 
1; strefch the J\s, and 'm,ove the' right ,F. 1 

at 2;) I .. 

' Hop march with the foot in front, Left" F.- • 
begin! 1, 2, I, 2, r, 2. • &c .. Attention-:-

. halt 1 1·, 2. 

F. close and hips_..:,firm l T. to the left-bend 1 
:_Raise I To'the right-bend 1 Raise 1 Atten-

·. tion! • • , 
Hips-firm t Heels-rq;ise ! 'Knees outward-
, bend! Forward-jump l 1,2,3, 4. Knees-

~tretch ! Attention ! ' • 

COMMENT. 

i. N .B.-Move the hands on 2. 

Fault l ii. Not to place the knee on the same spot where 
the foot was. 

(See page 2 S ). 

i. See Table 2., Head, for fault. 

ii. Faults : To allow elbows to fall forward, and to poke 
the head. (For description, see page 21.) 

Fault: Not to listen while the directions are being given. 
To avoid mistakes make· class repeat directions before 
stretching. 

Fault : Not to raise thigh high enough and to let the leg ,i:,. 

slope backwards. (See page 26.) c 
Faults ! To lean back as the arms swing up, and to poke 

head. Hands to turn gradually as the arms are lowered 
ii;i the first movement. 

Head to be .kept between the arms; knees straight. (See 
: ~hoto. No. 10.) 

S_ee _Table 4., Marching. One foot to be crossed above 
the knee of the other, with the toe well pointed and the 

• knee turned outward. 

Faults! Not to keep the trunk upright. To bump the 
heels when coming to " Attention." 

2 •. A. turning outward 'with deep breathing- See Tabl~ 2., Respiratory. 
• .: one! Two.I· One I. Two I 



TASLE 7.; MovEMBNrs, 

I 
( I (Sitting or standing, hands on 

R lower ribs.) 
• Slow in-breath (nose), 

Slow out-breath (mouth). 

,. 
i o. 

- F. 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heavlnf. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

Respiratory. 

Half-wing, half-rest, change of As. 

Wing F. placing s. on the toe. 

Wing stride stoop st. H. turning. 

Bend st.. alternate A. stretching 
u. and d. 

Wing toe support f.: L. raising, 

Cross-bend 2 A. flinging and alter-
nate A, flinging. 

"Stamp-and-Toes march.'' 
steps of each.) 

Bend kneeling, T, turning, 

(Four 

Stride-jump with 2 A. lifting s, 

Reach st. z A. parting. 

COMMANDS. 

Breathe-in I Breathe-out / &c. 

Right hand, hips firm, and left hand neck-
rest I As.-change I Change I &c. A tten-
tion I 

Hips-firm I Left F, sideways on the toe-
place I F.-change I I, z. Change I I, z. 
&c., &c. Attention I 

Hips--firm I F, astride~lace I 1, z, T, 
forward-beml'/ H, turning-left/ Right I 
Front I T.-1'aise I F. together-place I 
1, 2. Attention! 

As.· upward-bend I • Right A. upward, 
left downward-stretch I As.-change I r, 2. 
Change I I, 2. &c. Attention I 1, z. 

(N.B.-For "attention" a:q.d "change" 
return to bend pos. on r.) 

Hips-firm I Left F, forward on the toe-
place I L.-raise I Lower I F.-change I 
Right I L.-raise I, Lower I &c. Attention I 

As. across--:bend I As.-fiing I Bend I, &c, 
Attention. I As. across-bend / Left A. 
-fting I As. change I <::hange I. Change I 
As.-bend I Attention I 

Stamping for 4 steps and 4. steps on the 
toes forward-march I r, 2, 3, 4 ; I, 2, 3, 4, 
&c., &c,, Attention-halt I 1, 2; 

(N.B.-The word "Attention", comes on the 
first stamp step.) 

Kneel down-left, right I A,s, upward-
bend J Slow: T, • turningLle/t /. Front I 
Right I Front I S'tand up....:_lejl, right I 

Heels-raise I Stride-jump with A, lifting 
, sideways-qegin I I,. 2; I, '2; I, 2,' &c. 

Attention-halt I I, 2, 3, 
(N.B.-Heels together at 2, sink at 3.t 
As. forward-stretch I r~ 2, A. parting with. 

deep breathing-one / Two I One I Twq ! 
One I Downward-two I ' 

Faults 1 To allow the foot to come a little forward and 
not to point the toe sufficiently. ' 

For faults see Table 4., Arch-flexion, 

Fault I To lean the H. against the up-stretched arm, 

Fault: To lean back when the leg is raised; to bend the ,_. 
knee of the carrying leg. 

, Fault ., In alternate A . .flinging to let the elbow of the 
bent arm come forward. 

' N.B.-A good march for giving a sense of rhythm. The 
contrast of the stamping steps should serve to make the 
toe steps noiseless. 

Fault I To lean back; especially during T, turning. 
See Table 6., Intro. F. 

A,s. to be lifted as high as shoulders as legs spring apart, 
··,.and A.s. down as legs, spring together. Faults I To 

, raise the As. too high and to raise them slightly forward, 
' 

Deep breath to be taken in as the As. s., and breathing 
, out as, they tetum to reach position. Faults, To 

lean back and poke the head as the arms go s,. 



-
TABLES. I ' 

MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS. COMMENTS. 

( R. 
(Sitting or standing, hands on Slowly through nose breathe-in / Quickly 

ribs.) through mouth breathe-cu, J 
Slow in-breath (nose). Inf Ou,! &c. 
Quick out-breath (mouth). 
Half-wing half-rest close st, Left hand hip firm, and right hand neck- Fai,lts : To poke the head and elbows ·when the hand is 

.:. . Change of As. and F. rut ! F.-close ! A. and F.-change I I, 2, behind the head. To finish at attention with the feet 

l c. Change I I, 2. &c. Attention! too wide open. To prevent this command, "Feet 
(N.B.-On I drop the hands and open the half-way-close ! " =- ... feet, on 2 right hand hips firm, left hand .. 

0 neck rest, and feet close.) J:s 
C Marking time with knee raising. Mark-t1·me I Left, right I &c. Knees- Fault: To move the shoulders. - F. ,-aise ! Left, right I &c. Change! Left, 

right I Attention-halt I I, 2. 

Bend close st. H. bending b. and f. F, close and As. upward-bend ! H. backward-
'H. bend I Raise I Forward-bend I Raise I &c. 

. Attention ! 
2 A. stretching f. and s., twice in A. stretching forward and sideways, twice in 

each direction. each direction-one / Two! One! Two! 
Threa I Four! Three! Four! As. 
downward-stretc/i I 1, 2. 

Yard curtsey st. As. sideways lift and ,heels-,.aise / Knees For faults see Table 5, Balance. 
Balance. outward (half-way)--bmd / Knees-

stretch! Attention I 
" Signals." i. Alternate A. swinging forward, upward, Faults: To have the arms slightly bent; to swing them 
i. Alternate A. swinging f.u., s,d. sinking sideways, downward. Left arm- somewhat outward instead of straight fon1,,-ard; to 

(count 1, 2, 3, 4). ona ! Two I Right arm-three I Four!- lean the head against the arm which is up, instead of 
Shoulder. Later: ii. Alternate A. swinging Repeat-one / Two I Three I Four! bringing the arm close to the head. (See Table 6, 

f.u., f.d.: or, ii. Alternate A. swinging forward, upward, Shoulder.) 
iii. Alternate A. swinging s.u., s.d., left arm-swiug ! Arms-c/1ange ! &c. 

changing As. simultaneously. Attetiliotl I 
Wing stride point stoop st. Hips-firm I F. astride-placo I 1, 2. T. for- Fault, To round the back, and not to keep the H. between 

Abdominal. 
ward-bend I Downward-bend / For- the arms. 
ward-raisa I Upward-raisi, I Atl8ntio11 I 
1, 2. (N.B.-Hands move on '2,) 

Heel and toe polka march. Heels-raise. Heel and toe polka march, left Left leg is raised slightly, then put down lightly on heel, 
foot-begin I Heel, toe I 1, 2, .3. &c., &c., le~s straifht at knee ; the leg is again raised slightly 
&c. Attention-halt I l, 2, 3, bent an put down lightly on toe, the toe touching 

Marchln1. the floor at the same spot as the heel. The leg is 
again' raised and put down lightly, for the first step of 

\ the polka, for description of which see Table s, 
I Matehin&r. 

Wing walk f., T. bending s. Hips firm and left F. forwa.rd-placa / T. to 

Lateral. 
the left-bend I Raise I &c. As. and F.- . 
cl1ang~ I 1, 2. To the 'right-b,nd / &c. 
Raise I A llention I 

Wing curtsey st. jump forward Hips firm and heel8-1'aise / Knees outward- The jumps must be very short, ~d the knees b~nt a.JI the 
Jumplnc. (3 times in succession). bond I Three steps forward-,jump·/ 1. 2, 3. time, only straightening very slightly for the Jump..~ 

Knees stretch ! Heels-sink ! Attention .I 
St. 2 A. turning. 2. A. turning outward with deep breathing- See Table :i Respiratory. 

Raplratory. one I Two!, One I Two! &c. . 



I - -· 
TABLE 9. MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS. 

\ 

COMMEN"l:S, 

* (Sitting or standing, hands on Breathe-in I Oh I &c. Children to copy the teacher. 
lower ribs.) * From "The Steaking Voice," by Mrs. Emi\ Behnke, published by R. Slow in-breath (nose). Breathe--in/ Ahl &c. . J. Curwen lit ons. 

Slow out-breath (mouth), singing 
ah I oh I or oo. 

,;. Cross-bend 2 A. flinging. Arms across---bend I As,-'{ling I Bend! ... c. 0 &c, Attention I -u ::, Steps f. and b. A. step forward-manh ! I, 2. A step For more than one step, take steps as in walking, and 'C 
0 backward-march I 1, 2 . Two (or three) place the heels together for the halt. .. F. - steps forward-march I Halt I (or, C I, 2, - r. 2, 3, halt!) 

Yard stride st. H. turning. F; astride and A. sideways-lift/ I, 2. H. Class should be warned that the hands are not to move 
H. turning-left ! Right I Front I Attention I until 2. Fault: To let arms gradually drop below 

I, 2. the shoulder level. 
\ 

(N.B.-Arms move on the second count.) 
Bend st. z A. stretching u. and d. Arms upward-bend/ Arms upward-stretch ! 

Heaving. Bend /' . Downward-stretch I Bend 1 &c., 
&c. Attention! 

i. Crook half-st. ' Left knee •upward-bend / F.-ckange I For faults see Table 6., Balance. 1, 
I, 2. • &c., &c. Attention I 

Balance. Later: ii. Wing crook half~st. ii. Hips firm and left knee upward-bend I 
F.-change ! 1, 2. &c. 

and iii. F. bending in this pos. iii F. bending and stretching-one I. Two I 
F.-change ! &c. 

··-

Bend stoop stride st. (jump), 2 A. As. upward bend and F. astride (with a jump) For stoop standing see Table 4., Arch-flexion. Faults: 
Shoulder. stretching s. • -spring I T. forw~d-bend I A. stretching To stretch As. too far back, and to keep them below 

sideways-one! Two I T.---rai'se I With a the shoulder level. 
spring-attention I 

i. Marching-change to running. i. Forward--marck I Left, right,. &c. Bend , '.The command "Run " is given on the left foot. Take 
the arms for running. •. , Change-~n • 1 ·, one more pace with the right, then start running 

Marching. Left, right, &c. '_' Change-march I" last word comes OD right foot. 
ii. Running-change to marching. ii. (When running, command,) Change~• Four more running steps are allowed for the pace to 

march! 1, 2, 3, 4. Left, right ! Left,·. ' slow down, then. marching begins by marking the 
rigllt I &c. first step with the left foot. 

Bend walk f., T. turning. As. upward 'bend and left F. forward--place l Faults: To keep the weight too much on the back foot. 
Lateral. T. to 'the left-turn I Forward-turn l 

A. and F.-change I I, 2. T. to the right-
I turn I Forward-tum! &c. Attention! 

Wing jump on the sp<;>t, Hips-firm I Jump on th,e spot-start/, 'Fa1flts : 'To· leap into the air with bent knees. To land 
•. I, 2, 3!-4, 5. Repeat! &c. ·Attention! . without turning the knees out and to lean forward. 

Jumping. ; • (N.R-;-On I, heels: raise; 2 ... knees. bend•; 
• • 3·, spring (pcl,use for landmg with bent 

knees)'; 4, knees ,stretch; 5, heels sink.) 
Respirato ry. St. 2 A. liftin~ s. • A:, liit sideways .with deep breathing-i:ine I 

I ,,Two I One I Two f &c. • I 



TABLE 10. j MOVEMENTS. 

I Hands on lower ribs (standing). 
i- { R j Slow in-breath (nose). i; • Slow out-breath-humming. 

ff. Bend st. H. turning. 
C, 

b .= Rest close st. Change to wing, &c. F. 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

• Marching. 

Bend stride arch st. and stretch 
stride point stoop st. 

2 A. stretching u. and b. twice in 
each direction. 

Yard toe support st. b., L. raising. 

St. (and later walk f, st.), 2 A. 
swimming. 

" Spring step " March. 

COMMANDS. 

Breathe in deeply through the nose-one/ 
Hum, keeping the mouth shut-two ! One I 
Two I 

As. upward-bend I Slow head turning-
left I Front! Right I Front I Attention! 

F. close and neck----rest ! F. open and hips-
firm ! . Repeat--one I Two I &c. 

As. upward bend and F. astride-place ! 
1, 2. (Hands move on 2.) Keeping the 
chest well raised, T. slowly backward-
bend ! Raise! &c., &c. .As. upward-
stretch I T. forward and downward-
bend ! Raise'/ &c., &c. As. downward 
stretch and F. together-place I I, 2. 

A. stretching upward and backward twice 
in each direction-begin I 1, 2, I, 2 ; 3, 4, 
3, 4. Repeat ! &c. Attention ! ( In one 
movemeqt.) 

As. sideways raise and left F. backward on the 
toe--place ! L.--,-aise I Lower I • &c. 
Attention I (Later, A. a:nd F.-change I 
Right I L.--raise I &c. Attention !) 

For swimming, A. forward-lift! As. swimming 
-one! Two I Three I &c. Attention I 
(Later, for swimming, A. forward lift and 
left F. forward-place I ~c., &c.) The 
movements at 1 and 3 are VIgoro.us and the 
commands sharp ; but at 2. the move-
ment should be as relaxed as po$sible and 
the command quiet'. Photos. ~os.·20, 21, 22. 

Heels-raise I Spring-march-s:tart t Left, 
right, &c. A~tention-halt ! I, 2, 3, 4 (or 
when on the march, command, • Spring-
march-change ! Left, right! &c. Change-
march /) The word start (or change),is given 
on the. left foot. One mor~ step is , taken 
with the right foot, and then as the left 
foot strikes the ground the right leg is 
raised forward with straight knee. As the 
right foot 'strikes the left leg is raised for . 

. ·ward, &c. 

Lateral. 
Half-wing half.rest 
• T. bending· s, 

stride, st. • Right hand neck~rest, left hand hips firm'.and, 
F. astride-place I 1 1 2. T. to. the left-
bend I Raise I &c. As.-:-ehange I T. to 
the right bend! R.aise I &c. Attention I I, 2. 

Jumping. 
Wing close st. jump f. 

R . 1 tor St. z A. turning o. . esp ra . y. 

F. ,close and ·hips-firm I Heels--ra,ise I 
Fo'fWard-..J-fump I , t,,,?, i, 2. 1, 2. &c. 
Attention halt I I, 2, 3. • • 

A. turning. outward· with deep breathing-
one I Two I One I Two I • 

COMMEN"IS. 

Give the note for the humming, and signal for it to stop. 

If the feet are too much open at the fi.nish, command 
" Feet half-way-close ! " 

See Photos. Nos. I 1 and 10. 

Faults ; In backward stretch to lift the hands too far 
from the body, producing a faulty position of the 
shoulder-blade. 

See Fig. 8. 
Fault; Not to stretch the body up enough. See Figs. 20 

and 23. 

The starting position for swimming is like " reach," Joi>,,. 

except that the palms face the floor and that the hands If.. 
and index fingers touch one another. At "One" sweep 
the arms back to yard pos., but keep the palms facing 
backwards. At "Two" draw the elbows into the 
sides and place the hands as in the starting pos. At 
" Three " return to the starting pos. by thrusting the 
arms forward. 

The time is "quick-march" time-one step to each 
beat . ..:_ The body should)ean back a little. 

Fault; To t,nOVefthe hands before 2. To bend forward 
instead of straight to the side. 

N.B.-The numbers 1 and 2 denote a jump each, following 
in quick succession. At 3. for the halt, the heels are 
lowered gently to the ground. 



TABI.E u.; ---- -- . .. , . ....... _,,_. . ., ..... _ . -. --- - -- -__ ,, __ ~-. ~-·-... ·- -- - ·-·-- - - -
MOV.trl\fXNTS, COM MANOS. C..:.OMt-.\l"t.N"TS~ 

( R. / 
Standb:,_g (hands on lower ribs). -Take in o. quick breath through the nosu- Seo tht\l th.c bi:eath is not too rapi,\ ;:.; \.,~ d~ep: • - •• - -
Quick in-breath (nose), "sniffing.'! ouo I Breathe out slowly through the e- Slow out-bi-ea.th (mouth). mouth-two I Ono l Two I ____ ..,_ ___________ .s C. Rest st., wing st., bend st., &c. Neck-rest I Hips-firm I As. upward----bond I,, --· 

0 &c., &c. Atten,Uon I :II 
'Ill Alternate toe raising (4 times), Alternate toe raising 4 times, beginning with - ---0 N.B.-A good exercise for warming the £~.ot. b Tho hee\s .s followed by 2 heel raising (twice). the left F., followed by heel raising twice- must be lowered gently. at 6 and 8. F. start I I, 2, 3, 4 {for toe raising) ; 5, 6, 7, 8 

{for heel raising). Repeat I I, 2, 3, 4; 
5, 6, 7, 8. 

Bend stride stoop st. change to As. upward bend and F. astride-place I -
arch and stoop st. I, 2. T. forward--bend ! Raise I Back-

Arch-flex:lon. wa.rd--bend I Raise I Forwa.rd--bend ! 
Raise I &c. Attention! I, 2. {Hands 
move on 2.) 

2 A. stretching u. and d., followed A. stretching upward and downward, fol- Fai,lts ,· To make mistakes in the directions, through in-
Heaving. bys. and d. lowed by sideways and downward, counting attention or inability to memorise. 

to 8--begin ! I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Repeat! 
&c. 

Reach curtsey As. forwatd lift and heels-raise ! Knees ---- ------- -~-
st. 

Balanl:i!. outward (half-way)-be'nd ! Knees-
stretch! Attention I 

Yard walk f. st. 2 A. turning. As. sideways stretch and left F. forward- Fault; Not to move the foot far enough forward, and 
Shoulder. place I I, 2, Palm ( or a.mi) turning-o?J<' / not to put the weight out over the foot. 

Two! One I Two! A tt,:ntion ! I, 2. 
(N.B.-F. moves on 2.) 

Running on the spot with knee Hips-firm! Running on the spot--begin t 
Abdominal. raising (wing). I, 2, I, 2, I, 2. &c, Knees-raise I 1, z. 

1, 2, I, 2. &c. Change-run I r, 2, ·1, 2, 
• &c. Attention-halt! I, 2, J, 4 . ' 

Counter marching. . Arrange class marching in· double file. Com- F~ult: For the lines to divide before reaching the end 
mand: Down centre-march! , Divide- Qf the centre line. 
march I (One line goes to the left, the other 

Marching. to the right.) • Centre in double file-
march l First 2 to left, second 2 to right-
march! Down the centre in' fours-march! 
Divide-march I Centre in twos-march I 

Bend turn kneel pos. 2 A. Kneel down-left, right I As. upward- For "Attention," the left knee is bent up and the hands 
stretching s. bend I T. to the left...:._turn ! As. sideways- • are.placed on it at the word "left." The class springs 

Lateral. ·, stretch! Bend .I Stretch ! Bend ! Forward- into. position by pressing the han<_Js on the knee at 
turn l T. to right~um/ As.-stretcli ! "right." 
Bend ! • Stretch !,•' Bend ( Forward-turn I 
At ten tion-;--lc/t. 'f'igM l 

Wing jump on the spot with Hips--prmJ Jump on the spot-start•.! 1, 2; A quarter circle is turn.ed « in the air," during the jump. 
Jumping. facings. 3 !-4, 5. Thesame'fa:cing to the left at J'-

start! 1, 2, 3 ·t-4, 5. &c. Atte1'/.tio·n ! 
St. 2 A. lifting s. A. lifting to· 'the shoulder lin~ with d,eep 

', Respirator y. breathing----0ne I Two ! One! Two! 



-----,-----------------.--------------------.------------------------- \ TABLE"l2. 

R. -,f c. -0 
b -= - F. 

MovBMBNrs. 

Standing (hands on lower ribs). 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath. saying " H'sh. '' 
:2 A. stretching u .. s. and d. 

Steps sideways. 

i. Bend close arch st. 

COMMANDS. 

Breathe in through the nose-one/ Breathe 1 

out, saying " H'sh "--lwo I One ! Two ! 

As. upward--bend I Upward-stretch ! 
Bend! Sideways-stretch! Bend! &c. 
Attention! 

A step to the left-march! 1. 2. (At I take 
out a full step to the left with the toe 
pointed, at 2 close the heels, marking the 
time.) &c., &c. 

Arch-flexlon. ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

i. F. close and As. upward-bend ! Keeping 
the chest well up, T. backward-bend! 
Raise! &c., &c. Atttmtion ! 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride-place! 
1, 2. T. forward and downward-bend! 
Raise! &c., &c. Attention! 1, 2. 

Heavlnc. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

" Punching " exercise. 
Bend st. alternate A. stretching 

f. with closed :fist. 

As. upward-bend! Fingers-close! Keeping 
the :fist clenched, left A. forward-stretch ! 
As.-change ! Change ! Change / As.-bend ! 
Attention! 

Yard toe support st. f., L. circling As. sideways. lift and left F. forward on the 
to toe support b. toe-place ! L. circling to backward on the 

toe and forward again - one ! Two I 
Repeat-one I Two! ·As. and F.-change I 
r, 2. L. circling-one ! Two ! &c. Atten-
tion! 

Cross-bend 
filnging. 

stoop st. 2 A. As.' across-bend! T. fotward-bend I As.-
fiing ! Bend! Fling! Bend! .T.--raise ! 
Attention! (Later, alternate A. flinging 
with H. turning-left'/ 'Right!- Left ! 
Right! A.-bend·! T . .!.-rai~e / •Attention/) 

(Later, alternate 
H. turning.) 

A. flinging with 

Wing polka march with first step. Hips firm and heels--raise / Polka maryh 
high. with first step high~egin ! Left, 2, 3; 

right, 2, 3. &c.; &c. Hait! 2, 3,.' 4•. 
Half-wing half-rest close st. T. Feet close, right hand neck-rest;· arid1

1
eft h,and 

bending s. ' hips-firm!. T. to the left-bend! Raise! 
, '~end r Raise ! As.-change I To the right~·· 

bend /' Raise ! Bend,/ , Raise I Attention) 
Wing stride jump (moving forward, B;i?r-firm I' . Stride jump, . moving 'for~· 

Jumping. 
4 steps and backward 4 steps). ward 4 step~. !=1-nd, b\l,ck '4 steps, Heel.s--

1-aise ! Begin!, ,I, .z, 3,4, 5,,6,,,7;•_'Back.! 
I '· I, 2, 3, 4t S, 6, 0 7: Hau:~. '. . .- ' ' 

Reach st. 2 A. parting. . . 
Respiratory. 

' 

, (N',B.--'-Say the war~'' t;iack" as the feet come. 
. . ' . . togetl;ler ~rom the,.Iast forw~rd jump.) • • 

As .. forward' to, .the s?ioulder )ine_:._lift t ',A. 
• parting . ~ith .deep bre.athing-'-one ! . Two! 

'Om I .Two. I- &c .. One I . Lowering,·, the. 
arn;\s:.:_t~o /, • • ' •· 1 . .. .. • ,. • 

,I 

'I '' 

Fault: To take the step a little outward and not straight 
to the side. 

u. Bend the As. and move the left F. to the side at 1 ; 
stretch the As. and move the right F. at 2. 

The movement takes place entirely in the hip joint. 
Fault: To let the T. sway forward as the leg goes .;a. 
backward and vice versa, instead of remaining erect. a> 

Fault : To rise up from the stoop position during A. 
flinging. 

· To be executed as polka march (see Table 5), except that 
•. during .the hop off the right foot the left leg is raised 

f9rward with a straight knee as in " Spring-march." 
' 

'f 

Fault\· To lose the proper relative distances between the 
scholars and ranks. 



TABLE 13./ Mov.EMEN'IS. 

C. 

F. 

R. 
' 

Arch-flexlon. 

I i. Cross-bend walk f. 
of As. and F. 

ii. St. H. bending f. 

i. Rest close pos. 

st. Change 

ii. Facing to left and right. 

• Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slowout-breath,singingoo! oh! a~! 

Bend stride arch st. Change to 
stoop and arch. 

COMMANDS. 

i. As. across bend and left F. forward-place / 
As. and F.-change I I, 2, Change I 1, 2. 
&c. Attention I 

ii. H. forward-bend I Upward-stretch I 
Bend I Stretch ! 

i, F. close and neck-rest / Attention I 
Repeat---one I Two! 

I 

ii, Face to the left-one ! Two I Face to the 
right---one 1 Two I &c. 

Take in a deep breath through the nose and 
breathe out slowly, saying oo I oh l ah I 
Breathe-in ! Breathe--out ! Again-
in ! Out I 

ii. For description see page 31. To be done in two 
distinct movements. 

The Teacher must give the note for the vowels, and signal 
for each one to cease. 

* From "The Speaking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke, published by 

] . Curwen & Sons. 

See that the chest is well arched in both the backward and 
forward movements. 

As. up~ard bend and F. astride-place I 
1, 2. T .. backward-bend/ Raise! T. for-
ward-bend! Raise! Backward-bend I 
Raise! Attention! 1, 2. (Hands move on 2.) --------l----------------~--------:-c-------'---------__:.-1-----------------------·---- ---·- -·- -- --· ·--------

As. upward~end ! A. stretching forward, 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching f, u,s, and 
b. 

\Ving curtsey sitting. 
(Later with H. turning.) 

i, z A swinging f.u., sin~ng s.d. 

ii. Ditto with heel raising; or 

iii. Alternate ditto (no heel raising), 

Wing slow march with L, raising. 

Half-wing, half-rest, close turn st. 

Wing jump f. and b. 

Respiratory. St. 2 A. lifting s. 

upward; • si\'.leways, and backward-start I 
I, 2, 3, ·4, 5, 6, 7, 8., Repeat/-1, 2, 3, 4,. 5, 
6, 7, 8. Attention!· 

Hips-firm! Heels-raise I Knees outward 
(all tpe way)..c_bend I Stretch./ Heels-sink I 
Raise I Bend I Stretch! $:ink' I -.Ateent·i'on I 
(Later, wp.en • in the position 1• command, 
H. turning-left I Right I' Front·!) ' 

i. A,, swinging forward, tipwatd, sinking 
sideways~swing I Lower I Swing I. Lower! 

ii. The same with heel raising-swing I 
Lower I Swing I Lower I 

iii. Alternate A. swinging forward, upward, 
sinking sideways. Left arm-swing! Lower ! 
Right arm-swing I Lower I &c, 

Hips-firm I Slow march with L. raising 
forward-begin ! left, right, &c. Atten-
tion-halt ! I, 2. 

(N.B.-As the left F. strikes the ground the 
right is raised. Say "Attention-halt I" 
while the left F. is raised. On r the left 
foot strikes, and at 2 heels together.) 

F. close, right hand neck-rest and left hand 
hips-firm I T. to left-tum / Forward-
turn I Left-turn l Forward-turn! As.-
change! T. to right-tum I Forward-
tur-n .I &c. A ttenlion ! 

Hips-fiYm ! Heels-raise I Knees--bend I 
Forward-jump I Stretch I Sink! Repeat/-
I, 2, 3 !-4, 5. (Similar command for back-
ward.) 

A. lifting to shoulder level with deep breathing 
-one! Two! Repeat-one I Two.' 

Faults; Not to have the knees turned outward euough, 
, and to lean forward. See Fig. 1 1. 

Faults; To poke the waist, and in iii. to sway the body 
away from the arm, and to lean the head against it. 

Faults.1 To bend the knee of the carrying leg, and poke 
the head. 

The spring is at 3 ! 



------;;------------------.-----------------------.,,---------- ---------·--- ···-------
TABL£ MovEMENTs. CoMMANDs. Co>-,MENYS . .. 4. 

------;-;-1,,:C:::r:::o=ss:-_---;b::e=n::d:;------:::c"r.10::s:::e:----:s::-:;t:-.--:2::---:A~.-J-:i:.,F;;:-_-::c,:lo::;s;:e~a::n:-d;,--:A.:s:-.-::-a::c::ro::s:::s:--.:b~en=-:;d:-/~'i'l<''.-o=-p=-=en=-\---------------·------------

( 
• flinging witl1 F. opening. and As.-fiing I Repeat! 1, 2. Half 

closing the feet-attention ! 
F. ii. Preparation for jump. ii. Heel raising and knee bending in quick ii. Fault ; To let the heels bump at 4. 

0 -c» :::s 
'D 
0 
.:: = -

c. 

R. 

\ 

Arcb-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

time-begin I I, 2, 3, 4. Repeat! 1, 2, 3, 4. 
i. Hips-firm I H-. --;b-ac'--:k:-w-a-r-;d-7b_.,,en-d-:-:/:---l·--------------------------i. Wing st. H. bending b. 

Keeping the chin in---1'aise I Bend I Raise I 
Attention I 

ii. Half-wing, half-rest pos. ii. Right hand hips firm and left hand neck-
rest I As.-change I &c. Attention I 1------------------,-~--------"'-------------I ----··- ·-------·- ---- -- -· - -------

* Sitting or standing. Take in a deep break quickly through the I N.B.-Describe the exercise before giving the command. 
Quick in-breath (nose); hold nose, hold the breath while 3 is counted, : * From "The Speaking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke, published by 

breath while teacher counts 3. and breathe out quickly through the J. Curwen & Sons. 
Quick out-breath through mouth. mouth. Breathe-in/ r, 2, 3. Breathe-

out I In I I, 2, 3. Out I. 
Bend walk f. stoop stand. 
Change to arch and stoop stand. 

St. 2 A. stretching s. and u., 
twice in each direction. 

Wing crook half-st. 
Change to toe-support b. and 

crook half-st, 

Reach stride st. (jump). 
flinging s. • 

Heel and toe polka march. 

2 A. 

Wing stride turn st. T. bending s. 

Jump on ~he spot with 2 A. lifting 
s. 

As. upward bend and the left F. forward-
place ! T. forward-bend I Raise I Back-
ward-bend ! Raise I Forward-bend I 
Raise I As. and F.--change I r, 2. (Same 
commands repeated.) Attention ! 

A stretching sideways and upward, twice in 
each direction-start! I, 2, I, 2, 3, 
4, 3, 4, Repeat! I, 2, I, 2, 3, 4, 
3, 4. Attention! 1, 2. 

Hips-firm I Left knee upward-bend! 
Backward on the toe-place I Forward-
bend ! F.-change I Right I Backward 
on the toe-place I Forward-bend I &c. 
Attention I 

As. forward lift and F. astride by jumping-
spring I A. :flinging sideways-one/ Two I 
Repeat--one I . Two I &c. By jumping-
Attention I 

Hips-firm I Heel and toe polka, m:axch with 
the left foot-start I Heel, t0e., i, 2, 3. 
Heel-, toe. 1, z, 3, &c. Attention-
)ialt / I, 2, 3, 4· 

(N.B.-For the halt, I, 2, 3, is for the last 
polka step, and at 4 the ~eels, come 
together.) 

Hips firm arid F'. astride-place! I, 2. T. to 
left-turn I To left-bend I Raise I For-
ward and to the 'right~turn I To right-
bend I Raise I Forward-turn I Attention! 
I, 2. , . 

Jump on the spot with A. 'lifting to the shoulder 
line-start I I, 2, 3 l-4, 5. Repea t-r, 
2, 3 !:-'-:-4, 5-. 

Faults: To make mistakes in direction. 

N.B.-The T. must be upright and motionless throughout, 
and the leg movement smoothly done from the hip 
joint. 

N.B.-Palms of the hands face the floor m sideways 
position .. 

I 

At the word "start " hop on the left foot, with the heel 
of the right foot touching the ground just in front of 
the left. Hop again on the left, pointing toe of right 
foot to ground; then polka with right foot. Repeat 
hopping on right. 

N.B,-Hands move on 2. 

The arms are lifted at 3 and lowered at 4. Fault: To 
raise the arms above the shoulder level. 

St 2 A. turning. Respiratory. • 
A. t:urning outward with deep breathing-

one I Two ! One I Two I 



r 
TABLE •s.f ~OVEM:E.NTS. 

c. 

R. 

An:11-ffexJon. 

Balance. 

Sllolllller. 

Mardlla«-

Lateral. 

Stretch stride st. 

Bend close st. H. bending f. and b. 

Sitting or standing., 
Slow in-breath (nose}. 
Slow out-breath, saying .. H'sh." 
Bend walk f. arch st. 
Change to stoop and arch. 

.. Punching." 
Bend st. alternate A. stretching 

f. (closed fist), with reverse T. 
turning. 

Ya.rd (palms up) toe support st. s. 
Change to toe support b. 

Cross-bend curtsey st. 2 A, 
flinging. 

Wing hop march (F. in front). 

Half-win.g half-rest stride st. T. 
bending s., with breathing, 

Wmg jumps. 

~ntory. Three deep breaths, free. 
l 

I \ 
i. As. up-ward stretch and F. astride--

place I I, 2. Downward and F. together-
place I 1, 2. Upward and F. astride-
place I &c., &c. 

u. To the left-face I 1, 2. To the right-
/ace·/ 1, 2. 

F. close and As. upward-bend ! H. forward-
bsnd ! Upward-stretcli ! Eackwa.rd-
bend ! Stretch! Forward--bend I Stretch! 
&c. A ttentio-n ! 

Breathe in slowly through the nose, and breathe 
out, saying "H'sh." Breathe--in ! 
Breathe---out ! Repeat---one ! Two! 

As. upward bend and left F. forward-place! 
T. backward--bend ! Forward-bend! 
Backward-bend! Raise! As. and F.-
change ! 1, 2. Backward-bend! &c . 

With closed fist As. upward-bend! T. to 
right turn and left arm forward-stretch ! 
T. and As.---change ! Change ! Change I 
A.-bend ! Attention ! 

Or later : As. ben.d ! Punching exercise-
begin! Left! Right! &c. Bend! At-
tention! 

As. sideways raise, with the palms up and 
left F. sideways on toe-place! Lifting the 
leg, backward on the toe-place ! Sideways 
---place I As. and F.--change ! 1, 2. Back-
ward-place f Sideways-place! Atten-
tion! 

As. across bend and heels--1'aise ! Knees 
(half-way) outward--bend ! As. sideways--
fling ! Bend ! Fling ! Bend ! Knees--
stretch I Attention! 

Hips-firm ! Crossing F. in front, hop march-
begin ! Left hop! Right hop l Left hop! 
Right hop! Attention-halt/ 1, 2. 

(N.B.-Th.e words "Attention-halt/" come 
on the left beats; for I the right foot 
takes another step, and at 2 heels together.) 

Right hand neckrest, le.ft hand hip firm, and 
F. astride-place I I, 2. Breathing in, 
T. to left--bend I Breathing out-raise! 
}µ;.--change! Repeat to right. Atten-
ti<>n ! 1. 2. (Hands move on 2.) 

Hips--firm I Jumping sideways, To the left-
spring ! I, 2, 3 !-4, 5. To the right- . 
spring I I, 2, 3 !-4, 5. &c. I 

Breathe--in ! Breathe--out ! Again--one .I 
Two I One I Two I &c. 

i. At l the le·h ioo~ moves sideways and the arms axe 
bent ; at 2 the nght ioot Ynoves and the a:nns a,:e 
stretched. 

ii. N.B.-The two movements of the facing to be done 
without pause between. 

The change from the arch to stoop must be evenly and 
slowly done, without stopping in the upright position. 

N.B.-The trunk must be held erect throughout the 
movement, which is from the hip. See Figs. I 9 and 20. 

The knee of the raised leg must be well turned outward 
and the toe pointed, 

N.B.-The right lung is used most in bending to the left, 
and vice versi. The ribs must be arched, or the 
movement loses value. See page I r4, "Execution. " 

N.B.-The spring comes at 3; the pause before 4 is for 
the landing, 



T1:_LE I MOVEMENTS. 

Bend st. z A. stretching 
F. placing f. 

F. 

R. 
\ 

i. H. bending f. 

ii. Half-wing half-rest pos. 

Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 

s., '-Vi.th 

COMMANDS. 

As. upward-bend I As. sideways stretch, and 
Jeft F. forward-place I As. and F.-change / 
r, 2. &c. In one time-attention I 

(Later : As. upward-bend I A. stretching 
sideways, and F. placing forward, left 
foot-begin I I, z, 3, 4. Repeat !-1, 2, 3, 
4. Attention !) 

1. H. forward-bend/ Upward-stretch I 
Bend I Stretch ! 

I 

iL Left hand neck rest, right hand hips-
-firm ! As.-change I Change I Change I 
Attention I 

----------- -------- --
COMMENTS. 

For_ " attention" the arms are drop-ped straight to the 
side as the foot returns to_ position. Fault 1 tln the 
lat~r. movement) to continue the exercise without 
waiting for fresh commands. 

Breathe in slowly through the nose-one I I The teacher should give the note for the "humming." 
Humming-two I Repeat-one l Two I ! 

Slow out-breath, "humming." 
Bend close arch st. 1-::=----::-----,------------------1-:::----;::;:--:-:-----:----:------::--:------------

F. close and As. upward-bend/ T. back- I Compare Table I 5, Arch-flexion. 

Arcll-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

Change to stoop and arch, 

i. Bend st. alternate A. stretch-
ing u. and d. 

ii. 2 A. stretching with hand 
closing. 

i. Wing st. L. raising b. 

ii. Bend walk f. toe st. H. turning. 

Reach stoop st. 2 A. swimming. 

Marching with knee raising. 

.. Windmill." 
Yard stride st. T, bending s, 

Wing stride-jump with facing S 
times. 

Resplr.atory. St. 2 A. turning .. 

ward-bend I Raise I Forward-bend I 
Raise I Backward-bend I Raise I A tten- ! 
~n! I 

(Later: 
bend I 
tion !) 

T. backward-bend I Forward-
Backward-bend I Raise I A tten• 

i. As. upward-bend I Left .A. upward, 
right A. downward-stretch I As-change I 
1, 2. Chan(;e ! I, 2. As.-bend I Attention I 

ii. As. upward-stretch I I, 2. Hands-
close I Open! Sideways-stretch I I, 2. 
Hands-close ! Open I Downward-
stretch I I, 2. 

i. Hips-firm! Left backward--raise I 
Change I Right I Change I Left I Attention I 

ii. As. upward bend and tp.e left F. forward-
place I Heels,--raise I H.. turning-left ! 
Right I Front I Heels-lower I As. and F. 
change I I, 2. &c., &c. Attention I 

i. At word "Change "heels come together; at "Right " 
the right leg is raised. Fault I Not to wait for com-
mand "Right" or "Left." 

ii, Fault I Not to keep high enough on the toes. 

As. forward for swimming-lift I T. forward-
bend I A. swimming-one I Two I Three I 
Repeat-one I Two I Three I &c., Raise I 
Attention I 

Fault: To raise the trunk when the arms move sideways. 
. For description see Table 10, Shoulder, and Photos. 

Nos. 20, 2r, 22. 

Forward-march I 
Left, right l &c. 
right ! &c. 

Knee raising-begin / 
Change-maYch I Left, 

As. sideways stretch and F. sideways~lace / 
1, 2. T. to the left-bend l Raise I To 
right-bend I Raise I Attention I I, 2. 

(N.B.-Yard stride st. is executed similarly ' 
tostretchstridest. See Tabler.<:, Intro: F.). 

Hips-firm I Stride jump . with facings' to 
• left, taking th~ first and last jumps to the 

front, Heels-raise/ Begin I 1, 2. • I, 2. 
1, . 2. 1, . 2. I, 2. Heels-sink'! A tte1:1,tion ! 

A. turning outward with deep breathing-
one I Two I Repeat-one ! Two ! 

" Begin " is given on left beat, one more step is taken 
with the right foot, and then the left knee is raised into 
crook pos. before the foot strikes the ground, The 
marching may be given slowly at first. 

• Faults : Not to keep the arms at right angles to the 
trunk, and to bend forward instead of straight to the 
side. 

.. .., ..... , fl! M 4 42 TI l I 
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TABLE I 
'1'7. Movs:,,an,;rs. 

Ii. Steps f. and b. 

F. ii. Wing preparation for jump. -Cl -0 St. H. bending b. and f. :, c. '1:11 
0 .... - * Slow in-breath {nose). C 

R. - Hold the breath while the teacher 
I counts 3. 
' Out-breath, whispering "Hal ha!" 

I i. Cross-bend stride arch st. 

Ardl-ffexlon. 
ii Stretch stride point stoop st. 

2 A. stretching n. s, 
steps f. and b. 

and b., with 

HeaYinr. 

Rest crook hali-st. 
(Later, F. bending and stretching 

Balance.. in this pos.) 

.. Signposts," 
Bend stoop stride st. alter-

Shoulder~ nate A. stretching s., with H. 
turning. 

Hop march (foot behind). 

Marclting. 

Half-wing. hall-rest, walk f., 
T. turning and reverse turning. 

lateral. 

dumpi~. 
Jump f. with 2 A. swinging f. 

Respiratory.I St. z A. lifting s. 

I 

CoMMANDS. 

i. A step forward->na.-cl~ / I, 2. A step 
backward-march f I, 2. &c. 

ii. Hips--ji.-m / Quick heel raising and 
knee bend.ing---begin I Repeat! I, 2, 3. 4. 
l. 2. 3, 4, Attention! 

H. backward---bend I Raise! Forward-
bend I Raise! &c. 

Breathe--in I I, Z, 3. Breathe-out I &c. 

i. As. across bend and F. sideways---
place! I, 2. T. backward-bend I Raise I 
Bend! Raise! &c. Attention! (Hands 
move on 2.) 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. sideways--
place! I, 2. T. forward, downward-
bend ! Raise ! &c. Attention! I, 2. 

As. upward stretch and a step forward-
march! 1, 2. Sideways stretch and a step 
backward-march ! I, 2. &c. Dovm-
ward stretch and a step forward-march ! 
I, 2. 

Neck--f'est ! Left knee upward-bend! F.-
change! 
AttenJion ! 

Right! Change! Left! &c. 

(Later: When in crook pos., command: 
F. bending and stretching---01ie I Two! 
Repeat-one! Two!) 

As. upward bend and F. astride with a jump-
spring ! T. forward-bend! Alternate A. 
stretching sideways with H. turning-
Left! Right I &c. As.-bend ! T~-raise ! 
With a jump-attention ! 

Hop march with F. going behind, left foot-
begin ! Left hop I Right hop ! &c. 
Attention-halt! 1. 2. (Or. when on the 
march ,command, Hop march-eh.ange I 
Left hop ! Right hop ! &c. Left hop ! 
Change-march I Left, right. &c.) • 

Right hand neck rest, left hand hip firm, and 
forward-place! T. to the left-left F. 

turn! Forward--tu,n ! To the right-
A tteuti01: ! Left turn! Forward-turn ! 

hand neck rest, right hand hip firm, and 
right F. forward--Place / &c.. &c. 

Jumping forward with A.. swinging for~d 
to the shoulder level-spring! I, 2, 3 !-
4, 5- Agam-spring I I, 2, 3 !-4. 5. 

I A. lifting sideways with deep breathing- I 
one ! Two ! O,u: l Two ! 

COMMEN"IS. 

Fault: ii. To let heels bump at 4-

Explain the exercise before giving the commands. 
" From "The Speaking Voice," by ~lrs. Emil Behnke, published 

J. Curwen & Sons. 
by 

ii. Bend the As. and move left foot at 1 • • stretch the 
As. and move right foot at 2. 

N.B.-Bend the As. as the left F. is placed fonvard; 
stretch them as the heels comf. together. &c., &c. 

Faults: To bend the knee of the carrying leg and lean 
backward. 

N.B.-The H. is turned to the front with the .final A. 
bending. 

Fault: To raise the T. when stretching the As. 

For description see Table 4. 
,N.B.-In changing on the march the word ''Change" 

comes on the left beat. One more step is ta.ken with 
the right F., then start, " Left hop ! Right hop ! " &c. 
To return to ordinary marching, the words " Change 

' 
march "come on the right beats, and the iirst marching 
step is with left F. 

Fault: Not to keep half the weight on the front foot. 

' 

At 3 the anns swing forward and return to position as the 
landing occurs. At 4 stretch the knees, and at 5 lower 
the heels. 
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(' I i. Bend 2 A. stretching f. placing f. 

F. 

with F. 

--< ii. Facings about. 

C. St. H. bending f. and b. 

* Sitting or standing. 
R. Slow in-breath (nose); hold breath 

while the teacher counts 3. 
, Sl,ow out-breath, singing oo ! oh! 

ah! 

As. upward--bend I As. forward stretch and 
left F. forward-place I As. and F.-
change I I, 2. Change I I, 2. &c. A tten-
tion I 

Later : As. upward-bend I A. stretching 
forward and F. placing forward (once with 
each foot}. Left F.-begin I 1, z, 3, 4. 
Repeat I-I, z, 3, 4. Attention! 

ii. To the left-about-face I I, 2. Right-
about-/ace I 1, 2. &c. 

H. forward---bend / Raise I H. backward-
bend I Raise I &c. 

Breathe-in! 1, 2, 3. Breathe-out! In I 
I, 2, 3. Out I 

Fault : (In later movement) not to wait for " Repeat_,,--

ii. For description see page 32. 

Explain the exercise before giving the command, and 
give the note for the vowels. 

* From "The Speaking Voice," by Mes. Emil Behnke, published by 
J. Curwen & Sons. 

------1-----------------J--:----:-:---~-----,------------i--::~--=--=--:------=-~-=---:-----:---:-----,--------
Yard stride, stoop st. As. sideways stretch an,d F, sideways- Fault: To let arms fall below the shoulder level. 

h Change to arch and stoop st, place I I, 2. T. forward---bend I Slowly 
Arc -fle.xlon. backward-bend.! Forward-bend! Raise I 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Abdominal. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

Respiratory. 

Bend st. alternate A. stretching 
s. and d., with H. turning:~ to 
side A. 

Wing toe support st. s., L. raising. 

Close st. 2 A. turning with 2 heel 
raising. 

Wing fall kneel pos. 

'Skipping step march. 

Cross-bend walk f., turn st. 2 A. 
flinging, 

Wing_double jump on the. _spot. 

'.Rea~h st. 2 A. parting. 

Attention ! I, 2. 

As. upward-bend / . Right A. downward 
stretch and left A. sideways . (with H. 
turning)-sretch ! As.-change ! :t, 2·. 
Change! I, 2. In one time-attention I 

Hips firm and the, left F. sideways on the 
toe-place I Leg--raise I Sink I Raise I 
Sink I F.-change I r, 2._ Leg-raise J 
Sink I &c. Attention I , 

F._--close ! A. turning and heel , raising-
one I Two I &c .. Attention l. . ,:- ' , 

Kneel-down I Hips-firm I Ft;bm" the 
knees (with a straight bac_k),. backwal;"d 
-fall I Rise I Fall I Rise I ·',, &c. 
Attention! 

Forward-...:march ! Left, right, &c, Skipping 
march,-change j Left, right, &c, qhange'--, 
march I , 

As. across bend and left foot forvi~td-'-Place ! 
T., fo. left-turn t •- As.-fiing l '; Bend I 
Fling/ Bend I • Forwp.rd-~urn t '-As,' and 
F.-:-ehange t 1, _ 2. ·.' A t.ten~i:o:r{t . • . 

Hips-firm I Douqle • jump , ori · the, 'spot 
• (without a, fresh start):-'-spring' ! i,, 2, 3 1-
, 4J:-s·. 6. , Again-spring. I ~. 2; 3: !-,--4 '!:.::'....:. 

5-;l ,6-. ' &~. . . ' , ' . ,, ., '.'. . 

The head -is turned forward at r, to the side at 2. For 
attention the A. is lowered and the head turned forward, 

At "Sink I " the foot is placed sideways on the toe again, 

Fault t Not to rise high on the toes. To open the feet too 
much at "Attention." 

'Fault': To hold the breath. 
For execution. of· kneeling pos., see Table 6, Foot ii. 

• , and page ~'5· 

For descr.iption see Table 3, Marching. . ' ' 

Fault.: To_ him the head more than the body. 

_, The two springs come on 3 and 4, and enough pause should 
, come after each of them to allow for landing. 

As. forw~rd t9 tqe shoulde~ • line--Ji/t'! ' ~-- •• , 
, parting with deep b;reathing-:'--Qne l : Two I· ,. 
One I Two/ &c. O-iie ! . , Lowering . the 
As.:.:..i:.two 1 • - . -,. 

" '. 

Ol 



------,-----------------,----------------------- ------------· ----------------
TABLE I MOVEMENTS. I COMMANDS. \ 

a,';, .. 
0 -u :::, 

'11:11 
0 

i -

'19. 

F. 

c. 

R. 
\ 

Arch-ffexlon. 

I 
i. Halt-wing half-rest close st. 

i. _ Wing stride preparation for 
1ump. 

i. F. close, right hand neck rest, and left 
hand hips-firm I As. and F.--change I 1, z. 
Change I I, z. Attention ! 

Or, As. change and F.--open ! Change and 
F.--close ! &c., &c. Attention! 

ii, Hips firm and F. astride---place I 1, 2. 
Quick heel raising and knee bending-
begin I I, 2, 3, 4. Repeat I &c. Attention! 
I, 2. 

COMME.N-:tS. 

i. At " Change " open the feet and d,:ol' both nand,s. 

ii. (N.B.-Hands move on 2.) 

-----------------1-::---:-------:---:------=--,----~---I--------------------------H. bending f. and b. H. forward-bend ! Raise I Backward-bend I 

Sitting or standing. • 
Slow in-breath (nose) ; hold breath 

while the teacher counts 3, 
Slow out-breath, saying A. B. C. 
i. Cross-bend walk f., arch st, 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

Raise! &c. 
Breathe-in I 

Out! &c. 
1, 2, 3. Out! In! I, 2, 3. Give the note for A. B. C., and signal for the termination 

of each letter. 

---------------------1----------------------------·-------
i. As. across bend and left F. forward-

place ! T. backward-bend! Raise I Bend I 
Raise! As. and F.-change I 1, 2. T.-bend ! 
Raise! &c. Attention! 

ii. As, upward stretch and f. astride- ii. See Table 17, Arch-flexion ii. 
place! 1, 2. T. forward downward-
bena ! Raise I &c. Attention ! , r, 2, ------1-------------------l-------------------.,-----1-----------------------------

A. · stretching upward, sideways, and down- Fault: Inattention as to the directions. 
Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching., 

2 A. stretching (not f.), twice in 
each direction. • • 

Wing curtsey st. alternate A. 
stretching s. with H, turning., 

•• '' \:Vh:idmill. '-' 
Lateral. '. Yard stride: st. 

' 

Jumping. 

Respiratory. 

ward; twice in each direction-start I' 1, 2,. 
I, 2.' 3, 4, 3, 4• 5,·6, 5, 6. • 

Hips firm anq heels--1'.aise {' K~ee1, outw~d N.B.-Stretch the A. in one movement from wing to 
(lia.1£-way)-bend ! Left .A. sideways :with yard. 
H.,. turp.ing-'-stretch /. , As. and H.-change I . Fault: To lean forward over the knees, or turn the knees 
Change ! • Change! Hips---::-firm J.. • Knees- , forward. , A ·•·l. ' ' f ' I , str~tch I . ttention. I,, '., :·, ::. , _! ' ·: _ • 1 •, ., , , , 

., ' 

, •t'• ·.,. ' ·-· 



TABLE:20. /, .l\(,;_,w~ME."'M'S. (;ON:Mt..N:OS, Cot,lM1tNTS, 

J i. lk11.ll ci°"'~ st-, :2 A. stt-et.cbiug s.§ i, F. close and As. ,1pwtuxl-l.1<111tl I F'. open 
' with F, opening. . , _ o:od As. sideWt\ys-..-1:0'ttch I Roptrn.t--011<1 J ,. L :z~~.,,, I RcpeM-01t6 I Two ! Alt.mt-ion I ( r 

time.) brin~ ii. Rn.If-wing, h~J:f.,.ttst, wt\lk f. st. ii, Right haml neck rest, lefthancl hip ii. Drop the hn.nds to the sides and tho heels 

f cha~~ of .•\.s. and F. fo1n, and ldt F. forwnrd-/)ltlc;e I As. tmd together for t ; change h:.i.nds a.ml put the right foot 
F.~rutge ! r, 'l. Chtmge I 1, :i. Attimtfo1, I forward for ~. ---~- --- --- -- ··------

'I 0.1 
St. H. bending f. ruld H. tu:ming. H. fotWt\rd--bcmt I Ul)Wl\rd-stretcJ. I Slow 

I H. tnrniug-Je:jt ! .Rigllt I Front I Forward-- b.m<l I Stnitc.h I &c. 
Sitting or standing. Breathe-in I I, 2, 3. Bnmt he-ouJ I In I Explain the exe.rciso before conmmnding. 

R, Slow in• Ol.~{\ tl1 (nOStl) ; boldbreatli l, :l, 3• Out! 
while the teacher conn ts 3. 

Slow out-breath, " humn1in,~.,. -- -·---- &ud Strid~, l\l"Ch As. \lpward bend Md F. nstrlde-plat.e / I, 2. .Fault : Not to arch the l>ody b:\ckward squo.re with th~ turn st. 
St.retch stride, :point stoop st. (Hands move on ::2.) T. to le1t-tu:rn I shoulders, 

Bo.ckwn.rd-b,md ! Rmsa I Forward n.ud to 
Affll .. ftulon. the right-iurtl I Backward-b&titi I 

Ru:isa I Forward-tun, I &c., &e. As, 
upward--st..itcA I T. forward downward-
ba'ttd I R«isi; / &c. Att1mtion I 1, ~-

&nd alte.rua.w A. stretclling u. Left A. up,vard stretch and right A. down- Ftmlt ,· To lean the head towards tho upstrt:tched arm. 
and d., also b. and f, wa.rd--st,ctch I 1, a. As.-chango I 1, ~- or to turn the body in forward and backward stretching. 

HuYlq. CAm1ge I 1, 3, &c. Both As. downward-
str/JkA I 1, :r:. Left A. forward stretch, 
right arm backward--str11tch / I, :1, &c. 

Wing ~k half~t. Hips-firm.I Left knee upv,-ard-bt1nd I Ftndl: To bend the knee of the carrying leg when stretch• 
Ch&¾WC to half-st. f. Foi.-ward.-str~kh I Bond.I StrollJh I B,md! ing the other knee, 

8aloce. Clumgo I Righi 1 Forward-.strtltch I &c., 
' &c. A Ua11ticm I 

(La.t'er, with F. bending.) ~ter: in each position, command F.-
b.1md! Stretd. I) 

A,. S\'\ringing f.u .. s.d., with a A. swinging forward-upward, sideways- On "One I " sv,"ing the arms forwaxd-upward, and place 
step f. dO'\YD \\iard. with a step forward-one I the left foot forward. On H Two l " svting the arms 

TfllO! Starting with the right foot--0ne ! sideways-downward, and carry the right foot to attention. 
llttnddtr. T1tJO! (Later: The arms swinging in chain grasp is really 

(Later. in chain grasp.) (Later TaAe hn.nds ! A. swinging forward- outtuard upward, outward downward.) 
u~ward, v.>ith a step forward-<nt~ / Two.f Faul: ., To lean back from the waist with the upward 
Right foot-one ! Two I &c. A ttenlion !) swmg. 

Toe-march and left-about-march Forward-march ! On the toes--march I N.B:-" Left-about " is given on left foot; "march,,. 
on toes. Left-about-ma.rch ! I, 2, 3, 4. Change- on the right; two more steps are taken (count I, 2). 

march! &c. Pivot to left-about (on 3). Take new step with right 
(on 4). Continue marching, left, right, &c. 

Half-~'lllg. half-rest walk f. st. Right band neck rest, left hand hip firm, and N.B.-The T. bending must take place to the side of the 
T. bending s. left F. forward-place! T. to 1eft-bend I 

' 
advanced foot and lower arm. 

Lateral. Raise ! Bend I Raise l As. and F.-change ! 
1. z. T. to right-bend I Raise! &c., &c, 
Attention I 

Wing stride. jump, coming forward Hips-firm I Stride jump coming forward 4 N.B.-Say "Ba.ck I" as the feet come together from the 
lampfn.g.. -4 steps. 'back 4 steps. steps and backward 4 steps, Heels-raise I last forward jump. 

Start I 1, z, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, Back I 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7. Halt I -

R-,fratory . . St, 2 A. raising s. As, sideways to the shoulder line with deep . 
breathing-raise I Sink I Raise I Sink I 



TABLE 21. 

>, .. 
0 
'Z 
::I • e -C -

F. 

C. 

R. 

I 
MOVEMENTS. 

i. Cross-bend stride st. 

ii. Rest stride st. 

Bend st. H. turning and 
H. bending f. or b. 

Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, counting I, 2, 3, 4. 

------1 i. Bend close, turn arch st. 

Arch-Hexion. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder, 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

ii. Stretch stride, point stoop st. 
St. 2 A. stretching. 

f. and d. ) 
u. and d. r counting to 12. 
s. and d. J 

Wing half-st. s. • 
(Later, with F. bending.) 

Cross-bend walk f. stoop st. 
2 A. flinging. 

Running with knee raising 
eight steps. 

for 

Half-wing, half-test, T. bending s. 

Wing dancing. step, f.,, with fae;ing; 
(Five steps wi~h eac.h foot.), • • 

t St. 2 A. Resplra ory, raising. 
turning, with 'heel 

COMMEN1:S. COMMANDS. \ 

i. As. across bend and F. astride-----"lace J -N~r:r'.Bu.----:H;:;:a~n:---::d;-::s-:-~-----------------
A r move on 2. 1, 2. ttention ! 1, 2. 

ii. Neck rest and F. astride-place/ 1, 2. 
Attention !. 1 , 2. 

(Later : As. a~ross bend and F. astride-
plfl,(;e ! I, 2. Neck rest and F. together-
place / r, 2. &c., &c. Attention! 1, 2.) 

As. upward---bend ! Slow H. turning-left ! 
Front! Right I Front! H. backward-bend! 
Keeping the chin in--raise J &c. 

Breathe-in 1 Breathe-out! One! two! 
three ! four ! In ! Out ! &c. 

The teacher should lead the counting. 

1. F. close and As. upward---bend ! T. to the 
left-tum ! Backward-bend ! Raise ! 
Forward and to the right-turn I Back-

Fault: Not to bend backward sauare \',ith the shoulders. 

ward---bend ! Raise I Forward-turn ! 
1 

&c. Attention I 
ii. See Table 17, Arch-flexion:ii. 
A. stretching forward and downward, up-

ward and downward, sideways and down-
ward, counting to 12-start I ,I, 2, 3,-12. 
Repeat 1 I, 2. 3. &c. 

N.B.-This is a good exercise for memory training. 

Hips-firm! Left L. sidew~ys-raise /.Sink! 
, Right L.--raise I Sink I &c. Attention I 
{Later: when in the raised posHi?n give F.-

N.B.-The hips should be pushed over to the ri~ht when the 
left L.. is raised and vice versa. 

bend ! Stretch!) • 
As. across pend and lef~ F. forwli,rd-'--f~ace / 

T. forward-bend I As.-fiintfi: ., Be't!d I 
Fling! Bend~ T.--raise. ! ;,A;, a~d,.•F.7 change I I, 2:. &c., &c. • . . . , • . , . 

Fault: Not to maintain the stoop position throughout 
the flinging. 

Bend the arms for running. and I:irels----ta'ise ! ... 
Double-march I 1., r., l,,, i;,, &:c,• • . ' • ,, 

For eight steps knees,-ri#se .t 11 ~, 3, ~4.,, 5, ~' 7- ', ,, 
Change I ,.. . ,, . ;,'. •, ,, , ,. :. . • ,,.-·· ._ 

Right hand ll(lCk 'rest, Jeft han~- lu~fir~ 1, .,, , ' 
• T. t? the IeR'.-bend .! • Rai~e t,, ,:.f!en'rl !. ' .. 

Raise I.· A'l.-change I T:. 1,to Ui,e: ng:ht--:• ' , 
bend I :Ra:ise I &~. • Attentfon !: , ~· ., .•.·· : ,:· 

. Hips fir,m'ancf'th~right_F.'fo~ard o:q.:t~~ tbe •• ··.)f.B. T~e fast two steps (1 and 2) with left an~ right foot 
, ' place (. Dancing • step,, facing by the ,left- : , ,respectively are done to the front. Facm~ to the 

start/ 1, 2,. 3.; 4, 5,.'. 6, 7., 8, 9, ·10. A tten!~dn .! ' , left ii? done "in_ the air " before J, a_nd 4, again before 
Hips· fu.:m' 13,nd 'left, F; forward cin the ·'tpe-;-- ' 5 ~d 6, "'&c. The 9th ~d 10th Jumps_ are to . the 

' 'place•/. Facing t,y th~ ~ight~epeµt / , r, •2 ,, 3,, . front agam; and the halt, like the start, with the nght 
&c. ;4ttention !. -.; :,, • : ... ·foot on the toe. 

A.' tµrning' OU t'ward with heel nµsing '.~nd I' de~p breathi-1,1,g .'.· ofi.e I Tivq I,' f}t_1,ef .Two I • • .. 

' ''\/,.,\', 



• ' 

TABLE 221 MOVEMENTS. -

Cross-bend st. 2 A. flinging. with 
F. placing f. 

F. 
I 

COMMANDS. 

As. across-bend I As. fling and the left F. 
• forward-place I As. and F.-change I 1, 2. 
Change I I, 2. Attention I ( 1 time.) . ,:._.. t ·• 

(Later: As. across-bend I A. flinging and 
F: placing forward, left F.-begin I I, 2, 3, 4. 
Repeat I I, 2, 3, 4. Attention/) 

COMMENTS, 

Fault, (In the later m.ovement) to move more than once 
with each foot. 

This kind of movement gives practice in " inhibition." 

e 
0 

i ) 
C. 'a g 

,:: - R. 

Arch-tlexlon. 

Heavlnr. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marchlnc. 

Lateral. 

St. H. bending s. aud b. 

Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, saying L. M. N. 

Half-wing, half-rest stride arch st. 
Stretch stride point stoop st, 

2 A. stretc¥ng u., with steps. 

Yard curtsey st. and sitting. 

H. backward-bend I Raise I To the left-
bend I Raise I To the right-bend I Raise! 
&c., &c. 

Breathe-in I Out I L, M. N. In! Out I 
L. M. N. 

Right hand neck rest, left hand hips firm, and 
F. astride-place I x, 2. T. backward-
bend ! Rai'se I Bend I Raise I &c. In one 
movement, As. upward-stretch I T. for-
ward downward-bend! Raise! Attention I 
I, 2. Repeat with hands changed. 

As, upward stretch and a step forward-
march I I, 2. As. upward stretch and a 
step to the left-march I I, 2. &c. 

As. sideways lift and heels--1'aise / Knees 
half-way outward-bend/ AIL the way-
.~end I Half-way-stretch I All the way-
stretch I Attention I Repeat-one I Two l 
&c., to six. 

N.B.- This exercise, like "Humming." is an intro-
duction to nasal exhalations. 

Explain the exercise before giving the command, and say 
the letters with the class, dwelling on each. 

N.B.-Hands move on 2. 

See Table 17, Heaving. 

N.B.-This exercise may be varied in repetition by 
counting to 4. At " One I " lift the arms, raise the heels, C1 
and bend the knees, "without getting taller." At 0> 
"Two I " bend the knees to curtsey sitting. At 
" Three I " return to curtsey st.. and at " Four I " 
attention. 

Half-reach, half-backward-stretch, 'As. upward bend anq, F.sideways~lace/ r, 2. 
stride stoop st. change of As. (Hands move on 2.) T. forward-bend I 

" Spring " march. 

'' 

Left A. forward and right A. backward-
' stretclt I As.-,;ha,nge I t, 2, &c.. As.-

bend I T .--r~ise I 11. ttention I 
Hips-firm I Heels-1-aise I Spring march-

stare I Left I Right, I &c. Attention-halt I 
~, 2. (Time, on,e step to a . q~at., ,Af_ter 
the word "start I " a step HI taken with 
the left F. while the right is raised· forward 

'' 
Fault I To make the step heavy by allowing the heels 
. to touch the ground. 

N.B.-Pupils must lean backward to allow the legs to 
• ·co~e up well in front. See Table 10, Marching. 

, , with straight knee.) 1 • ,, 
---'-----~--------1- ....... --'------'"-------------- ........ -- ......... 

, :· f, : F. close and, neck--1'est /, • T1, .~o • the left--,.,.. , 
'turn./ Forward-turn l To the right'-turn /·· 
Forward_:_tut'n I &c. Attsntion I . ' 

il. Wing, T. bending 8.·• , with ,·ii, Hips~firm I T., bending sideways with ii.- N.B.-Breathe in as the body bends. Breathe out 
breathing. '· • .• bte'a,thing, ' to the· Iel.t-bsnd •t 'Raise / as· it is raised. The ribs on the high side R.re to be 

. 1;6 t~e right-bend-I Raiso I &c. ' .A.lte'n-. wellJifted' and expanded, 

i. Rest close turn st'. 

' ; tion I •· 1 •, • • • • -----11-----.----:--:----------1 1---,--....---------,--~~-----~--:----
Wing jump f., with a step'sfart. :, 1Hi:f?s-:ftrm;/, . . Jump 1forward with o,ne •step , At i take a ·step with the left foot; at 2 spriilg forward 

Jumplnc. • ' ·, sta'rt,:,with,the: le~,t F,-;sPring I x, l-3 1 t· a,noth,er step, landing in curtsey st.; at 3 stretch knees; 
, RigliMoot-.spMng I ft\/\:Z 1..:...:...3, 4. Attentio.n I at. 4 lower the heels. , , 

Three deep breaths--free: Breathe deeply three times each in your 
<:>wn time-begin I Respiratory. 

, I' 

' ' ·' -~~' 



TABLE23./ MOVEMENTS. 

,,;. .. 
0 -... :::, 

'D 
0 
l:: 
C -

I 
F . 

C. 

R. 
\ 

Arch-ffexlon. 

St. steps f., b., and s. 

H. bending f. and b . 

Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, "hissing." 
Yard walk f., stoop st. 
Change to arch and stoop st. 

COMMANDS, 

A step forward-march I I, 2. A step back-
ward-march I I, 2. A step to the left-
march I I, 2. &c., &c. 

H. backward-bend! Raise! 
bend! Raise ! &c. 

Forward-

Breathe-in! Breathe-out! In I Out! &c. 

As. sideways lift and the le:ft F. forward-
place I T. forward-bend! Slowly back-
ward-bend! Forward--bend ! Raise I 

COMMENTS. 

Explain the exercise before commancli~g. 

The arms are lowered to the sides for the change. 

_____ ----:-------:----------1--A_s_. _a_n_d_F_.-c __ h_.a_n__,,g,_e_l __ 1,::._2_. __:&:....c_.:...._ __________________________________ _ 
z A. stretching with facing. As. upward stretch and to the left-face J 

Heavln1. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

1 t; 2. Downward stretch and to the right-
tace I i, 2. Sideways stretch and to the 
left-face I r; 2. . • &o., &c. 

Yard crook half-st. 
Change to half-st. b .. 

As. s~deways lift an9 left knee upward-
' b~nd· !, . L. slowly bacltward-stretoh ! As. 

and ~.-change! Right! Slowly back-
, ' • watd-stretch I , '&o. , Attention I (In one 

. time.) : : . . , : 
Stretch striae st. 2 A. pat.t~ng s:,' 

'Y}th -~eel raising. 1 • ' • 

Lateral~ .. 

Respiratory. 

The arms bend with the first part of the facing and 
stretch as the heels come together. 

Fault : To bend imperfectly. 

For "change " assume the position of attention. For 
" Right ! " bend the right knee upward and raise the 
arms. Fault: Not to keep the T. erect and still. To 
move the leg rapidly backwards. 



TABLE 24. MovnM1tNTS, COMMANDS. Cm,1Ml!.NTS, 

---1------------------1 Wing preparation for jump, with 
facings. 

-Hips-(inii I Quick heel r~ising and kneo- N .T3.--The 1:1rst four counts are for the heel -;a.ising, 
I 

F. 

bendmg, followed by facmg to the left knee bcnch_nR, knee strctchin~. ,md heel sinking. The 
a:1d, cmmhng t? 6-start I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. fifth an:~ sixth arc for the facing. 
l:•acmg to the nght-apeat I t, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 1-•ault: .Lo bump the heels at 4, and not to mark 6 
&c. Tho same, 4 times in succession to sufficiently. 
the left-Yepaat I r, 2, &c. 1, 2, &c., &c. 
Attontion I -----------------\----__;, _______________ -:=:--:------------------------

Half-yard, half-wing, H. turn st. Left A, sideways raise, H. to the left tnrn, This may be done smartly at first, and more slowly 
c. Change of As. and H. (H. and ri~ht hand hips-firm/ A. and H. in and forcibly later. 

turns to yard side.) one time-change I Change I Change I 
&c. In one time-attention I 

R. 
\ 

Arch-ftexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Sitting or standing. 
Quick in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath (mouth.) 

3 times in rapid succession. 
i. Half-wing, half-rest, walk f. 

arch st. 

ii, Stretch stride, point stoop st. 

2 A. stretching with steps f. and b. 

Yard walk f. toe st, 
Change of F. 

Reach stride, 
swimming. 

stoop st. 

Marching with knee raising. 

2 A. 

Half-wing, half-rest, turn st. 
T. bending s. 

" Star jump." 
Jumping. Jump on the spot with 2 A. and z 

L. pa,ting. 

R t St. 2 A. turning. esplra ory. 

Breathe-in / Out I In I Out I In I Out I 
Repeat, after a short rest, 

Explain the exercise before commanding. 

1. Right hand neck rest, left hand hip firm, i. 
and left F. forward-place I. T. backward-
bend I Raise I Bend I Raise I As. and F.-
change ! I, 2.. T, backward-bend/ &c. 

N.B.-The low arm should be the same side as 
advanced foot. 

Attention I 
ii. As. upward stretch and F, astride- ii. See Table 17, Arch ii. 

place I I, 2. T. forward downward-bend/ 
Raise ! .&c. Attention I I, 2. 

As. upward stretch and a step forward-
maYch ! 1, 2. Sideways stretch and a step 
backward-mat'ch I I, 2. &c. 

Left F. forward-place I As. sideways lift 
and heels-Yaise ! Keeping high on the , 
toes, F.-change I r, 2. Change! r,, 2. 
Attention I (i.e., Drop the arms, lower the 
heels, and take back the foot in qne time.) 

As. forward for swimming and F, astride See Photos, Nos, 20, 21, 22. 
with a jump-spring! T. forward-bend I 
A. swimming-one ! Two ! Thy'ee'! Repea_t-
one I Two ! Three I T.-'ra'ise ! With a 
spring-attention f , ' , • 

Forward-march I Knee raising-::--begin I . See March, Table 16. 
Left, right! Left, right! &,c, Change-
march ! &c. 

Right ha:Q.d neck rest, left hand hip-firm! 
· T.. to the left-tum ! To the left-bend I 

Raise I &c. Forward-turn I As.-change I 
To the r_ight-turn ! . To the right-bend ! 
Raise I &c. Forward-turn! Attention I 

With f,.: and L. lifting sideways, jumping 
· on the spot-spring I 1, 2, 3 !-4, 5, 
Repea,t ! I, 2, 3 !-4, 5• 

\ 
With. deep breathing• turn, the hands out-

• ward--one !· • T,wo !, One ! . Two ! &c. 

' 

N.:e.-At 3 spring in the air, lift the arms to the shoulder 
line, and separate the legs widely, keeping the knees 
straight. 

°' 00 



TABLE' 2&. / 

j 

MOVEMENTS. 

i. Wing F, closing and opening. 

Co,MMANDS. 
COMMENTS. 

i. Hips-fi1'm I Feet-close I Open I Close I -:i;.-;;:N:;-_ .-=cB;--_--;T:.-::-;--h-e--;f:-e-et;--a-r_e_o_p_e_n_ed-=---an---=-d-cl:-o-s-ed-a-g-a-i-n-v-e-ry 

t' 
f 
:II .. 
0 .::: .s 

F. 

c . 

R. 

ii. Steps sideways. 

St. H. bending b. and s. 

• Sitting or standing. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 

Open I Close I Opening and closing in qmckly after " begin ! " and opened and closed again 
.. o_ne time -begin I Repeat I Repeat 1 .. after "repeat 1 " simila_rly. Fault : To sway the body. 
11• . A step to the left-march I I, 2. 11. To take the step a httle forward instead of straight 

To the right-march I• I, 2. &c. to the side. 
H. backwatd_:.._bend I Raise I To the left-

bend 1 Raise I &c. 
Breathe-in I Out I (oo I oh I p,h I) In I Out I Give the note for the singing, and signal for the change of 

vowel. 
Slow out-breath, singing oo I oh I * From '' The Speaking Voice,'' by Mrs. Emil Behnke, published by J. Curwen & Sons. , ah I 

_______ , ________________ --:=:7"":----::----------------- --=---=---------------------

Arch-flexlon. 

Heavlnc. 

Balance. 

Should,,. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Half-wing, half-rest, walk f., Right hand ne_ck r~st, left hand hip .firm, N.B.-The lower A. is on the side of the advanced F. 
stoop st. and the left F.,forward~place / T, forward- Class comes to "attention" for the change. 

Change to arch and stoop st. ·bend I Slowly • baykward-bend / Slowly 
forward-bend I T, -raise I As. and F. 
change!. :.I, 2. T. forward-bend I &c. 

" Punching." 
Bend (close fists) 
nate A. stretching 
reverse T. turn. 

With closed fists, As. upwar:d-bend / With 
st. alter- • T. turning to the right, left A. forward-
£., with stretch I . . •W,ith T: turning, As.-change I 

Change! Change 1 &c. Attention I 
Wing crook, half-st. F. placing 

b. on toe, and stepping b. 

Combined A. flinging. . 
1. As. bend. 4. As. across bend. 
2. As. fling b. 5. As.- .fling s. 
3. As. swing f.-u. ' 6. As. sink. 

Sideways march on the. t.oes. 

Hips firm and left knee upward-bend! Back-
ward . on the toe-place I Change the 
weight on to the back F., and right knee 
upward-bimd I Again-change I Left I 
·Change I Right I &c, A tte,ntion I 

, Combined A. flinging-one/ Two I Three·/ 
Four I Five I Six I Repeat-one I &c. . 

. (Variation: Repeat with heel raising· at 3 
~nd sin.king at 4-,-one I .&c.) , • 

Forward-march I Deft, right I &c, M:ark-
time I • ~o the left-face ! Single distance 
}Vith thEl tight A.-plac~ J, Attention-halt 1 
1, 2. ;H!!els r11-ise an? hips-firm /. Sideways 
on the ~oes tci the nght-march I. I 2, 1, 2.-
&c. Attentiop.-halt I I, 2, 3. He~ls-raise I 
To the Ieft__..:march 1 I, ti. &c, .Attention....:..... 
hatt I I, i, 3-. ' , : • • 

N.B.-The H. is kept turned to the front throughout 
the exercise. 

Fault: Not to keep the T. upright, and not to change 
the leg smoothly backward. Each position must be 
maintained until a new command is given. 

N.B.-Each position to be maintained until the next 
number is given. 

'Later: Repeat movement in even rhythm, without 
, counting, keeping time with the leaders. 

N.B.-Marching sideways is done like stepping sideways, 
except that the heels are well raised from the ground 
throughoµt the movements. 

N.B.-For the halt, 3 is for the lowering of the heels. 

Half-stretch stride st, T. bend" Wght A. upward ,stretch,'. ieft A. downward, See Photo. No. 13. 
and F. ·, a:stride--,place ( ' I, ·2, T. to the 

, • le~t-bend I Raise I &c. As . ..;.,..c}Jange I 
, . . .. , ·r, 2. 1'. to -the right~end I Raise / &c. '· 

• • • ' .. · • 'f, . . A'tteiitio'n I.' i; :z,;'' • • 
-i'-_-W_i_n_g_d....,..-ou_b_l_e ___ ju~·m-.-P-: _o_n_· t-h--'-e-s..:..po-'-t.-_ •'i, ·.HiJ?,S • :6,r~-1,-D.0.1-1,ble ju.mp: on the spot- .:t· See Table :r8, Jumping. 

ing s'. 

• ' • • ... __s"prirz.g/' •r, ,2,. 3-.l-"-'.-41-.-;-5, 6, fiepeat! &c. 
Jumping. 'ii .. Leap on the spot with facing .. .iL I;liP~:--;(if~ /

1
., Juin~· ~n !he spot, fac_ing to 

, . t-he lQf.t:---.spr1-ng:/. i; 2 •. 3 l-4, 5 . . ,Facing to 
. .,. -thedgh t' '·,:i!pe~ I &c. At,te11lion, I . 

____ ..:..-.l-2,.._-A,.._ -.. -li'-f_-ti_n_g_s_-,.:....Wl __ t..,..h----,,-h-ee-:l:-c-.ra"""ci:-s1:-.n-g-. .c.:..--_. :,A. liftiiig;sicfe~ays 1 to the shoulder line, with 
Rl}splratory. • : h~el"rai'sin:g a):!l.d.,deep br~athing-onel TW<>I 

.• <hif, I '.f1D0rf,,; .1; •. •• • ' • , • 



TABLE 28.; - ; -: , MOVEMENTS. 

( 
I Wing F. placing s.. with 

raising. 
heel 

t F. 

.g 
0 
.:, 
C: 

C. -
R. 

Arch-tlexlan. 

Heavln1. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

Jumpln.g. 

Respiratory. 

St. H. bending f. and H. turning. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, saying "H'sh" 

or "Hiss." 
i. Cross-bend close arch st. 2 A. 

flinging s. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

Bend st. 2 A, stretching f,u.. ors.,. 
with F, placing f.c • 

Wing stride toe st. alternate 
knee bending. 

Reach walk f., stoop st. 2 A. 
swimming. 

Polka. march (:first step, with L. 
raising£). 

Bend tum stride st. z A. stretch-
ing s. and u. 

\Vmg jump f., with a step start, 

2 A. lifting f.n., sinking s.d. 

COMMANDS. 

Hips-finn I Left F. sideways--place ! Heels-
raise I Sink! F.-,;hange I 1, 2, Heels-
raise I Sink I Atten#01i I 

(Later : Hips-fiYm I F, placing sideways 
with heel raising, left F.-begin I I, 2, 3, 4, 
I, 2, 3, 4, Repeat! &c.) 

H, forward-bend I Upward-stretch I H. 
turning, slowly--left I Front I Right ! 
Front! &c. 

Breathe-in ! Out ! &c. 

i. F. close and As. across-bend/ T. back-
ward-bend ! As.-fiing I Bend! Fling ! 
Bend I T._,,.aise I Attenti·on I 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride-
place I I, 2. T. forward and downward-
bend I Raise! &c. Attention! I, 2. 

As. upward--bend ! A. stretching fonvard with 
F. placing forwa,rd, beginning with the left 
F.--one ! Two I Three ! Fou,- I 

(Later: Command, In even rhythm, with 
the left F.---begtn ! I, 2, 3, 4.) 

Hips firm and F. astride by jumping-spring! 
Heel5--1'aise ! Left knee--bemN Slowly-
change ! Change ! Change ! Stretch I 
With a spring--alten#on / 

COMMENTS. 

Fault, To turn out the moved foot too much and not to 
have the heels in line. 

Explain the exercise. 

ii, See Table I 7, Arch ii. 

Fault; (Later command) To mechanically repeat the 
movements after once with each foot. 

Faull, To make the stride too short, to bend the body 
sideways, and not to stretch both knees to the full 
when changing. 

As. forward for swimming and left F .. for- See Table zo, Shoulder. 
ward-place ! T. forward-bend I A., 
swimming--one ! Two I Three I Repeat-
one 1 Two I Three I T.--raise I As. and F,-
change ! I, 2. T. forward-bend! &c. 

Hips :firm and heels--raise I Polka march, with See Table 1 2, March. 
leg-raising before the first step-,-begin I ' together at 4. , 
Left, 2, 3._ Right, 2, 3. Left, 2, 3. &c. 
Halt! 2, 3, 4. 

As. upward bend and .F. astricrle--place ! N.B.-The arms move on 2. 
1. 2. T. to the left-turn I As. upward-
stretch I Bend I Sideways-stretch I Bend I 
&c. • Forward. and to the right-furn I 
&c .. &c: Forward-turn I Attention!' 1, 2. • 

For the halt, the heels come 

Jumping forward with one step !';tart. left ." See Table 22. Jumping. 
F.-spring I i, .. f1 3, 4.• Right F . .- , 1 , 

spring I I, 2 l-3, 4., &c. • • ·• ·' •• ~..!:·:·.;...'.:.c'•c....·;..:..·,_-,.:.:.·;_....:... __________________ _ 
A~ lifting forward, upward. sinking sideways, \ • • 

downward, . .yith. de\:p breathing-one.! 
Two ! One J.: Two;!-. , ' • ., • ' 

,,, 

0) 
0 

, I. 



TABLE27-I MOVEMENTS. 

i I Wing 

F. (Later, 

walk o. st. Change of F. 

change As. and F.) 

.g . 
0 

J:; 
c. 

C - R. 

' 

Arcll-ffexfon. 

Heaving. 

. Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Abdominal. 

St. H. bending f. and H. turning . 

* Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, singing oo ! oh! 

ah ! in three distinct divisions. 

i. Yard stride, turn arch st. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

2 A. stretchings with facings. 

Yard st. L. raising s. 

2. A. swinging f. u., with F. placing 
f., and 2 A partings. with heel 
raising. 

Counter marching. 
Bend fall kneel pos. 

COMMANDS. 
COMMENTS. 

Hips-firm I Left F. outward-place I F. --;S~e~e~Fci:ig-:--.---:I~6-. -----------------
change I I, 2. &c. Attention I 

(Later : Hips firm and left F. outward-
place ! As. and F.-change I I, 2. Change ! 
1, 2. A ttention I) 

H. forward--bend I Upward-stretch I H. 
turning, slowly-left I Front! Right I 
Front I &c. 

Breathe--in I Out I oo-stop I oh-stop I 
ah-stop ! or other suitable command or 
signal. 

* From "The Speaking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke, published by J. Curwen & Sons 

i. As. sideways stretch and F. astride- i, Fault.: Not to bend back square with the shoulders, ·-
place I I, 2. T. to the left-turn I T. 
backward-bend I Raise ! &c. Forward 
and to the right-tum! Backward-bend I 
Raise I &c. Forward-turn I Attention I 
I, 2, 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride-
place I I, 2. T. forward and downward-
bend I Raise I &c. Attention! r, 2. 

As. sideways stretch and to the left-face I 
I, 2. Upward stretch and to the right-
/ ace I 1, 2. &c., &c. 

As. sideways to the shoulder line--raise ! 
Left leg sideways-raise I Sink! Right 
Ieg--1'aise ! Sink I &c. Attention! 

As. forward upward swing, and left F. forward 
-place I A. parting sideways, with• heel 
raising--one I Two I One I Two! Lowering 
As. sideways downward. As. and F.-
change I x, 2. A. parting. &c., &c. As. 
sideways downward--attention I 

i. See Table Ir, Marching. 
ii. Kneel-down I As. upward-bend ! From 

the knees with a straight back, back-

11. Bend the As. and move the left F. for I, stretch the 
As. and move the right F. for 2. 

See Table 23, Heaving. 

N.B.-The hips should be pushed over to the right as the 
left leg is raised, and vice versa . 

Fault: To let the arms come forward in the parting 
movements, and not to fully raise the heels. 

See Table r 8 Abdominal. 

ward-fall/ Rise I Fall./ Rise I Attention! 1 __ ' _____________________ _ -----li~--:--:--::-----:------:-'.;;-----:----:--I---_.._ __________ _ 
See Arch-flexion and Jumping and Lateral. 

Jumplnr. 

Balance. 
i. Wing preparation for jump. 

ii. "Star jumping." Jump on the 
spot with 2 A. and L parting 
s. (continuously 6 times). 

Respiratory. St, 2 A. turning. 

i. Hips-firm I Quick heel raising and 
knee bending-begin/ I, 2, 3, 4. Repeat I 
I, 2, 3, 4, &c. . . 

ii, Jump on the spot witli A. and L. parting 
, sideways, c~mtin\lously 6 times, heels-

raise I Knees-bend I Start--one t Two I 
Three I Four I Five ! Six I 

A, turning outward, with deep breathing..:.::.. 
one ! Two I One / Two/ , &c .. 

ii. Faults., To move from the :;pot, and to raise the"arms 
higher than. the shoulder, and not to open the legs 
enough. 



TABLIE28. 

, 

F. 
t?-u .. 
0 o. i -

R. 
' 

MOVEMXl:NTS. 

Wing preparatio11 for j~1mp and 
:facings. 

I 

, Hips-fi,m I Quick heel raising and knee 

Co{',tMEN'rs. 

As soon as the movement is familiar, repeat (without 
counting), marking the sixth movement well. 

· See Tables 24, lb. 
: bending, followed by facing to the left-

begin I 11 2, 3, 4, S, 6. Facing to, the 
tight-,,cpoat I , l, :2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Facing 
to the left 4 times in , succession-begin / 

-;:;-:--~--:-----::-:----:-----:---,---.,,.:--,l--•.....:.I1.., .=21.., .=.31.., .':!4!.., .i!.S:...• ,:::6..1.;_.:.'I!..' .=2!..' .i!.3!..., z4!...• ~5!...' .::.6..!.;....:.t!...' .:.2!...' il.3,~&:.:c.:....·i ______________________ _ 
St. H. bending b. and f, H. H .. backward-bend/ Rai'se I Forward-bend I 

tu.rning. Rais, I Slow, H., turning-left I RigM I 
Front I , &c. • ' ' 

Slow in-breath (nose). Breathe-in/ Cownl.l '~reath~~n I Coimt I 
Slow out-brnath, counting 1 to 5 

(in distinct even syllables). ______ J-,:-"'.::-7:"---:---;-:-:--...£.=.::.::.:.;:.!.;:__ __ , ___ _.: __ ...;_ ___ ....,;._:.:._ ______ ,_~-------------·-·---------
i. Half-wing, half-rest arch st. i. Right hand neck rest, le!t' hr}nd hip-

firm I T. backward-ba,nd,/ Raise I BtJnd I 
Raise I As.~hango I 'Ti Backward b1ind I 

Arch-fltxlon. ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 
&c., Attention ~. . . ' 

ii. As,. upward stretch and F, sideways- ii, See Table 27, Arch-flexion ii. 
placo I t, 2. T. forward and downward-

Heav1n1. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

bond I Raiso I Band,! Raise I Attentfon I 
I, 2, 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching u., with As. upward-bend I Asi upward stretch, and 
F, placing o. left F. outward.....plac11 / As, and F.-change ! 

r, 2. Change I 11 ~• Change I 1, 2, &c. 

Wing lunge o, 

Attention I z, z. {N'iB.-F,.,m9ves on 2'.) , 
(Later : A,s. upward-bend I A, stre~cl~ing 

, up~ard and F. flaci~g ,outward, left· F.-, ! 
begin I I, 2, 3, 4. Rep11af I , r, 2,. 3, 4. \ 
Attention /) '' • ' I ' 

Half, ' to the. left-face/ F. wide.:...open /,, J· Fault,· Not. to bend enough in the hip.and knee, and to 
Hips-firm I Left F. outwai:c;t, in, lunge i' lift the ba.ck heel from the ground. See Photo. No. 6. 
position-place I ' ~-~liange l. ·' :0.itM I : ·,· , , ,· 
Change I Left! &c. Atte.ntion I ' _ .... ' _· -'---------------------

i. Stretch st, 2 A .. swinging f. & s. , i, , . A~, , forwa.t1 and . u~ward--swing l i., Faults J • • 1:o. swing the arms too close tog.eth6;I in. the 
1 Forward and s1deways--sqJing ) Forward ·forward• pos1hon, and below the shoulder line m side-

, _i· ' !),nd '\lpward-suii'ng / • Repeat-t,110 I Two I ' , ways. . 
Attention I •• • • , ', • , For attention I drop the arms the shortest way to the 

ii. Close st. 2 A. t\lrning, with 2 ii, F.-close I A. turn.in~ outwar. • d, wit,h I sides by bending the elbows. 
heel raising. heel raising--0111i 1 •• 'T'wo·.~ Repeat...::...Ono ( • • • 

\ Two I 'Attention I • 



Barn dance march, 

Marchlnc. 

" Windmill." 
i. Yard st, T, bending s. 

Lateral. 
ii. Rest close turn st. 

Wing curtsey sitting hopping f. 
(Later : reach grasp ditto., i.e., 
"Snake Hop.'') 

llumplng. 

Respiratory. 2 A. lifting s.u. 

' 

TABLE 28 CONTINUED. 
Hips-firm I Heels--raise I Barn-dance 

march-start I x, 2, 3, hop. 1, 2, 3, hop. &c, 
Attention-halt I I, 2, 3, 4. 

i, As. sideways-stretch I x, z. T. bending, 
" ones " to the left, " twos " to the right-
bend! Sides-change I Change I Change I 
Raise! Attention I I, 2. 

ii. F. close and neck--rest I T. to the left-
turn I Forward and to the right-turn I 
&c., &c. Forward-turn I Attention I 

Hips-firm I Heels--raise I Knees outward-
bend I Hopping forward 4 times-start / 
1, 2, 3, 4. Stretch I Attention~ • 

(Later ; With class in file, grasping shoulders 
of pupil in front, command : Curtsey 
sitting-place I Hopping forward-start/ 
1 , 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, &c. Stretch I Attention /) 

A. lifting sideways upward with deep breath-
ing-one : Two I One I Two I &c. 

The march consists of three little running steps (left, right, 
left), and then a hop on the left F. with the right raised 
forward, toe pointed. 

For the halt, the last hop comes on 2, the raised F. strikes 
the ground at 3, and heels together at 4. 

i. Fault : Not to keep the arms at right angles to the 
body, and to bend the body forward or to bend the 
knees; to change too rapidly. 

ii. Paule, To let the elbows come forward. 
c.,: 



TABL.E 29. / MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS. \ CoMMEN'IS, 

Wing F. placing o., with heel Hip~-:-firm I F. placing outward, with heel \ Faults: Not to make each movement distinct• to run F. raising. ra1s1ng, left F.-begin ! 1, 2, 3, 4; I, 2, 3, 4. the heel raising into the F. placing. ' »:'. Repeat I 1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4. Attention! .. 
0 St. H. bending f. and s. H. forward-bend ! Raise! To the left-- c. g :::r bend ! .Raise ! To the right-bend ! Raise! .. 

0 &c. .. - Slow in-breath (nose). Breathe-in ! Out! &c., &c. Give the note for the vowels. C: 
R. - Slow out-breath, saying a e i ou. 

(Later, staccato.) 
i. Cross-bend walk f., arch st. i, As. across bend and left F. forward-z A. flinging s. place! T. backward-bend! As.-fiing I 

Bend I Fling ! Bend ! T.-raise ! As'. and 
ArcJl-flexion. ii. Stretch stride, point stoop st. 

F.---change ! I, 2, &c., &c. 
ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride- ii. See Table 27, Arch-flexion ii. 

place! I, 2. T. forward and downward-
bend! Raise! Bend! Raise! Attention! 
I, 2. 

·2 A. stretching u. and d., with As. upward stretch and 'to the left-about- See Table 23, lb. Heavin,. facing about. face! I, 2. As. downward stretch and to 
the right-about-face / I, 2. &c. --Reach curtsey sitting 2 A. As. forward lift and heels--raise I Knees 

Balance. parting s. outward (all the way)-bend I A. parting-
one I Two! One! Two I &c. 

Knees-stretch ! Attention! 
March in ranks (shoulder to Forward-march I Left, right ! Mark- N.B.-The marching may at first be done in the " Eyes-

Marclllnc. shoulder). time I Close-up I To the left-face ! right " position, to keep the lines straight. 
Forward-march I Mark-time ! To the 
right-face ! Forward-march I &c., &c. 

Yard fall kneel st. Kneel-down I I, Z. As. sideways-stretch I N.B.-The kneeling and standing positions must still be 
Altdomlnal. 1, 2. From the knees, with a straight back- taken in two movements, but without pause on the 

backward-/ all ! Rise I Fall I Rise I first. See Table 27, Abdominal. 
Stand-up/ I, 2, 

I Half-wing half-rest close tum st. F. close, right hand neck rest, and left hand 
T. bending s. hlh-firm. I T. to the left-turn! To the 

Lateral. le t-bend I Raise I &c. Forward-turn I 
As.-change I To the right-turn I &c., &c. 

i Attention I 

_::J Wing jump f,, with 3 steps start. Hips-firm I Jumping forward with 3 steps N.B.-This may be done shoulder to shoulder, one rank 
start-, left F.-spring I r, z, 3 l-4, 5. at a time. . Right F.-spring I t, 2, 3 l'-4, 5. Alten-
tionl . 

N.B.-Swing the leg well forward at 3. 

1 

z A. circling, A. circling f, u, s, d., with deep breathing- N.B.-The arms make a smooth continuous movement 
Rtsplratory. start I Repeat I Repeat I in the directions indicated. Breathe in as arms go 

up, out. as they come down1 Keep time with the 
leaders. No command is given for the breathing out. 



TABLE ao/ Mov:eMr<Nrs. l--:---;-:---:~=-=----=-c-;-,~~M:-:M~-;::"'-"_;_:n~,.~- -;--:;;:;---:--;------I---·_·-_- __ - __ -_·-_-_-_-_···_-_-_...: -0:~· -J:::.:· M;:;,.,-,.:::·-~.,=-•-,..:::-============-·· --~ 
• stretch st. ya.rd stride, &c., &c. place I 1, 2. Upward stretch and F. 

together--place I l, 2. Sideways stretch and I 
i Rea.ch stride st. Change to i, As, forward stretch an<.l F. Aidewaya- 1 ··--··-

. F. F. sideways-place I 1, 2. &c., &c. 
e, ii. Wing crosswise st. Change of ii. Hips-firm I Left F. crosswise forward- ii. See page 23 for description, t; F. place I F.-change I I, 2. Change I 1, 2 . 

._
0
=- 0

) A lte.ntion I ________________ , __ ....:.....:...;_:_....:.....;...:..... ______________ 1------------------------
.l:J C St. H. bending b. H. backward-bend I Raise I Bend I Raise I 
,: • &c. 

R. 
l-::Q:--w-:.:-c-=-k-:i:-n---=--b-re_a_t-:h----:--(n_o_s_e-)-;-:h:-0---:l:-d:-"b:-r~e~a-t-=-h-l·-Q-u-ic_k:....l_y_b_r_e_a_t_h_e--i ___ n_/_1_, -2-,-3-,-4-, -5.--0-u-,-,-l---------------------------

while teacher counts 3-5. In I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Out I 
\ Quick out-breath (mouth). ------l--"'----:cc:-:-----------''---:----'-----1---------------------1------------------------ -· 

i, Wing-toe support, b. arch st. i. Hips firm and left F. backward on the 

Arch-flexlon. 

Balance. 

Slloulder. 

Lateral. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

Bend st. alternate A .. stretching 
s. and d., with H. turning to 
side arm, 

Wing crook half-st. Change to 
Half-st. b., and to crook half-st. 

Bend lunge o. 2 A. stretching s. 
(Later, with 2 As. stretching.) 

i. " Giant and Dwarf ,, march, 

ii. Galop march. 

i, Bend stride turn st. z A. stretch~ 
ing -f.. and u. ' 

toe--place I T. backward-bend I Raise I 
&c. As. and F.-change I 1, 2. Backward-
bend I Raise! &c. Attention I 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride-
place I I, 2. T. forward and downward-
bend/ Raise! Bend! Raise/ Attention I I, 2. 

As. upward-bend! H. to the left turn., left 
A. sideways, and right A. downward-
stretch I As. and H.-change /, r, 2. Change! 
r, 2, &c. In one time-attention ! 

Hips firm and left knee upward-bend / 
Backward-stretch I Forward-bend I As. 
and F. -change I Right I Stretch I , Bend I 
¢c. Attention I 

Half tq the left-face l, F. wide-op-en I As. 
upward-be~d I Left F. outward in lunge 
position-place! As. sideways-stretch I 
Be1td I &c. : .. -change I' • Rif ht I As .. 
sideways-stret~h ! &c ... 

Fault: To make the leg movement rapid instead of even 
and deliberate. 

(Later : As. upward--bend I As. sideways stretch 
and left F. outward in lunge position-place I As. and 
F.-change I Right I Change I Left I &c, Attention!) 
(•In one time.) 

i, Hips-firm I, Heels--raise I ''. Giant ;a,nq i. 
Dwarf" march-:--start I z, 2; 3, 4·;: I, 2, 3J ,{. 
&c., &c. Attention-halt J' I, 2, ', • 

•The '' Giant march" consists of 4 steps on the toes; 
the·" Dwarf march" of 4 steps on the toes, but with the 
knees bent to curtsey standing. Fault To lean 
forward in the " Dwarf march." u.· Hips-firm I . 1al?P marc,J:l: 8 steps with 

each foo~. ,startmg with the left, 4eeli;;.....:.Yaise I 
Start!· I, 2, 3, 4, 5,, 6, 7. Ch~nge l ,1-; 2; 3, 4, 
5, 6; 7. Change I &c. Attention..,:...:halt I 1, ;i .. 

. i, As. upwar<;I oend Jnd . F.,_ a.str~<;le~lace I • I 

ii. This is done like an ordinary galop, turning the body 
a little to the left when the right foot leads, &c. 

,1; 2., (Hands moye 011 2,) T;, tp tlj.e .Jeft"7"' 
tur-n· 1 ' '. • As.. fo'rwa.r:d'.L...stretclt I '· ' Bend I . , , 
Up~ard~stretch Ji Bend I To:, the· right- , , , 

; ' 

ii. Wing st. T. bending s., 
breathing, 

turn I &c; : , • 1, ,· : ·'· ,, •, 
with ii, Hips-firm- I : T/ )~ending sideways with , - .. 

, , ' ·breathing, to· , the. left-bend: l • Raise I 
Right-bend I· Raise_ { &c. ', • .• ., 

Stride-jump, progressing • 4 steps 
f. and 4 steps b., with .z A. 
lifting s. 

Stride-jun,,p( c?mi:i;i'g •fbrwar¢! '4: :steps and FauU : . l'o lose the 
backward' 4; steps;·:: .with' :A. lifting· to scholars. 
shoulder line ·,for· each jump',. beeis--razse 1 • 
Begin I'. 1, 2,. 3; 4, 5, '6, 7.' T{ack I , I, 2·, 3', 
4, 5; 6, 7 •. Haltf. " 

relative distances between the 

Respl-ratory. Three deep breaths. Take in 3 deep breaths each, in your own 
time-start I 



TABLE 31. MOVltMltNTS, 
. .. -COMMANDS. COMMI!.N'fS. 

·-~·-
-~-...... ----~--- ... -.. - --Half-stretch atrido st. Left A. upward stretch, right A. <.lownward N.B.-'For attention, take the mm to the side in the 

Change of As, and F. stretch, and F. ostri<le-placo I I, 2. As. shortest po~sible way, in one movcrncnt. 
Half-yo.rd stride st. ditto. change and F. together-ilace / I, 2. &c. 

e ,. Attontion I Left A. si eways, right A. 
0 downward stretch, and F. astride-place I 
i . I, :2. As. change and F. together-place I 

i r, :2. A tt11ntion I 

o . H. bending b., with 2 A, turning. A. turning outward and H. bendini backward • - -one I Two I Repeat-one I Two I 
Slow in-breath (nose). 

----
R. Breathe-in/ Out! &c. N.~.-In this and other breathing exercises, the object 

Slow out-breath, whistling or sigh- 1s to make the pupils control the breath, making it 
' ing, . pass evenly and smoothly between the 1ips. 

i, Half-wing half-rest close arch st. i, F. close, right hand neck rest, and left 
hand hip-firm / T. backward-bend / 

Arch .. flexfon. 
Raise I &c. As.-changc I T. backward-
bend I Raise I &c. Attention I 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. ii. As. upward stretch and F. sideways-- ii. See Table 2 7, Arch-flexion ii. 
place I I, 2, T. forward and downward-
be,nd I Raise I Bend I Raise! Attention I 1, 2. 

z A. stretching f.s, and u,, twice A. stretching forward, sideways, and upward, 
Heavin,. in each direction. twice in each direction-staYt I 1, 2, x, 2, 

3, 4, 3, 4; 5, 6, 5, 6. Repeat I I, 2, 1, 2, &c, 
Repeat, changing the directions. 

Yard stride toe st. alternate (Class numbered in twos) As. sideways stretch Faults: Not to take a wide enough stride; to bend the 
kn~e bending. and F, astride-place I x, 2, Heels- body instead of keeping it upright, and the As. parallel 

Balance. raise I " Ones " the right kqee, " Twos" to the floor throughout; not to stretch fully when 
the left knee-bend I Change I Change I changing knees. 
Change I Knees-stretch I Heels-sink I 
Attention I l, 2. 

2 A.. swinging f.u, (s,d,); with (N.B.-Give A. movement separaitely :first.) N.B.-In the final form of the movement (iii.) the As, 
F., placing o, and T .. turning1 i. As. forward u'J:ward-swing I Sideways, swing forward upward, the trunk is turned to the left, 

downward-sin I I &c., &c. , , and the left F. placed outward simultaneously, 
' ii. Wi'th T; turning to the left, le~t F. out-Shoulder. ward--placo I T. an<l F.-ohange I I, 2. 

Cli'ange I 1, 2. Attention I 
iii. The same ·combined -~ith .A. swinging, '' 

' • teEeat-ono I Two I Tlwee I Four I 
Marching in ranks with knee For-v,,ard~arch' I M9:rk-l#ne I Close-up I 

raising. Left-faco I Forward-march I Knees-
Marchln1. ( raise l Left, right, &c. Chanfe~arch / 

. Left,. rignt, &c. l\ifark-tiffle / R ght-/ats I 
Forward-march I • ' ....., ____ ........_ ___ 

Hali-stretch, half-wing w11lk As .. upward-bond / Right A. upward stretch, N.B.-For the change, bend the As, and draw back the o., 
! , bending e. left ,hand hip firm, a:nd left F. out.ward- F. fo,r r, change the As. arld put out the other F. for 2, 

Lateral. . ptacd, /, T, to the left--;-bendl Raise I &'o_. 
, , As, and F.-change / I, 2, T. to the right-

/Jena I &c. In, ~me time~attsneion I - -Wh1g orosijwif1e jump, Hifie :firm and left F; crosswise-place / In orcler to keep this movement light, there should be 
. e~ls-MistJ I Jumping, changlng the ·F.- · an extra knt,o-bencling after each jump, similar to the 

Jumplnr, oiin / I, :a, l, :a, x, 2, H,dt / l, 2. ,ip.tcrmeqia.te knee-bending naturally clone in skipping 
(N, ,.-OM jumi' for halt, two mo1·e jumps ·ov~r a rope, 
• 0.11d ettLnd etea y 011 the toes.), A tto,ntion I .. .,,._,,,,,. ·- -----Rench ilt, 2 A, parting, wit11 heel Aa, 1orward-li/t [ A. p0;rting with l1eel raisil1g 

Rttplratory. rah1ing, and 4·eop brl,\o,t lingi--o•tfo I TliJ() I &o, One I 
Dow11wM"d-1tbo I . , 



IP 

TABLES!Z. MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS. COMMENTS. 

I 

I 
F. 

o. 
R. 

Arcll-flufon. 

i. Wing preparation for jump and 
facings. 

ii. A. stretching u., with steps. 

i. Hips-ji,-,n I Quick heel raising and knee 
bending, followed by facing to the left 
four times in succession-start 1 I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; 
I, 2. &c. 

ii. As. upward stretch and a step forward-
march I Upward stretch and a step back-
ward-march ! &c. 

St. H. bending b., and H. turning . H: backward--bend ! Raise I Slow H. turning-
left ! Righi I Ff'ont !, &c., &c. 

Quick in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, saying a e i o u. 

Quickly breathe-in/' Out! &c. 
• ,1 ' 

, I 

Yard stride arch st. 2 A. turning: 
Stretch stride point stoop st. 

i. The sixth move:m.ent to be we\.\ rnarked, 
See Table 24, lb. 

ii. N.B.-To be done without counting. 

N.B:-Give the note for the vowels, and signal for the 
change from one to the next. 

N._R-Otnit_counting after-Place, Stretch, and Attention! .As. sideways stretch and'' .f. astride-,.place I 
T. backward--bend I . Palm turning up-
ward~ne I Two· I &c. • T;--,,aise I I As. 
u,pwa.rd---s'tretth ! •. T. t forward· anci. • down-' •• • 
ward--b~nd I ;,'R_,a.ise J,' IJr,c. As., sideways-,. 
stretch! T. back~ard~end I &c., • &c:- , • 

------i----------------'--~ 1 Attention I . , ' ••• • , 
"Punching." , With closed · fists, , \A:s. up~ard.:.-.-bend'l. •See Table 25, Heaving. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

l 

Shoulder. 

' Abdominal. 

Bend (close fist) st. alternate A., Pµnching exercise,' ·,tur~g 1~he, ,body-,-•,.,. • •• 
stretching f. • with reverse • T. • • ''begin I Left,· right.! ·• • 'Left,: right ! • ·&b. \ 
turning. 'A,...:.../Jend I Attentioti f.. • ··:•r ' ' .: , .. 1 

' I 

Se~ Abdominal, Jumping, and ,.. ,' , • .. ·., , •• • ,, , .. .. ' • , , • 
.Marching. , '· ·, .. ; .. ' ·,· , , ,,.. -

'i: Marching ·in ranks, backward , i, ·, ,Forwa!d-'-m~rch I : Mar.~~tiwe:/. .9<>se-:-, · L. ~.B.~The, class·~houl4 oe .close up to, and facing a 
on 'the toes. · up r Td the nghtT""fa[;e J• •Backward.o,·,tlie) ... ~all be:(ore ma.J;ching ba~·kwards. . • . 0> 

'toes--mat'~h /' Left, rig~t Jc· &c.'; Attehtion+-i,. ·for tne haj.t, bring the lieels together at 2, and: lower them -:i-

. ·, haltf. 1,.:2,.3. •. • :· .•~ • , , 1 ':'·;:.·.·quietly at 3. ,;- •• • 
ii. "Giant and.'Dwarf" march. ' ;H. Hips-:--firm ! Heel~aise-1'. "G~an.t tnd; "ii,'•~ee·Tal>le' 3-0,. Marching • 

. . ' . ',, n__ f" . h 't • t r· , • • ' ' ', •• .,. ' • ' , • • ·. , . .uwar mare -:-s ar... . . ·2, .,;·14_; I, 2, 3, 4, :-. ,•·· , . • '· . ,; 
Cross-bend' lung~, o; st. 2 • A. ' Half : to • the leU-/ate I . F.:. wide-:-open ( 1 Fault :. To raise the :back heel or bend the back knee. 

, As.- acrosg:...,..,..hend t Le~( .. F. ,: outw;ard. in.11 , ,For, "At'tenti6pr"l .iri- tb,e la.fer movement, drop the As. _to 
at ,., • 1¥~ge position-p/ace l, A::s.~f;li-1fg:}1. Bend! ; .,. ~he sides; as the F. m~ves oack. • 

• &;¢. As: and F.--change I Right'!' As,-· 1 

,fi.ing_ I Bend I' /tc. '(1-tten~ioid ·. ,' I •. ·: ' • ' ·~ •. • 
(J?ater : As. acros~end I. ~s .. fl~ng' aQd' left ' , . , . ,. ' , : : . ' , 

F .• ohtwatd • ·,'·.m ·' hing~ pqsit~ori½ltif~ ! ' . \ .,'. .. , ' 
As. a:,;1.d :F.'f-:0/.t,ange t: Rigl,t I 1&c~··.Attention· I}: ' '· • , " , : , , 

flinging.. . 
(Later : Flinging and lunging 
·' same time.) ··, • 

... •. ' 

• Yaid. fall kneel st,. He,e~1.r~se:.ai1a.· As:· siq'eway~fft~J Wi.thout • N.B:~This 'm'.ethod of kneeling involves more balance 
\ \ . ",moving the jf~: ' k:'neel-'1...tiown ,,,:: From1 the' . ' ' than· I the· ordinary method. The knees are bent· to 

' ' ' r ,kn,ees, '\Ylth a ~µ-aig'1i~'.bk:jc. ·~~.1(1ciwa;t,~-Lfall· t; ...• c'u,r.t~ey !Qt ting·. position and turned quickly .foFWard 
,. ' ljlise I' Ff.ll.l Ri;s(! '· WMnou1:"l~cp;v:ilig the.. before, ·~ou¢~g. the ground. l'he toes may be curled 

_____ ._....,'1 ,. • • .. . . ', . R,, on th~ t~s--~tarul'f I .,A f'. . . , . . ,, • 1rn~er· ,the instep. • . 
Rest: stride st. T. be,nd,ing s. '.Neck rest and F. astritl8laeei;,, T. ·to. the' • N:B . ..a::._The'.hands move on .a;, but the• movements may 

I •. left~end I,· Rafs(t.:'.: '!'.<>:t~e: dgh;t_''-+1?tndi :'{',tie. a~.ne with.qut ~oun_ ting. I 

'.' • ; '• . . R4ise I: &c. ,,A,ttent-ion. !!, ,· ·,. • •, .. -::. , : • •., , ,, 
: ~ing j~mp f., with facing ( one steg-· l:1/,P~--/i"Y.tn/: .. J~hip~1g { :fo~w.ai,'d',,• ~-th'. i 'steP:, -~.~~..:....~en the •s~art is· off th~ Ief.t F. t:J:!e. ri%ht leg, should 

-start). . , . '. c; .st~t and ~acing 'tO\ tlie, • ,left, •~eft F.-! , ··, f>e. Hirown •. well forward, wit.b. a straight knee, before 
. . ,·. '.sf#iitg',! · .:li·: :2 !-3,.: 4;'.\ •,'·F'a,c.ing, tp .tlie right, _' . .'the landip,g,, , , 
' I right F . ....:.:...spJin'g I • :t';, :i. I '-+:-3' 4~ • &c. • ' I' '· •. • ·• 

' N_.B.-1ti·'the,.SP,rtp.g'.;~·\2,<"·i:h~ landing; ,3,. ' ' • \ l 
•. I,, ,',fpiees.stretcli.;!'4,lheets:sink: ., • • • .. , , , 

_R_es_p_l-,a-. 
1
-
0
-..,-.• ,-z_A ___ lif ___ ,tin ___ g-.s-.-u-. ------~-.-. A·: \ifti~~; 1 .. ~ii:J;eway,s'; -~p~lu;d, ·with., de~p ·• 

: breatbing~ne:J,J-.T!O'o/· 1 O~·{ T~o/, &c.. , , • • • 

Lateral.· 

•. 

' . '• 
,, 



TABLE 33. 

F. 

c. 

' R. 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

MOVEMENTSA 

i. Steps and facings. 

ii. Rest toe st. 

St. H. circling and stretching. 

Quick or slow in-breath, 
Slow out-breath, "humming." 
i. Cross-bend walk o., turn arch st. 

2 A. flinging s. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

z A. stretching (twice in eac9 
direction). ' ' 'I ' 

COMMANDS. 

i. To the left face, and a step forward-
march I r, 2, 3, 4. To the right face, and 
a step backwal'd-march I r, 2, 3, 4. &c., 
&c. A step to the left, and to the left-

.. face I 1, 2, 3, 4. &c., &c. 
11. Neck-rest/ Heels-raise I Sinll I 

Raise I ,Sink I A tte11-tion /. 
H. cir.cling to the left, back, right and front, 

endmg with stretching upward-begin I 
I, 2, 3, 4-5. To the tight-repeat I I, 2, 3, 
4-5. (N.B.-5, stretching.) 

' ' 
Quickly breathe-in I Out I Slowly breathe-

, in I Out I 
i. A's. across bend and the left F. 0utward-

• place I T. to. the left-turn I Backward-, -
bend I As.--(1,ing I Bend I &c. T.-raise I 
As. and F. and T.-ch'ange I I, 2. T. back-
ward-bend I &c. Raise I Attention I 

11. As. upward stretch and , F.: astride·-.· 
place I T. forward and downward-bend/ 
Raise I &c. Attention I 

COMMENTS. 

i. N.B.-1 and 2 for the step, 3 and 4 for the facing, 
&c., &c. 

ii. Fault: To let the elbows come forward. 

Fault : T~ shrug the shoulders in the circling. Should 
not be given more than twice to each side. 

Give the note for the "humming." 

1. N.B.-The change of As., F., and T. may be practised 
as a separate exercise. 

As. upward-bend! As. stret~bing forward, I[ault: To hurry the movements towards the end of the 
backward, and upward, twic~ in ~ach ; .series. 
direction-start.. 1, 2, I, 2; 3,, 4, 3, 4; 
,5, 6, 5, 6. Keepirig time with t'he, leaders-
repeat I (No, coµnting.) 

Re?-ch cro6k half-st.,· 2·,A. parHng As. forward lift arid left ~mee upward-bend I N.B;-For the change, wait at attention till the word 
-yrith knee stretching I f,. T A. parting and line¢ stretching-one I Two I rigl:it or left is given. 

Balance.· 

Shoulder. 

I 

f,,, ,, 
'. ' ': 

One I Two I As .. , a:nd F./-;,-ihange I Right 't Faults _: To hold the arms too close together. To lower 
The , same movement-one I Two ! ' &c·. " the thigh when the knee is stretched, and to lean back 
A ttenti'on !. • • • ' ·' • ,.' . , ' ' , from the waist. , _________________________ _ 

: Half .to t1:i.e left-.· /ace I F .. wide-,,. ope1; /: ,(1.f: , J;i'aults: To let the upper arm sink forward. .To bend the 
, •. upw,arq-benq ! Left A .. upward, right' A .. , : , oack knee. Not to look up at the hand or be still 

', •. :·' backward :.stretch, and I .left' F. <f)U tward'. in;/ in•, tAe position •. 
' , •1 :·: ,'· lung~,po~itfon~lace /. ·A.$ .. and F.~qhang.•~ ./. , 

' ' " ' ': Right/· 1&C.; &c . . Atte'nt,z'.on.f, •. . ' ,, I• .,I 
· · ·. ·' ': ·:., N.B.-: Resume '« Atf~ntion ". :in the, s,hoit,est "N:B;-. The change may be combined with a facing; 

' . ,,: .. , . ;,\,. ,;• • pd~s~ble 'vi:iy by 'drqpping' ~]if arms· to ,th~ ;command, A. and F.-cJmnge l Right-'-faca I L·u:nga l 
•• :·, .', .-···. , , _.. , ' ' : • • side. . · • • • 1 ,. . ' , :, .1; ;: , .' • <..'\':O. ; '' 

, , 
t •', '' 

0) 
co 



TABLE 33 CONTINUED .. 
-------,--:,-;:-~-;Ba.rn:::--_-d:-a:-. n-c-e-=-,-:-, -Il-la.t-:-c-=h-· .-------H--i_p_s __ fi_rn_·_i _/ __ H __ e_el_s=--,-,a-i_s_6_/ __ B_ar_n_-d-a-· n-ce---:,-M_ar_c_h--c-on-si-s-ts--o-f-·3---lit't1-c-~~m1i-ng-~ -;t_e_p_s_(_le_f_t_, -r-ight, 

ma.rch"-\Sta,•t ! 1, 2, 3, hop I l, 2, 3, hop! left), and then a hop on the left foot, with the right Marchll\f. 

Lateral .. 

Jumpln1. 

R11plratory. 

Bend close side-bend st. 
A. stretching u. 

(Later, Alternate ditto.) 

single 

V•ling stride jump wit~ facing about~ 

t'' \. 

,. 

' ' 

&c. .Attention-halt l I, 2, 3, 4. raised forward, toe pointed. For the halt, the last 
hop comes on 2, the raised foot strikes the ground at 
3, and heels together at 4. 

F. close and As. upward-betid ! T. to the 
left-bmd I Right A. upward-stretch 1 
Btmd ! &c., T.-,-aiso ! To the right-·· 
bend I Left A. upward-stretch! Bend I 
&c. Raise I Atte.nti'o1i ! (Later command: 
Alternate A .. • stretchillg upward-right f 
Left! Right l Left I Bend l &ci), 

' \ •. · .. ,., 

Fendt : To stretch the A. vertically, instead of close to the 
head. 

N,.B.~The first jump is to the front, the second to the left-
. ,· ·_apout, ,~d th,e third to the front again. 

\ -' 

... '-'. 



TABLE 34, 

e-
J! ,,y 
:::, 

"Cl 
f -C: -

, 

F. 

C. 

R. 

Arch-flexlon. 

Heavin&, 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

MOVEMENTS. 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching s., with 
F. Placing f., and heel raising. 

St. H. bending b., with 2 A. turning. 

• Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out- breath, singing ah ! oh ! oo ! 

(pause between each). 
Half-stretch, half-wing stride arch 

st. 
Stretch stride, point stoop st. 

Bend st. slow 2 A. stretching 
u. and s. ' 

i. Wing lunge f. (move F. back-
wards). 

ii. Wing walk o., toe st. change 
of F. 

I Rest stride stoop st. 

Running with knee raising. (12 
Marchlnc. .steps, then change.) 

Lateral. 

Jumplnc. 

Respiratory. 

Cross-bend turn kneeling 2 A. 
flinging s. 

Wing jump f., 3 steps starti 

2 A. circling. 

COMMANDS. 

As. upward-bend I As. sideways stretch and 
Ie!t foot forward-place I Heels-raise / 
Si7:-k I A~. and F.-cha_nge I 1, 2. Heels--
raise I Sinli I In one time-attention / 

(La_ter: As. ~pward-bend / As. stretching 
s1~e_ways with F. placing forward and heel 
ra1S1ng, left F.-begin I 1, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8. 
Repeat! I, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8. Attention!) 

With A. turning outward, H. backward 
bend I Raise I Bend I Raise I &c, 

Breathe-in / Out I &c. 

Right A; upward stretch, left hand hip firm, 
and F. astride-place/ 1, 2. T. backward-
bend I Raise I &c, As.-change I r, 2. T. 
backward-bend I Raise J &c. Both As. 
upward-stretch I I, 2. T. forward and 
downward-bend I Raise I &c. Attention! I, 2. 

As. upward-bend I Slowly As. upward-
st,yeJch I r, 2, 3, 4. Bend I r, 2, 3, 4. 
.Sideways--stretch I I, 2, 3, 4. Bend I 
I, 2, 3, 4. &c., &c. Attention I 

i. Hips-firm I Left F. backward in lunge 
pos.-place I F.-change I Right I Change I 
Le ft I &c.. 4 ttention I, ( See Photo. No. 5.) 

ii. Hips firm and the left F. outward-place I 
Heels--raise I F.-change I 1, 2. &c. 
Heels-sink I Attention I , 

Neck rest and F. astride-place/ (Two mov.e-
ments without c6unting). T .. ~orward~ 
bend I l,?.aise I Bend I Raise I Ateenti'on I 

Double-march I Left, right I &c, . For .fa 
steps knees-:-rais~ I I, 2, 3 .... I I--ch,~nge I 
&c. 

Kneel-down I As. across-bend I T. to the 
left-turn I • As.-'-fiing I • Be~d I '·F,ting f 
Bend I Forward, and to ~he ~ght-turn I 
As. fling I ' &c,, &c. Attention' I , . , , 

Hil)s-ji~m I Jupiph+&' forward'. ~f th 3. steps. 
, start, left F.;-;spring I , : ~, z,., 3 f-:-4, 5. 
With the right foot-spying I r, 2, 3 f-4, 5 . 

.f,..1 • 'circBr.1g ':•witfl,', de~p . b~e~thing-;-sta.rl /. 
~epedt J• Repeal I • • • • 

., ' 1·, 1 ; 
1

: ,·:\ I 1 ,·, ,' 

'11 '\ 

COMMENTS. 

Faults: Not to make the h 1 . . _ 
fro_ m the foot-plac1·nQ'., ec -rats\ng movement <.Hstinct ~ and to hurry the movements with the right foot. 

N.B.-Give the note for the singing, and signal for the pause. 
• From "The Speakin~ Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke published by J. Curwen & Sons. ' 

K.B.-Bend both As. on 1 ; stretch the right up and put 
the left hand on the hip at 2. 

K.B.-Each movement to last while 4 is being counted. 

i. Faults: To turn the back foot out. Not to bend 
enough in the front hip and knee. 

Fault~ : ·.r:o look down instead of forward. To let the 
elbows fall forward. 

• N.B.-The body must lean back, when the knees are raised. 
Faults : Not to keep the shoulders steady. To be un-

necessarily heavy. 
N.B,-:-the kneeling and standing positions to be taken 
' in the two usual movements, but without counting. 
FaulJs : To turn the H. more than the body. To push 
• 'the right A.. forward when turned to the left. 
,See. Table 29, Jumping. 

See Table :19, Respiratory. 
'N.B.-Breathe in as the As. go up. Breathe out as they 
.• coine down, 

I 'I • 

-4 
0 

f, 



TABLE S5. MOVEMENTS; COMMANDS, COMMENTS, 

r i, Bend close st. Change to 
stretch st., rest close st., &c. 

i, F. close and As. upward-bend I As. up-
ward stretch and F.-open I Neck rest and 
F.-close I &c., &c. 

:i:. .. 
.2 u :s 

f'. ii. Wing st .. , alternate knee bend-
ing u. in march time. 

1 :: . St .. slow H. turning and bending, c. 
I: -

R. 
Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, whistling or sigh-

ing. 
i. Rest walk o. (or astride) arch st. 

Arch~flexlon. ii. Stretch stride, point ,stoop st. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

••mplng. 

Unsymmet. A. stretching, s. and, 
u., f. and s., &c, 

Wing curtsey sitting, and facings, 

Reach lunge f. (move F. backward}, 
2 A. flinging. 

Stamp-toes and hop march, 

i, Yard (palms up) close tum st.· 
2 A. lifting U. , I 

ii. Wing T. bending s., with 
breathing, 

Wing crosswise jump. 

R-,Iratory. Three deep breaths (pupils' 
own time.) 

ii. Hips-firm I Alternate knee bending 
upward in 'march time-start I Left, right ! 
Left, right! &c. Hale I 1, 2. Attention I 

Slow H, turning-left I Front I Right I 
Front I Forward.'.-bend I Raise I &c. • 

Breathe-in I Out I &c. 

i. Neck ~est and the left F. outward-place IT. 
backward'-----bend I Raise! &c. As. and F.-
qhange I T. backward-bend. &c. Attention I 

..ii,• :As,., ~ward stretch and F, astride-
place ! ' T: forward and • downward~bend ! 

, Ra~se ! &~. Attention ! 
,. Lef~ 1}'. isitlt:ways, dght A. upvr,~nj..,-lstretch I 

·1, 2. As.~hange I 1, 2. Left A!. sideways 
,and' right A. forward-stretch I I, 2 .. As.-

, 'change f- I, 2. Left A. upward and, right A. 
backward-stretch! I, 2. &c. 'Attention I 
I, 2. 

Hips-firm! Heels----raise I 'Knees outward 
(all the way}-bend I Start springing for fac-
ings., I, 2, I, 2. &c. To the left-face I I, 2, 
1, 2':, &c. To the right-face I t; 2, r,, 2. 
&c. Knees-stretch I Attention I 

As.forward lift and theleftF. backward in lunge 
'pos.'-ptace I A. flinging sideways-one / 
Two ! &c. As. and F.-change I Right I 
A. fliµging---0ne / Two! &c. Attention I 

Combined 'march, 4 steps stamping, 4 on the 
toes, and 4 hopping, with F. behin~ (or 
in £.rout), Hips-firm I With ~eft,F.-start I 
I, 2, 3, 4; I, 2, 3, 4; left hop; right' hop; 
left hop ; right h<Jp. (Continue without 
.counting 1), Attention-halt I 1, 2. ·' 

ii. Faults: To make noise. Not to lift the knee high 
enough, or point the toe downwards . 

See Table 33, R. 

N.B.-Omit the counting after "Change! " "Astride-
place ! " and "Attention." 

N.B.-The "springing for facings" consists of small 
" bobbings " up and down ; the movement takes place ...,. 
in the knees and the trunk is upright. The facing is 
done with a little low jump, and the "bobbings" con-
tinue in even rhythm till the next command. 

F,ault; To shrug the shoulders in the reach position. 
See Table 34, Balance. 

N.'B.-The toe-steps and hop-steps must be very light in 
contrast to the stamping. 

i, With palms' up, As. sideways lift, and F.-
close I T. to the left-turn I. . As.-lift ! 

' i, Faull; To poke the head as As. rise. 

• , Sink /, Lift I' Si"nk I Forw.ir.d, and to the 
' nght.:._turn ! As:-lijt ! Si.nk ! ' • &c,, 
Forward-tum I 4,tten/ton ! . 

ii.• 'Hi'ps-:-,fit:m ! . T. bending ·sideways :;1;'4tl;l 
deep· breathlng-/~ft !' Raise! ; Right I. 
Raise I. Attention I . , ·: ,:_,,: 

• Hips firm and ttie· left· F. crosswi'se-place .I,, 
Heels-raisi: ! Jumping, changing _the· F:!.._ 
begin I 1, 2 .. I~ 2. &c. Halt I 1, ,2., 4.tlen~ion!;. 

Breathe in deeply 3 ti.mes-start !', ',' , ' 

'' 

See· Ta.9.le 31, Jumping. 
1l •,,••, l ' ,· 

'·, 



TABLE 38. 

i-
0 
'ti 
:I 
'al .; 
C: -

Arch-ftexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

MOVEMENTS, 

Bend st. F. placing f., with 2 A, 
stretching u, 

St. H. circling and stretching, 

Slow in-breath (nose}. 
Slow out-breath (nose). 

COMMANDS, 

As. upward-bend I A. stretching upward 
with F. placing forward, left F.-begin I 
1, 2, 3, 4. f?.epeat I 1, 2, 3, 4. &c. Atten-
tion! 

H. circling to the left, back, right, and front, 
ending with stretching upward-begin! 
1, z, 3, 4-5 .. To the right-repeat I 1, 2, 3, 
4-5. (J:,f.B.-5, stretching.) 

Breathe-in/ Keeping· the mouth shu(°" 
breath~-out ! &c. • 

i. Ha.If-stretch, hall-wing, 
arch st. 

close • ,i, F. close, right A. upward ~tretch, and left 
hand hip-firm l 1, z .. Ti ~ackward-
be,nd 1' Raise! _&c. As.-than'ge I I, 2. T. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 
backward-bend! Raise I &c. A~tent,jon'! I, 2. 

ii. ' ~s. upward stretch and ,F. • astride-
place. I. T. forward and downward-bend·/ 
Raise I &c. Attention l 

Curtsey st. (Later, walk o. curtsey Raising the heels and bending. the, kp.ees at 
st.) 2 A. stretching f.s. and b: sa~e ti,me curt~ey standing '. pdsiti?n-

Wing lunge f. (move front foot). 

pl<ice !' As. forward-str.etch I -Backw~rd"-
stYetch ! &c. Downward-stretch I Attention I 

(Later, command'; Left F.' outward-Place I 
·curtsey standing position,, &c.). • : 

Hips-firm I l,,eft F. forward, in lunge pos,,i._ 
place I F.-change ! Right! &c .. 

Reach stoop stride st. 2 A. As.,- forward 'tor swimming and F .. astride 
swimming. with a jump-spring! T. fonyard-bend ! 

A. swimming-one! Two! 'three I Repeat 
-one I Two I Three I T.-raise I Attention J· 
(1 movement.) ; • , 

Wing slow march with knee Hips-firm I Marching with knee bending and 
bending and stretching. stretching, starting wi,th left , leg--one I 

Two I Three I One! Two I. Thr{Je I ~c., ·&c. 
(N.B.;.._Wait in each position for the next 

command.) 
Attention-h~lt I 1, 2. 

Hali-stretch walk f. st. T. bend- Right A. forward upward· fling, and_ left· F. 
forward--place I T. to the left-bend! 
Raise! &c. As. and F.-change !. I, 2. 

ing s. 

T. to the right-bend! Raise! &c. Attention! 
Wing jump o., with crosswise Hips-firm! Jump outward to the 'right, 

start. wi,th a crosswise start, left F.-spring ! 

Jumping. 
1, 2 !-3, 4. Jumping to the left, right 

. .. ,F.-spring.!_ I, 2 !.-3, 4. 

Respiratory. 2 A. turning with heel raising. 

N.B.-1, the crosswise start; 2, the spring; 
3, stretch knees; 4, sink.heels. 

A. turning outward with heel raising and deep 
breathing-one/ Two I One! Two I &c. 

COMMENTS. 

Fault : To shrug the shoulders in the circling. Should 
not be given more than twice to each side . 

i. N.R-Bend the As. at 1, stretch the right, put the 
left on hip, and close the F. at 2. 

Fault : To turn the back foot out. Not to bend sufficiently 
iri the hip and knee of front leg. 

. F.ault: To·.let the tru~k rise during the A. movement. 
For description see Table 10, Shoulder. 

- . ' ' -, 

Faults: To. l:lend the knee of the carrying leg, especially 
a:t z .. To leave some of. the weight on the back leg at 3 .. 

(For pos. at 3 see Fig. 20,) 

N.B...:_The raised A. and the advanced F. are on opposite 
sides of the body. 

N.B.-The leg is to be well thrown outward with straight 
,knee at z. 



TABLE 37, 

, 
F. 

c. 
R. 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

MOVEMENTS, 

Bend 2 A. stretching u., with F. 
placing f. and heel raising. 

St. H. bending b. and f. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, saying a e i o u. 
Bend stride arch st., and stretch 

stride stoop st. 2 A. bending. 

Yard st. slow 2 A. bending. 

Reach crook half-st. 2 A. parting 
s., and L. stretching s. 

------1--------~---------1 
Cross-bend st. Lunge f, with 

z A. flinging. Shoulder. 

COMMANDS. 

As. upward-bend ! As. stretching upward 
with F. placing forward and heel raising, 
left· F.-begin ! I, 2, 3, 4 ; I, 2, 3, 4. 
Repeat! I', 2, 3, 4; I, 2, 3, 4. Attention I 

H. backward-.-bend ! Raise ! Forward-
bend I Raise I &c. 

Breathe-in I Oiet ! &c. 

As. upward bend and F. astride-place! T. 
backward-bend I Raise I As. upward-
stretch I T. forward-bend I As.-bend I 
Stretch! Bend I &c. T. backward-bend! 
Raise ! As.-upward-st-retclt / T. for-
ward~end ! As·.-bend I 'Stretch! T.-
raise ! Attention I 

As. sideways--stretch ! Slowly, As.-bend I 
1, 2, 3, 4. Stretch! 1, .2, 3, 4. &c., &c. 

As. forward li£t and left knee. upward-bend I 
A~ parting and L. stretching sideways-
one/ Two ! Repeat-one! Two I As. arid F.-
change I Rigltt ! The same movement-

• ' one ! Two ! &c. Attention ! • 

COMMENTS. 

N.B.-The arms are stretched upward at r, and bend 
again at 4. 

Explain the exercise before giving the command. 

N.B.-The stride pos. is taken in two movements, the 
As. moving on the second, but without counting, 

N.B.-The bending or stretching lasts while 4 is being 
,counted. 

The stretching sideways of the leg is done partly in the 
knee and partly in the hip joint. The movement 
must be slow, like the A. parting, and free from jerks. 

As. across-bend I As. fling and,· the left ~- Fault: To turn the back F. out . 
. forward in lunge pos.-place I As .. and F.;.. 
change ! Right ! Change ! Left I • &c. • 
Attention! (in one movement), • • ' • • , ------l·-=----=-----.,..---------1---,------'-c---------::---'-::----'-----I----''--------------__:.-, __________ _ 

Marching s. on the toes. When, marching, commam;l, Mark-time! Set Table 25, Marching. 

Marchlng. 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

i. Rest close turn st. 2 A. 
flinging s. or u. 

" f. 
" .. 

ii. Wing st. T. bending s., {v:itJ:i.. 
breathing. 

' 

Hornpipe step. 
Wing crosswise jump ( 2 !;)low a.nd • 
3 quick changes.) 

Respiratory. Three deep breaths (,pupil~' own 
time). , 

To the left-face ! Single distance -wit):i. the N.B,-For the halt, the heels are lowered gently at 3. 
right arm-take! Attention-halt! • Hips 
firm and heels-raise I Sideways to t.he 
right on the toes-march.! I, 2, r, 2- 1, 2. , • 1' .. }': ·., 

&c. Att~ntion-halt I 1, 2, 3. . . .. 
i. F. close and neck-rest·/ T. ,to the left~ i---r---.-----'--~---------------

turn ! In one movement, • ~s. upward-. 
stretch I N~ck-f'est ! As. • side~ays;-
swetch: ! Neck-rest I Forward and t0 the 
right-tur11 ! &c., &c. • Forwar<:J.....:..../1frri,/ • ',:, 

· , A ttention I . , . , .. ' , .· 
ii. Hips-firm! T. bendip:g' sideways.' ij,:, Breathe' in as the trunk bends; out, as it is raised. 

. V(ith. deep. breathirtg, to the Jeft-bend !' 
Raise·!,' . Tei the, rignt-;--bend I' Raise! 
A#ention I •• ' • • • 

Hip~ fili_m and th~· left_ F: crosSwi.$e....:..plac·e· i • 'For the -~low changes, see Table 31, Jumping. The 
Jumpmg, .changmg ~he -F,, 2 slow changes, quick changes al!"e. done without any intermediate knee 
and 3 q·uick, heels_:__,,aise f, 'start! x_:._z..:_, bending. 
I, 2, 3 ;,..:._I;-2-r,: 2, 3; '&c.-1~2,--.:.,Halt ! 
2, 3; Heels-sink I Attentioi !.' • .. • • : 

Breathe in deeply 3 tim~s~tart./ • ' • 
' .. ' ' ... , :' ·-:' 

t', I 

. ' . 
• :2: 'Eli.'.' 2. 



TABLE 38. MOVEMENTS, 

Crfl01;lS-~end crosswise st, 2 A. 
mgmg with 2 heel raising. 

H. turn st. H. bending b. 

COMMANDS, 

As. across be~d,. and left F, crosswise-
place I A. fhngmg and heel raising--one , 
Two~ O~,e ! Two! As. and F.-change f 1, 2'. 
A. :thngmg and heel raising-one J Two / 
One I Two I Attention ! 

H. t<;> the left-turn I Backward-bend/ 
Raise I Forward and to the right-tum / 
Backward--'---bend ! Raise I Forward-
turn I 

COMMENTS. 

N.B. When. the H. i~ turned to the side, it is to be bent 
backward m a vertical plane with the nose. 

. Slow in-breath (nose). 
R. Slow out-breath, " hissing " or 

____ , __ , saying " H'sh J " 
Breathe-in / Out I &c, 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Half-wing half-rest walk o., tum 
st.- T. bending b. 

Stretch walk o., point stoop st. 

A. stretching (unsymmet.), with 
F. placing astride. 

Right hand .neck rest, left hand hip firm, 
an.d left F. outward-place J T. to the 
left-turn I Backward-bend I Raise I 
&c. Forwar9-turn I In one time, As. 
upward-stretch I T, forward downward-
bend I Raise I &c. Attention! 1, 2, (N.B.-
F. move_s on 2.) Left hand neck rest, right 
hand hip firm, and right F, outward-
place I &c., &c. 

Left A. upward stretch, right A. sideways, and 
F. sideways-place /. 1. 2. Left A. forward 
stretch, right A. upward, and F. together-
place I 1, 2. Left A. sideways str~tch; right 
A. forward, and F.. sideways-pla·ce / 
&c., &c. Attention I I, 2. 

N.B. The T. is turned squ~re ~ver the leg, and the bending 
back:"ard takes place m hne with the leg. ln the 
bendmg forward downward the T. is square to the front. 

Repeat these movements without counting. 

• Wing st. L. circling, , Hips---firm I L. circling,. begiµn:ing with the 
left Ieg-;-/orward I . Sideways I Backward I 
Down I Right L.-forwa,yd, I Sideways I 
Backwa'Yd I Down I &c.;. &c. Attention I 

N.B.-For 1, raise the leg forward; for 2, move it 
smoothly sideways, 3, backward; 4, heels together. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

, .. Bend st. lunging o.,,. with un,-
sy.mroet. a.· sfr~tching. u .• and ,b. 

, , , i·'. •, r _.\I'· 1•. 

(Later : Comlt\and, L circling, keeping time 
, . with .tlie leaders, left L.-"-begin I Right 

L.-begin I &c,: . A ltenti·on, /) 

Faults: To bend the knee of the circling leg and not to 
keep the T. upright and still. 

. i, :.Half , .to the left. '(or ,tight)~/ace / • F. i .. See Tabl~ 33, Shoulder. 
wide-·~petf, t A,.s~: :u.pward~,ben'd.!. Le:ft A. • ' 
upw~~d,. r,~gh~_ A.;: ~~¢,k;ward stretch 1

/, ?'nd '. 
-~e~t) ,:_]f i qutwa,rd :.~~ lu~ge_ .P,o~;:Playe l • , •· ,, 

.- As . ., ancL 1·'F:.~e'hang"ft ! . $ig,ht,/ : Chang-~ I . . ;" • .. 
. : .. ',.·,, , · . ~:'.•Left:J,~:&~, ,Iri-~n~ ti'n1~at~&rtli,' 1/n!f .: • _.: .\·'. ·> • 

or, ii. Bend lunge o.,.::~ ·A., st:r.etch.- .• ,Pf{"ii.". ~s:: npwar~.·. pert_d a~cl ,left' F;.,_ ~l.}.~W~~· • • ii:' '.Fault:· • To poke the head as the As. are stretched 
ing, u.. . , . , ,!ll. > l~ng~;; ,PC!S;-+.rPlao~.I: .• A~ stretchin~ -, ,-. upward, 

\ 

• , • . . : .up~frd--a~e-:t,tX:~o' fl ,One 1 Twaf A~· ?11-.d, .. : ... ,'. • 
· ' • • F.~hd,i_ige'Jd'v•Rigb't,I .~. stretchmg up~,· 

______ .l.._ ___ ·_· __ __.:I.:._• __.: ____ ..,,__ __ --,--.,_;·c:_·_....:·w:..:a=··r::.,:·µ=-·:....::;...:;. o~.n:..:'~:-:•1~.·-_·:7";.•·-=w:....:o_l'-':-·,._,,_.-&:..:'-"q_, ...:A__:;t,c_ton,::.t:..:i.::.O:..:n..:.!.:....;. . ...:,·-· __ ,_·_· ,.:__ ____ ____ ..:._~· -~---'--~·---,---------

' ' 

I 



Abdominal. 

Marching. 

----

Lateral. 

Jumping. 

Bend fall-kneeling, 2 A. stretch-
ing s. 

i. Marching with about-halt. 

ii. Marching back on the toes. 

Rest stride st. T. bending s. 

Jump f. with tacing (3 steps start). 

Respfratory. St. 2 A. circling. 

TABLE 38 CONTINUED. 

i. Kneel-dow1t I 1, 2. As. upward-bend ! 
From 'the knees with a straight back, 
backward-/ all I A. sideways-stretch 1 
Bend I &c, •Rise.I Backward-fall/ &c., 
&c. Attention I 1, 2. 

i. :Wl}en marchin:g1 command : Left l Right ! 
.. Left I Right I Left-about-halt! I, 2, 3, 4. 
11, See Ta,ble. 32, March. 

' '•. 

i. N.B.-Left-about halt is done like left-about march 
(see page 32), except that the heels come together on 
the fourth beat, and the class remains stationary. 
The second and fourth beats to be well marked. 

I' 
Neck rest and };. astride--place / (As. move 

af the second movement.) T.·to the left-
bend ! Raise ! To the right-bend°! Raise ! 
&c. Attention I I, 2. 

1 
, 

1
• H ;, 

1 

Jump forward .with 3 steps start and facing to 
. the left,. l~ft F.-spring I 1, 2,. 3 l-;-'-4, 5. 

Facing to the right, with the right F.-
spring I 1_, 2, 3 !-4, 5. &c. . , 1 

N.B.-This is best done in ranks, and if the space is small, 
each jump should be followed by a facing to the front 
again. 

A. circling with . deep • breathing~start· ( • See Tabl'e. 34. 
eat I Repeat/. , 

i I 



MOVltMllNTS, COM MANOS. 

- - -··-~---!• I-Ial-f--w-in_g_•_J._1a_l_f_-r_e_s_t_w_a._ll_c -o-.----ll-R-i_g_h_t-:l-H-Ll-1~-l-l-1C-·c-l_t_r_e_s-t,--,-1e-it ha;i<l-h ip-t·ir--n-·l.-::.~-n-d-1 
Change of As. and F. left F. outwa.rd-placo I As. and F.-

N .H.--Orop llw fl..;,.. !0, .. th.; cll:rn1~1J. or lor v:~r\.ety 
COITlttHUld, " As. 11pwal'<l-licnd /" to bl:~h, wi.th, anc\ 
tid«:i b1,:nd pos. for t'lle change. F. 

R. 

cJ,,ange I 1, 2. Change I I, 2. Without 
counting ........ change I Change I &c. Atten-
tion I -----------------11-,--.------------ ~--------- ------ -----·--- · --- ·-·---·---•·--···--···--· ---· ... -H. bending b., with A. turning. Turning the As, outwo.rd, H.. baclcwa.rd•-· 

Slow out-breath, letting the T. 
fall into relaxed stoop pos. 

bond I Ra,ise I Repeat-a~/ Two I. &c._ _1 ________ ..•.• -··- .. ··•·· . _ .. 
Breathe-oid I .ln I &c. N.B.--E.x:plain the ex.nciso witho1Jt co111n\tmt.ls at first 

See Table 42, R 
Slow in-breath, raising T. to 

"Attention." 
___ l _ _J __ ..;:_ ____ "'"'"'." ___ --:-----:---1----------------------1----------· -·•·•---·-··-·-··-... -· · · · 

Bend stride arch st. 2 A, st.retch- As. upwa.1·d bend ,1nd F. astride-place / 
ing u,, and stretch stride point I, 2. T. backward-ben~ I As. npward-

.Arch-flexlon. stoop st. stretch I Bo?id I Stretch I Bend I T.-raise I 
As. upward-stretch I T. forward downward 
-btmd I Raise I &c., &c. A tte·n,tion I I, 2. 

------1-----·-----:-~-:---:------l·----....:....-....:......:...;._.....;.__:_.:..;:._. __ .:.__ ........ __ .;..__I·-·----·----·•--··· ----·--- ---··•····· · ·· 
2 A. stretchings with facings. As. upward stretch and to the le£t-/aco / 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Rest stride toe st. alternate 
knee bending. 

I, 2. Sideways stretch and to the right-
fcice I 1, 2. &c., &c. 

Repeat without counting. 
Neck rest and F. astridf,l by Jumping-spring I 

Heels--1'aise I " Ones ' , the left knee, 
"Twos " the right knee-bend I Cha1ige I 
Change I &c. Stretch ! Sink I With a 

Faults: To tm-~-or-bmldth-;-body 'toward:;; the ben~ii,g 
knee. Not to stretch both knees :fully when chnni;ing 

spring--att~ntion I ------'·-----------------1---=---"'-----'-:------,--,------....,...-1.-----------------------·-- ··- .. Bend lunge f., st. alternate As. upward bend, and the left F. forward in Fa.ults : To turn the toe of the back foot out, and not to 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

Lateral. 

{and later double) ,A. stretching lunge pos.--place I Left :A. upward- bend enough in the hip and knee. To poke the H. 
stretch I As.-change. I Change / Cltange r when stretching the As. u. 

Running with knee raising 
( I 2 step~ and change). 

Half-wing half-rest walk o'., turn 
st. T. bending S; 

A.-bend I F.-cliange I R-igfit I Right 
A. upward-stretch I &c., &c. A lte·nt·ion / 

(Later: After "place" commall(t, As. 
upward~stretch I Bend I &c.) 

Right hand neck rest, left hand hip firm, and • 
left F. outward, with ':t. turnb:ig-place I ·.r ... to the left-~onc'l ! Raisa I ~c. A~., 
F., a-q.d T.-ohange I r, 2, .'f. to the right-

Double-march I Knee raising for r 2 steps-
change I I, 2, 3, &c., tr-ohemgo I , 

See Ta.ble 34, March. 

Fault , To keep the weight entirely on the back F. 

, bend.I R~iso I &c. (1-{:B.-'-A,.ssume the 
·, position , 'of Aittention . for,· the change.)· ------1-----------------~--1 Wing coup6-step. ' • ~lips---fit'.tn, / L~ft L. , 'forward-miss / 

'' Jumping. ; 

Reach st, .~ A. parting, 
Rasplratory. .. 

. 1 ,·Coupli ,stepl...-..Startr 1, 2, 3. Clia·nge/ 
• 1, 2, 3. Clianga I &c., &c. H'a.lt I 2, 3, 4, 

: _,(T~qi,e; t step to 1 
1
be~t_-) . ' 

' 
,, 

deep 
• .. :• ·A~.'-' forwafd-li/t I A. ·parti~Ff' :with 

breti.thing-one I TttJb I. One I Two·/ 

··For r, swing the left le,.,. down, and stand on it, a.t the 
same. time swinging tl,e right leg out behind; for :2, 
swing the right leg down and stand on it, at the same 
,tin1c raising the left forwo.rd ; for 3, so.me as l ; nnd 
foi: the change, hop on the left F., brin&"ing the right 
:forward. Coutinne the step, starting with the right, 
without stopping for the change. 

' . . • 0110 I , Lowerin-'( the arri1s-twil I , .... ________ ,......;c---------,---------- .. ---,-· ... ·-~ .. ..__ .... __ ,...,"!""" ___ ~.~--- .... J...~-- ........ -'- ...... ----'------ .. ----·-•-~-----·--~--------

.' ' 
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TABLE40. 

, 

f F. 

• . 
'S t 0. - ' R. 

Arcll•lntM. 

MOVEMENTS. 

Wing toe suppori st. b. 
Chan,,,oe to half-kneeling. 

H. bending f. and H. turning. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, counting to six. 
i. Rest close arch st. 

(oc. rest arch st.). 
ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

COMMANDS. 

Hips firm, and left F. backward on the toe-
place ! Placing the knee '\vhere the toe now 
1s, with the left knee, kneel--down ! 
Knees--da,ig4! 1 I, 2. Change! 1, 2. 
Attention! Repeat, starting with the right F . 

H. forward-bend ! Raise I Slow H. turning-
left ! F,-ont I Rig/al ! &c. 

Breathe---in ! Count! Breathe--in I Count! 

i. F. close and neck-Yest / T. backward-
'bmd ! Raise! &c .. &c. Attentioti ! 

COMMENTS. 

N.B.-The toe in the first place, and the knee in the second, 
must be put so far back that the front knee is bent to 
right angles. (See Photo. No. 18.) 

Fault ; Not to keep the chin drawn 
throughout the turning. 

in to the neck 

ii. As. upward stretch, and F. astride-
,pku;a ! 1, 2. T. forward, downward-bend I 

______ ---------------l--'.R--'-a_is_a_!_&_c_._A_l_~_ti_·o,_,_l _____ -:-_---:_ 1 _______________________ _ 
Unsymmet. A. stretching with Left A. forward, right A. upward stretch, and 

........ 

......... 

Lattnl. 

steps f.. b., or s. a. step forward,-naarcla ! 1, 2. As. change 
and a step backward-march ! r, 2. Left 
A. sideways, right A. forward, and a step 
to the left-march / 1, ::i, &c. Repeat 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching u., with 
heel •raising t and 2 A. bending 
with 2 knee bending. 

Lunge f. with 2 A. swinging f, u., 
(lower As.~ when challging) . 

Wmg stride st-. T. circling. 

.. Sv.~ march~ .. •. 

Stretch walk o._, T. turning. 
. ' . ' ' 

without counting. 
As. upwatd-oend ! As. upward stretch 

and heels--t'ais• ! As. bend and knees 
outward-bend! As. and knees-stf'atc/t. ! 
As. • bend and heel,-....-,s-itlk / Repeat to 
counting--o,w, T'IIJO, T/t.r1t.e, Faw. 

As. swinging forward. upward, and· left F. 
forward in lunge pos.-placa ! Swinging 

' the As. sideways downward, '.As. ·ahq· F.-
clumga I Rig'/t.t I &c. A l,lfflh<m I 

Faull: To lean fonvard as the knees bend. 
N.B.-All 4 movements are to be slowly and deliberately 

done . 

Hips firm and F. sideways-plcau / T. N.B.-Hands move on 2. 
circling, starting· to . th~ • left - bffl4 ! 
Forwa,,d I Righi I Up I • Repea.t to right-
bend I F~Md ! u/t I Up I AttenliOft ! 

Hips firm .and heels-=--t-ais• ! Keeping well o'n 
the toes, swing mareh--slarl / L,eft, right, 

. 'left, right,_ &c. ·Attention-Ila"-! 1,, 2 .• ·, , 
. (Tizae, .. t step· to I bst~) • ... , , • .. ,. • ' \ 

;, ' : 

Slllixg tnarch: Step on the left F. and swing the right out 
to the side with the toe pointed. Quickly swing the 
right: short pace directly in advance of the left, and 
step on it as the left swings out to the side. 

As. upward stretch and left ·F. '. ou:t:-.varo~ •• 
pltice·l ·, ·(N.~B.-'-'F.:moves•on,'2~)\·1\T.'.to'the. , ' , 
left'"-'tvrtt /" F:o~d---411m ·/ ' l:eft~"' l; ,i • ' ' ' 
-F~d~u~ ! As. and F~-clta~g• I ' ' ' 

, 'f~ .to the ngM~"' ! .&c\, &c .. Al~ll(m I' ' 
--------i...,.,---~-'---_...;. ___ _...;. ___ _,__.c..,..·~t ',(N.B.;--;--F .. mo:ves.04 2,) ', I.,':','.·,·, ., ,',' . ' 

"Crosswise star jump." Lef F, orosswis~laca t Star.jump, chfulging· 1.;..,.N .... '.B-:-'-. ---T~h_e_m_o_v_em ___ en_t_m_u_s_t_be __ ex.,____p;..,w-·_n_ed_bef--ore--g1.-.-Vlll-.-g 
Cross-wise st. jump with 2 A. tb:e_,, ¥-, - . heels-raise f ,' • , Knees-:.-b~d ! the commands. It- consi'sts of a jump on the spot, 

and 2 L, patting s. '• Spn'rig ! . : Swetcla l Si1tlt l •• Heels.--'-7-raisi I ·, ,lifting t4e As. to the shoulder line, parting the legs, 
' . Knee~ffld•/ ... R,~p~~\,3,v.mes c?n~it;1uo~sly.-,, ·:· a.rid.'landing ~th tbe feet, changed. 

' -s(Jf'tng ! ,spnng•(,~p,i'ng J,-$t1'~1cla./ St,t/f,~ • _,_,_._· :-~ _,_. _____ -""'. ______ ..;.._ ____ 
A. t~g out~d.,with deep'. breathlng:--0,u i ' ' 

T.flJO !, o,.t1 !t,Two· (,,. ,, •. ,, ; ,, .', \ 
St. 2 A. turning. 

' ' ,, •"• I \ ' ' 

, 
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TABLE 41. MOVEMENTS. 

i. Wing preparation for jump, and 
facings about. 

,:. F. .. 
0 -u 
:s 

'a 
0 .. -e: - c. 

R. 

Arch-flexfon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

ii. Wing lunge s. .. 

Cross-bend st. 2 A. flinging 
(slowly) with H. bending b. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, whistling or 

sighing. 
i. Yard (palms up) stride turn 

arch st. 

ii. Stretch stride, point stoop st. 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching u., with 
F. placing o. ; heel raising and 
knee bending. 

Wing st. alternate leg swimming. 

" Fencing.'' 
(Half-rest, half-bend) walk o., 

knee-bend st. 
Change to (half b. -stretch, half-

reach) lunge o. 

COMMANDS, 

i. Hips-firm ! Quick heel raising and 
knee bending, followed by facing about 
by the left-start I I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 I I, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6 ! By the right-repeat! I, 2, &c. 

ii. Hips--firm I Left F. sideways in lunge 
pos.--place I F.-t;hange I Change I Atten-
tion! 

As. across-bend I Slow A. flinging with H . 
bending backward--one/ Two I One! Two! 
&c. A ttent-ion ! 

Breathe-in! Out! In! Out! &c, 

i. With the palms up, As. sideways stretch, 
and F. astride--place ! T. to the left-
turn I Backward-bend ! Ra·ise ! &c. 
Forward and to • the right-turn ! Back-
ward-bend I &c. Forward-turn I .A tten-
tion I 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. astride-place I 
T. forward and downward-bend! Raise ! 
&c. Attention I 

As. upward-bend ! As. stretching upward 
with F. placing outward, heel raising and 
knee bending, left F.-begin ! I, 2, 3, 4. 5, 
6; I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Repeat./ ,I, 2, 3, 4, &c. 

Hips-firm ! Swimming exercise, beginning 
with the left leg-one I Two! Three I 
Right leg-one ! Two ! Three ! &c., &c. 
Attenti'on ! 

Half to the right-·/ ace I F. wide-open I 
Right F. o·utward-place ! • En-garde I 
Lunge! En-garde I Lunge! En-garde! 
Attention I To the left-. face I Left F. out-
ward-place I En-garde ! Lunge ! &c .. 
&c. 

COMMENTS. 

N.B.-The sixth movement (the completion of the facing} 
must be well marked. 

u. See Photo. No. 7. 
without counting. 

See Table 3 5. 

Change in 2 movements but 

Fault, To turn the T. so far that correct bending back-
ward is not possible. 

N.B.-The counting (1, 2) after "place!" "attention!" 
&c., should now be omitted. 

N.B.-The arms are stretched a.t 1, and do not bend 
again till 6. 

Fault: To let the arms fa.II forward as the knees bend. 

See Photos. Nos. 20, 21, 22. 

See Photos. Nos. 23 and 24,. 
For " En-garde,,. bend both knees (but keep the heels 

on the ground}, bend the right arm as if it held a foil, 
turning the head that ·way, and bend the left arm mto 
a position resembling neck res~. . 

For "Lunge." lunge outward with the nght leg, th.rust 
the right ann outy;.rard, still Jooking that way. and 
lower the left arm (palm upward) to the Ief t thigh. 
Keep the T. upright from the ru·.ps.. .. __ _ 

-t co 



TABLE 41 CONTINUED. 
i. Marching with· knee raising i. Forward-march ! Left, right, left, &c. 

(12 steps, then change).. For I2 steps, khees--raise I r, 2, 3, &c. 
Marchlnr. ii. Skipping march. ii. When marching, command : Skipping ii. See Table 3, Marching. 

march-change I Left, right, left, right, 
left,' right. Ch.µige-niarch I Left, right, 

,&c. 
Yard side-bend st. change of As. As. sideways-stretch I T. to the left-bend I N.B.-Change the As. ln one movement from yard to 

Lateral. to rest. ;Neck--Yest I Sideways-stretch I &c. T.- rest, and from rest to yard. 
·'· ,:aise I. To the right-bend I &c., &c. 

I Raise·/'· .As. downward-stretch I 
Wing combined " stride," and Hips-fiyml Stride and crosswise-jump. N.B.-This is a variation on Jumping in Table 37. 

'I crosswise " jump, changing the F., heels--1'aise I Start I For the first slow jump spring the F. astride, for the 
,Jumping. ., Apart/ Together I ,,Chqnge l • , Change! second spring to crosswise with the left in front, then .•, ·, . ' Change I· Or,' 1~2-1, 2, 3, &c:, &c.-1-2 follow with 3 qnick changes. 

' -Halt! 2, 3, Reels-sink I Attention I 
. ~-A. lifting f. lf·, sinking ·s. 'd. A. lilting forward ,, upward,, sinking side-

Respiratory. '. ''..1 '' '• •l .. ways, dbwpward, wi,th ,deCr:Ef t;ireathing~ '•,' ,: . ' •,' ',', " 1·,:,1, • ,, •,·. ' o~ie f'' fl;f!JO ,,, ' ,J. 'Two ! \&c. \: . ',' . ' . , ,, 
'• 

' . •' \ •• 1•' 
,·. 

,, . 
' ·' I t•·. 'I' ' 

.. ,1' 

','. 
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TABLE4~. 

/ 

F. 

0 -:: 
:I c. 'a _; 
C - R. 

Arch-flexlon. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Abdominal. 

Marching, 

Lateral. 

MOVEMENTS, 

Bend st. 2 A. stretching s., 
with F. placing s. and heel 
raising. 

Bend close st. H. bending and 
turning. , 

Slow out-breath, letting T. fall 
into a relaxed stoop pos. 

Slow in-breath, raising T. to 
" Attention." 

Bend walk f. arch st. z A. 
stretching u., and stretch walk 
f. point stoop st. 

"Punching." 
Bend stride st. alternate A. 

stretching f. (with closed fist), 
with reverse T. turning. . 

Wing toe-lunge st. 

Stretch st. 2 A. swinging f. ands., 
with F. placing f, 

Yard fall half-kneeling. 

Ma:r:ch with about-face. 

Wing lunges., T. bending s'. 

.Jumping. 
Jump f., with facing (one step 

start.) 

Resp~ratory. 2 A, lifting s., with heel raising. 

COMMANDS. 

As. upward-bend I A. stretching sideways 
with F; placing sideways and heel raising, 
left F.-begin I I, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, A· 
Repeat I &c. A ttenti·on I 

F. close and As. upward-bend / H. for-
ward-bend I Raise I Slow H. turning-
left ! Front I Right I Front I &c., &c. 
Attention I 

Bend over and breathe out-one I Stretch 
and breathe .in...:_two I Repeat-one! Two I 

As. upward bend and the left F. forward-
place I T. backward-bend! As. upward-

.. stretch J Bend I Stretch I Bend I &c. 
T.-mise ! As. upward-stretch I T. forward 

and downward-bend / Raise I As,.:._bend ! 
As .. and F.-c/iange ! T; backward-bend! 
&c., &c. Attention! • 

With. c~osed 'fists, As. upward bend,: and F. 
astride with a' jump-spring I Alternate 
A.' stretching forward, with T. turning-
left I 'Right I Left I Right! &c. Bend I 
With a jump-a~te11,tion I .. ,, 

Hips-firm I Left F. backward, in t<;>E;-lunge 
• pos.-place I F,_:....change I Right I; ,Cliange I 

Left I &c. Attention! , , 
As. forward, upward-swi,h.g / A, • swinging 

forwai:d and sideways, with·· F. • plac~ng 
forward, beginning with tlie. left-one I 
Two I Three! Four! Repeat..:...,.one 1 Two I 
Three I Four I Lowering the, As.: $ide~ays- • 
attention I 

As. sideways lift and (stretching the leg 
well behind) on the left knee~tmeeU 
With a straight back, from thi; knees 
backward-fall I Ri'se I Fall'! Rise I 
As'; and F.-change I I, 2,. , Backward-· 
fall ! &c. A ttention l 

Forward--march I Left, right,· &c. Left-about 
--march! 1, 2 I 3, 4 l Left, right, &c;, &c. 

Hips f;lrni and left F. sideways in hp1ge pds.-
place I T. to the left-bend I : , Raise .I ~!=; 

·As,, ~nd F.~hange I , • To the·· rrght-, 
.. be.nd1 ! Raise I {kc .. Attention l . •. • 

.Jump forward, facing to the lefii'with one step 
start, ·left F.-spring ! I, 2 I. 3, 4. Facing • 

·,, ·to the right, right F.,.....,.spring I 1, 2 !--- . 
Repeat wit'1,out ~ounting. . 

A. lifting sideways, with heel raising and deep 
breathing-one ! Two J ,One ! Two J &c. 

COMMl!.N'tS, 

Faults I To do the movements more than once wi.th eac\1 
F., and to turn out the moved F. too much. 

N.B.-The body above the waist, the head, and arms 
must hang downward perfectly relaxed, and free from 
muscular contraction. Both movements are slow. 

N.B.-When the left A. is thrust forward the trunk 
turns to the right, and vice versa. 

For description see page 24, and Photo 8. 

~.B.-For ."One" the arms are swung into reach position 
and without stopping, into yard, while the left F. is placed 

• forward. For "' Two," swing the arms to reach and 
without stopping to stretch; bring the foot back as for 
"Attention." Three and Four stand for the same 
movements with the right foot. 

N.B.~For the change, drop the arms to the sides. and 
place .the right. knee beside the left, then lift the arms 

• ' and· raise the left knee. 
Fault: .Not to put the F. far enough back, when lmeeling. 

(For description, see page 3 2.) 

: .See Table 41, F. 
•Fault:· To stretch the knee when raising the T. 

co 
0 

• l 



TABLE 43. 

, 

i 
I 
I 
C -

F. 

c. 

R. 
' 

ARll-llxfon. 

Heawlq. 

..... ,. 

Lunl. 

MOVEMENTS. 

Wing F. placing crosswise and 
heel raising. 

Cross-bend st. slow A. flinging, 
with H. bending b. 

• Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, singing" ~h ! oh! oo ! '' with pause between ea.ch. 
Half-wing, half-rest stride turn 

arch ; and stretch stride point 
stoop st. 

Unsymmet. A. stretching u. and s., 
swith H. turning to s. arm. 

z A. and L. swimming. 

"Fencing." 
{Half-rest, ha.If-bend) walk o. 

knee bend st . 
Change to {half-b.-stretch, half-

reach) lunge o. 

"Swing march." 

Half-stretch 1 half-wing walk f., 
T. bending s. 

Stret.ch st. z A. parting s,, with 
stride jump. 

COMMANDS. 

Hips-firm I F. placing crosswise and heel 
raising, left F.--begin I I, 2, 3, 4; t, 2, 3, 4, 
Repeat I 

As. across-bend I Slow A. flinging, with H. 
bending backward--one I Two I One I Two I 
&c. Attention I 

Breathe-in' Out I In I Out I &c. 

1--------------------1 
Right hand neck rest, left hand hip firm, and 

F. astride-place I T. to the left-tum/ 
Backward-bend I Raise I &c. Forward-
tu,-n ! In one movement, As. upward-
stretch ! T. forward and downward-bend! 
Raise I &c. Left hand neck rest, right 
hand hip-firm I T. to the right-turn! 
&c., &c. Forward-turn I .As. upward-
stretch ! &c., &c. Attent-i<m I 

Co MM EN-rs. 

N.B.:._Place the left F. across at 1 raise the heels at 2 
lower the heels at 3, heels tog;ther at 4, and th~ 
repeat with the right F. 

N.B.-Give the note for the singing. A sign with the 
hand should indicate the pauses. 

* From "The Speaking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke, J. Curwen & Sons. 
N.B.-The first position is assumed in two movements, 

the hands moving on the second. 
Fault : To tum so far that the bending backward cannot 

be done correctly. 

(Later: Repeat without counting.) As. upward-bend I Left A. sideways stretch, 
turning the H., and right A. upward-
st1'etch I With H. turning, As.--ch'ange ! 
1, 2. Change! I, 2. &c. As.--bendl Attention!, ________________________ _ 

As. forward for swimming-place I A. and L. 
swimming, beginning with the left F.-
one I Two 1 Three I Right F.-one I Two I 
Thf'ee l • &c. Attention I 

Half to the right-face! F. wide--open I 
Right F. outward-place J En-garde I 
Lunge I En-garde I Lunge I En-ga-rde I 
Attention I To the left-face I Left F. 
outward-place I En-garde I Lunge J 
&c., &c. 

Hips firm and heels-t'aise I Keeping well on 
the toes, swing march-starl I Left, right, 
left. right, &c. Attention-halt I 1, 2. 

As. upward-bend I Right A. upward 
stretch, left hand ·hip ,firm and left F. 
forward-place I T. to the left--bend !. 
RaisP, I &c. As. and F.--change I To the 
·iigl:it--bend I &c. 

As. upward-stretch I I A .. 
,parting sideways with iitride jump---begin ! 
r, 2, 1, 2, 1, z, &c. Attention-halt I 1, 2.' 

N.B.-For "One" sweep the As. sidewa~ and draw up 
the leg; for "Two" draw the As. into the chest and 
stretch the leg to the side ; for " Three " assume th(! 
starting position. See Photos. 20, 2 r, 22. 

This movement requires more than ordinary practice. 
See Table 41, Shoulder. 

See Table 40, Marching. 

Later : Give the second command only, when the position 
is reached in two movements, the F. moving on the 
second. 

N.B.-The lower A. is on the bending side. 

-

________ ________________ , _ _;_As.:__ • ..:.b.:..:e-,i __ d:..:...:..!_.;..A_t..:.te_n_ti_·on_l ________ __,.,'------'--.:._------------:-------
A. turning outward,with deep breathing-<me I 

Two I One J Two I &c. 
St. z A. turning. a.,lratory. 

ex> ...... 



TABLE 44. 

>, ... F. 
0 -u ::s 

"1:1 C. 0 .:, s:: - R. 

Arcll-flexlon. 

Heaving. 

MOVEMENTS. 

Half-wing half-rest walk o., heel 
raising. 

St. 2 A. turning, with H. bending. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, counting or 

singing. -
Half-stretch, half-yard walk f. 

arch st. and stretch walk f., 
point stoop st. 

2 A. stretching with steps. 

COMMANDS. 

Right hand neck rest, left hand hip firm, and 
left F. outward-place! Heels-raise! 
Sink! As. and F.-change ! 1, 2. Heels-
raise ! Sink! Attention! Once with each 
F.-repeat ! 

H. forward-bend! A. turning outward, with 
H. stretching upward--one ! Two/ &c. • 

Breathe-in / Out ! In I Out ! 

Right A. upward stretch, left A, sideways, 
and left F. forward-place! (I, 2.) T .. back-
ward-bend I Raise! &c. Both As. upward 
-stretch ! T. forward and downward-
bend ! Raise ! &c. Attention I (I, 2:) Left 

. A. upward stretch, right A. sideways, and 
• 1'; right F. forward-place! (I, 2.) &c. 

As. sideways stretch and a step forward-
march I As. backward stretch and a step 
backward--march ! As. forward stretch and 
a step to the left-march I As. ·sideways 
stretch and a step to the right--march ! As. 
downward stretch and a step forward-
march I 

COMMENTS. 

Fault: To keep the weight on the back f., and to hurry 
the movement with the right F. 

N.B.-The F. is not advanced until the second move-
ment. 

Omit the counting. 

N.B.-Omit the counting. 

2 A. and L. circling. A. and L. circling, counting to 4, beginning 
with the left leg-one I Two! Three! Four! 
Right leg-one I Two I Three ! Four I &c. 

N.B.-This movement is a combination of the Balance 
and Respiratory in Table 38. 

Balance. 

Shoulder 
and 

Abdominal. 

Rest toe lunge. 
Change to rest fall half-kneeling. 

N.B.-At "One," lift the As. and L. forward; 
at "Two," lift the As. upward and the L. 
to the side ; at " Three," lower the As. 
sideways to the shoulder line and lift the 
L. backward; at "Four," lower the As. and 
L. to "Attention ! " 

Neck rest and the left F. backward in toe-
lunge pos.-place I On the left knee--,-
kneel ! With a straight back, backward-
fall I Rise! &c. Toe-lunge pos.-place ! 
As. and F.-change I Right l Kneel! 

Later : This may be done in one continuous smooth 
movement, keeping time with the leaders. Command : 
"Left leg-start I " 

Fault: To let the elbows come forward and not to place 
the foot far enou,zh backward. 

-----1----------------1-N~_&B=::c_.'..'..•~T&~hc~.e'.'..'~c&~lasc~.:__s...:sA~h.'.'..'.tot:'.'.eun:;ldt';i~~~e.:..lar_r_an_g_e_d-:--m-ar-c-;-hi-:-.n-f!"''-/-F:;:;a-u-/~t-.---;;T;;-o~m-a-r-:c~h--=o-:u-;:-t-o::;f:--;;1i::n:::e-:w:::i::h:::en~c::r:;:;o:ss:in;::-g-;;,---;-;in:;-;s;;te;a~d~of 
Marching with intersecting lines u • • l describing figure 8. in single file round t.he drilling space. The marking time till the space for crossmg 1s c ear. 

March\ng. 

leader should be instructed to turn to the If there are 20 children in class, tl1e leader should cross 
left at a corner and march diagonally to the the first diagonal between the roth and 11 tl1 puptls, tlle 
opposite corner; then turn to the ri~ht 2nd child between the 11th and I;!th, and so on. 
along the side of the space, and on reaching Later : This may be done at the double. 
the next corner turn to the right again, 
march;ng a;agonally, crossing at the centre. / 



r 

Lateral. 

Jumping. 
.. 

R11plratory. 

i. Reach stride turn st. 2 A. 
:flinging s. 

or 1 ii. Stretch stride st. 2 A. 
swinging f. d. f. u., with T. 
turning. 

Wing jump o .. with crosswise 
start. . ' 

2 A. lifting s.' u., with 2 heel 
raising. 

• I 

. ' • "I \ • 

, .. 

TABLE 44 CONTINUED. 

i. As. forward lift· and F. astride with a 
. jump-spring I T. to the left-· turn! 

As. flinging sideways-one I Two I &c. 
Forward • and to the right-turn I A. 
flinging-one I Two I &c. Forward-turn I 
Attention I 

ii. As. forward upward swing and F. astride 
with a jump-spring I A. swinging forward 
downward forward upward, with T. 
~l~rning-lef~ I Right I Left ! Right ! 
Front! With a jump-attention 1 

Hips-firm I Jump outward to the right, 
crossing the left F. over to start-spr-ing ! 
I, z l-3, 4. Crossing the right F.-spring 1 
I, 2 l-3, 4. &c., &c. Attention I 

A~ lifting sideways upward-, with heel raising 
and deep breathing-one / Two I O~ I Two I 
&~,, &c, , ,.•, I , . ., 

I ' 
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ii. N.B.-The As. swing down and up again for each body 
turn, and both A. and T. movements should be timed oo 
to finish together. 

Fault; To lift the heel of the right foot when turned to 
the left, &c.-

N:.B,-As the F. is crossed over to start, only the toe need 
touch the ground. 
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TABLE 45. MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS, 

Bend st. 2 A. streccning s., As. upward-bend! A. stretching sideways 

F. and knee bending. kneel bending
6
, leftRF.-b,e~in / 1,,2, 3, 4, 5, 6

6
; 

1,2,3,4,5,. epea. 1,2,3,4,5,; 
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6., Without counting--repeat ! 

COMMENTS, 

Faults : To turn out the moved foot too much; to hurry 
the movements with the right foot. 

( 

with F. placing s., heel raising, with F. placing sideways, heel raising and 

Attention !. • 
i l----------------!--,----------------------1------------------------As. upward--bend ! H. forward-bend f Bend st. H. bending and turning. 

c. 

R. 

Arcll-ffexlon. 

Heavfnf. 

Slow in-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, whistling or sigh-

ing. 
i. Half-stretch half-wing walk o., 

turn arch st. 

ii. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

z A. stretching (in series). 

Raise I Forward-bend I Raise I H. 
turning-le/fl Fro,nti Right! Front I 
&c. ,Attention I .. · _ ., , ' 

Breathe-in I Out, I , &~ .. 

i. In two movement:;;, right A. upward 
stretch, left hand hip firm, and left F. 
outward--place I T,. to the left-turn I 
Backward-bend' I Raise I &c. Forward-
turn I As. and F.-change I, To the right-
turn I Backward---bend I Raise I &c. 
Forward-turn I Attention I 

ii. As; upward stretch and F. astride--place I 
T. forward and downward---bend I Raise I 
&c. Attention I 

A. stretching forward, upward, sideways, 
and downward-start I Forward, back-
ward, upward, and downward-start / 
&c. 

See Table 35. 

i. N.B.-The advanced foot and the raised arm are on 
opposite sides of the body. The trunk turning should 
be square over the leg. 

N.B.-Each bending and stretching to be deliberate, 
and followed by a motionless pause. The class to keep 
time·with the leaders. 

(N.B.-Omit counting.) 
-- ---l-Y-a--rd--c-r-oo_k_h_a_l_f _s_t.-------1,l--':-A-s-. -:si-:d-ew ___ a_y_s;::, li::-:. f-t ~i-n-:d-:1'-ef:-t-:k:-n_,e_e_u_p_w_ar __ -:d:--b-e:-n-d_/_, ,.!--N-..... B=-.-1=11-es_e_m..._ov_e_m-en_t_s-:i_n_hi-:-. p-a-n-:d-kn:--e-e-jo_i_n_t -m--us_t_b_e 

Change to (i.) toe support b, Backward on, the toe-place I Forward- smoothly and evenly done. 
(ii.) crook half-st. bend I Forward-stretch I Bend I As. and ' 

B.aJa.nce. 

lho-ulder. 

(iii.) half-st. f. F.-ehange I Right I On the toe-place I 
(iv.) crook half-st. Bend I Stretch I Bend I Attention I 

Stretch lunge f. st. 2 A. swinging 
£. and s., f. and u. 

(Later: Lift the leg bac~ward witho1:1t sup-; 
porting for the :first change.) ' ' 

As. forward upward swing, and left F. for-
ward in lunge pos.--place I As, forward and 
sideways--swing I Forward and upward-
swing I Repeat-one I Two I Attention I 
Repeat the command, saying right instead 
o! left. 

,See Table 42, Shoulder. 
Faults : To turn out the back foot; to raise the T. when 

swinging the arms ; to swing the arms too close together 
or below the shoulder level. 



'TABLE 46 CONTINUED. 
'I' 

i. Run on the spot, with knee rais- i. HipS---'/irm I Running on the spot-begin I i. N.B.-Both movements slwuld be on 
ing (count J 2, then change), 1, 2, 1, • 2, 1, 2. For 12 steps, lmces--raisc / the simple running noiseless. 

Marchtnc. &c., &c. Attcmtion-ha.te I 'I, 2. 
ii. Marching with facing about. ii. Forward-march I L., r., l.' r. Left- ii. (See page ,32.) 

about-march I 1, z 1, 3, 4Lt::.! .. E·• 1., r. &c. ---·--- ___ ,., ..... 
Rest close st. T. be~1ding s. Neck rest and F.-ctose I T, to the left-bend I Fai,lt : To bend the T. slightly forward a 

Lateral. Raise I To. the right-bend I R.wisa I I ways. 
&c., &c. Att~ntion I - ---~,, ......... ····•· .. ..._ ...... -~. "·•· .... . 

Jumps,, with 2 A .. swingi1'1,g s. Junw sideways with A. swinging sideways, Fiiutt: To leav0 the arms extent.led sidt?~ 

' 
, , to, the left~spring I ! , 2, 3 1-:-4, 5. To the landing. 
• l:ight.:....spring I 1; 2, 3 l-4, S, 

,, ' N.B:-For 1, raise , the heels and swing both 
Jun1pln1 .. , I ' 

As. tp the lef't. Fol' 2; bend the knees anc~ I ' lowel' the As. • l<'9r·l3,. spring to the left• and· 
' l 

., '· I ' ·,. ', '' : swing both As. to tho left; loweriµg th.en} a.t 
I 

' . ,. 
' ~he landing. For 4, stretch thp l~l).ees. , For ' 

' 
. i ,\1 

'\I'.,' . '' '·' I 
'• 

' . ..i .. :_.~~lr-,-~~---l-- s: lower· the heels. , _____ .,, ••---~._.,. .. ,._.h __ ,.,_ .. a .... ___ ,.. ___ 

: I ,· I. 
2, A.·eitcll:11g,, with heel raising,.-,·.' . A .. circling', ~ith hedl'rmsilig and deep breathing N.B.-Ra.ise the heels while the As. u.1·c mo 

Reeplratory, · i'i.22~~'-, ............ :.;. ,,··. ,,1 .......... :. -rstart ( 1 ~~e~eat_!_Jl~fo~t I &c., , ,....,_, , them:as th:,r_~o~_down, 
. ' • ,._,,_ .. __ >, .... , .... . 

the toes, anti 

s well a!:l sitlc-

vay;; after the 00 c.;, 

ving up, lower 

. ; ,,;· 



---------------------,-.------------------,-----·--·-·- ___ ,, _____ _ 
TABLE 48, MoVEMltNTS, COMMANDS. COMMltN'tA • 

I ,. 
f . o . I • -

R, 

.2 A. swinging t.u., 11.d., with F. 
placing f,, heel raising, a.ud knee 
bending. 

Bend st. H. turning and bending. 

Slow in-breath, with A. turning 
outward. 

Quick out-breath, bending T. 
forward and pressing the fore-

Ai swinging forward, upwar(1, sinking 11ide-
wa.ye downwards, with F. placing forward, 
heel raising and knee bending, left l<',-
berrin I 1, z, 3, 4, 5, 6; r, :.i, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
Repeat I &c. Without countinr,<-repeaJ I 

As. upward-bend I Slow H. turning--le/t / 
Front I Right I Front I Forward-be1-1d I 
Raise I &c., &c. Attention I 

Breathe-in I Out I In I Out I 

N.B.-Swing the arms up at 1, and uowu ag,lin at <.,, 
Fttult l To lean forward when the knee~ bend. 

Tho 0X(,'fci8C must be explained before gi vi111s_ tb(; comioarid. 
The body is bent forward as in Table ,~6. but 
much more quickly, so that the air i11 forced out by 
the pressure of th.e .forearm:1. 

arms against the ribs. 
-··- ··---'-=s,...t-re_t_c.,..h_s .... t"""n-,-· d.,..e-a-rc...,h,--s-t-.,-an-,""'1_p_o"'"'i,...n_t_, __ A_s_. _u_p_w_a_r_d_s-tr_e_t-ch-.-an_d_F_. -a-s-tr_i_d_e--_p_t_ac_c_l_ , _____________ ---------

stoop st. T. backward-bend / Raise I &c. Forward Arofl-fftxlon. and downward:.....bend / Raise I &c. Atten-
tion I --··-- -----~-,-----,-::-----,--1-.,;.;.;:..;;-;..._ ______________ , ___ -,-. __ -,- ______________ _ 

2 A. stretching, with facings As. s1deways stretch and to the right-about- Fault: To be inexact in bending the arml-!. 

H11vfnr. 
about. face I Forward stretch and to the left. 

about-/ace I Upward stretch and to the 
right-about-face I &c. 

Or, A. stretching forward and downward, 
counting sile,itly to 4, facing to the left-
about on fourth count-begin I 

··---··--t~~,...,...------------1--:-:--::--~-=-=--::-:=---::""""'.~"--:--:-:----::-:::---l·--,.----,.-----------------(Chain grasp st.) (In closed tiles) Ones to the right and Twos Fault; To allow the back heel to sink to th.e grounrl or 

8alanct. 
i, L. raising f., and heel raising. 

or, ii, Half-crook toe st. L. 
turning o. 

to tJle left-face I Twos a short step back- to bend the knee of the carrying leg. 
ward-ma,-ch l All take-hands l N.B.-These may first be pra.ctb1ed by the "Ones," 

i. Left L. forward raise and right heel- the " Twos '' giving support only, 
raise I Change I Right I Change I Left I 
&c., Attention I 

ii. Left knee upward bend and right heel-
raise I Left knee outward:-tu-Yn / Forward 
-turn I Change I Right I Outward-
turn I Forward-turn I Attention I -----.1----------------1--------------------1-----------------------Reach stride stoop st. unsymmet. As. forward lift and F. astride with a jumJ?:- N.B.-For the change, swing the arms forward into 

A. flinging u. and s. spring I ·r. forward-bend I Left A. side- reach pos., and without stopping into opposite directions. 
thouldtr. I ways and right A. upward-fling I As.-

change I Change I &c, Forward-fling I 
T.--raise I A tten#on I ·- ----t--:-:-::---:-----".""""C-,--------+=-_;__;_ _ _,,,. ___ -.,--_;_~------.,--------:c-1------------------------

" Spring march." Hips-firm/ Heels-1-aise I Spring march- Fa,ult: To make the step heavy. allowing the heels to 
sta1'1 I Left I Right I &c. Attention- touch t.he ground. 
halt I z, z. The step is done in mar-ching N.B.-Pupils must lean backwards to allow the legs to 
time, one step to a beat, Aft.?r the word come up well in front. 
"start I " a s.tep is tal«.'11 with the left F., 
while the right is raised forward with straight 
knee. 

Matcttlnc. 

\ 



TABLE 46 CONTINUED. 

Wing lunge o., reverse tum st. Half to the left-face ! F. wide------apen I Hips N.B.-If the class is in close file, command " Attention ! 
T. bending s. firm and the left F. outward in lunge pos.- To the right-face 1 and repeat command for right F., 

.......... place I T. to the right-turn! To the left- instead of F. change. 
bend/ Raise! &c. Forward-turn I 
F.--ckange I Right! To the left-turn I 
To right-bend I Raise I &c. Forward-
turn! Attention! 

Wing st.. coupe-step. Hips-firm! Left leg forward-1'aise ! Coupe For 1, swing the left leg down and stand upon it, at the 
' step----starl ! 1, 2, 3-ckange I I, 2, 3- same time swinging the right leg out behind. For 2, 

...,."Cs 
change I &c., &c. Hatt I 2, 3, 4- swing the right leg down and stand on it, at the same 

time raising the left leg forward. For 3, same as 1. For 
the change, hop on the left foot, bringingtherightforward. 

Continue the step without stopping for the change, one 
step to a beat. 

2 A. lifting f.u., sinking ,<L A. lifting forward upward, sinking sideways 
Relflndary. • downward, with deep breathing-one / 

Two! One! Two! &c. 

' ',\ 



TABLE 47. 

,:.. .. 
0 

F . -Q ::s • '1:11 
0 .. - C . 
C - R. 

\ 

Arch-ffexlon. 

Heaving. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marching. 

I 

'f'.: 1\t 'i,•'',;'ll"j~ ,' -••t'• ,f :,,:j 1, ,r•fl ,•,f, ',• ,Ir 
• ·', 1;'r I I ljl ' • 

' •• f' .... ,,. 

I 

MOVEMENTS. 

Wing F. placing o. and crosswise, 
with heel raising and knee bend-
ing. • 

2 A. turning and H. bending. 

Slow 1n-breath (nose). 
Slow out-breath, " humming." 
i. Rest walk f. st. T. bending 

backward (raising the front 
heel.) 

11. Stretch stride point stoop st. 

Unsymmet. A. stretchings with 
facings. 

2 A. and L. $Wimming. 

Stretch lunge f. st. T. bending d. 

Combined march. . . 
4 stamps, 4 on toes, 8 swing steps. 

COMMANDS. COMMENTS. 

Hips-firm I F. placing outward and cross-
wise with heel raising and knee bending, 
left F.-'--°begin I I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6; I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Without 
counti.ng----repeat ! A tte~tion I 

N.B.-The first six numbers refer to heel raising and 
~,nee bendin& with the left F. in the outward pos. 
I he second six to the same movements with the same 
F. 1n crosswise pos. The third six to movements 
outward with the right foot. &c., &c. 

H. forward-. be rid I A. turning. outward and 
H. stretching upward-one ! Two I &c. 

Breathe-in I Out f• .&c. 

i. N eek rest arid •left . F: forward--place I 
Raising the front · h~e~, T. backward-
bend ) Raise I &c. ' F.~hange I Raising 
·the front heel T. backward-bend/ Raise I 
&c. Attention I , ' • • 

ii. As. upward stretch and F. as~~ide-place / 
T. forward pownward-bend J Raise I 

N.B.-Give the note for the humming. 

&c. Attention I 
Right A. upward stretch,, left A~ sideways 

and to the left-/ ace I As. change, and to 
the right-face I Left A. sideways,. right A. 
forward, and to the left-/ ace I As. change 
and to the right-face I &c. 

(XJ 
00 N.B.-Both the A. and F. movements are executed m 

two movements, but without counting, 

As. forward for swimming-,-place ! • A. al).d L. N.B.-For "one," sweep the As. sideways and draw up the 
swimming, beginning with the' , left, F.- • leg. For "two/' draw the As. into the chest and stretch 
one I Two I Three I Right F.-one, I , Two ( , 'the leg to the side. For " three," assume the starting 
Three I &c. Attention l»,,, ' • • ' ' • '.,1 , position .. This movement requires more than ordinary 

' " -: , , : ' . \, ··practic~. --------------------------As. upward-bend I .As. u~~arq' stretch,. arit;l, fmilt :· To turn out the back foot. 
the left F. for,wa:rd in· lunge p,os.-place I • , • 
T. forward , . do'wnward--.-.b.en,d l,';, ,Rai~e;( ·;{:. 
&c. As. and F;-change I Right I T. f-Or.w.:\,rd , !:-
downward-bend J Raise I &'c.,' Attent/o'!lJ ,·,' , 1---'-,--------------------------

Hjps-firni I • Combined stamp. toe~ ,an,µ swii;ig N.B.'-· The number of steps to each movement must be 
march-start ! .I, • 2, 3, 4 ;•· • i; • •• J, ·4 ; ··; . · , explained,; 

'J. I, 2, 3,. 4'. 5, 6, 7, 8,; &c., &c., '~~f~q; 7, 8.: r<?r swiµg step, see Table 43, March. 
•. Attention-halt,! I·, 2. , ,. , ,, ' 1•. '. ,, ' , .• 

N.B.-As. the rhyth,m is <lis~in~t,,'\oiu;~;tin~ • ,' ·. • '· 
m,~y soon ·b<t, q~itted. , . :··· •;-'1'' ,·., :·· 

. , •, 

. '• 

' 'I;: •: ':•:, • 

.' ,, ' 
,11, 

,, ., 
' ') t I 

. 



Lateral. 
Stretch stride st. T. bending s. 

Jump s. with 2 A. swinging s. 

Jumpln1. 

Respiratory. 
2 A. circling with heel rai.sing. 

TABLE 47 CONTINUED. 
As. upward stretch and F. sideways-place I 

T. to the left-bend I Raise I To the right-
bend I Raise I &c. Attention I 

Jump sideways with A. swinging sideways, 
to the left-spring I r, 2, 3 l-4, 5. To the 
right-spring I 1, z, 3 !-4, 5. 

N.B.-For 1, raise the heels and swing both 
As. to the left; for 2·, bend the knees and 
lower the As. ; . for 3, spring to the left and 
swing both As. to the left ; lowering them 
at the Ian4ing; for 4, stretch the knees; 
for 5, lower the heels. 

A. circling with heel raising and 
deep breath~ng-· start I Repeat I Repeat ! 
&c. 

I I• 

Fault: To leave the arms extended sideways after the 
landing. 

N. B.-Raise the heels while the As. are moving up ; 
lower them as they move down. 



TABLE 48. MOVEMENTS. 

e 
.2 u ::s 
'Ill .; 
a -

I 
F. 

c. 

R. 

Arcfl-ffexlon. 

Hearinr. 

Balance. 

Shoulder. 

Marehln1. 

Rest F. placing s., with 2 heel 
raising. 

St. H. bending and turning. 

Reach st. 2 A. parting with heel 
raising. 

Stretch walk o., turn arch st. 
and point stoop st. 

2 A. stretching u. with F. placing 
f., and A. stretching s. with F. 
placings. 

Wing toe-lunge st. L. lifting b. 

Reach curtsey sitting, unsymmet. 
A . .flinging u. and s. 

" Cock-step " march (in chain 
grasp), i.e., marching with 
knee bending and stretching, 
turning the head at the change 
of F. 

COMMANDS. 

Neck rest and F. placing sideways with heel 
raising, left F.--begin ! I, 2, 3, 4; I, 2, 3, + 
Repeat I I, 2, 3, 4; I. 2, 3, 4. &c . 

H. forward--bend ! Raise ! Slow H. turning-
left ! Front ! Right ! Front I Forward-
bend ! Raise ! &c . 

As. forward-lift! A. parting with heel 
raising and deep breathing--one ! Two ! 
One! Two! One! As. and heels-sink! 

As. upward stretch and left F. outward-
place I (F. moves on 2.) T. to the left-
turn ! Backward--bend I Raise ! &c. 
Forward-turn! Forward downward-
bend I Raise I &c. As. and F.-change I 
To the right-turn ! Backward--bend ! 
Raise I &c. Forward-turn ! Forward 
downward--bend I Raise! &c. Attention! 

As. upward--bend ! A. stretching upward 
with F. placing forward, and A. stretching 
sideways with F. placing sideways, left F.-
begin ! 1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4. Without 
coun ting--1'epeat ! Attention I 

Hips firm and the left F. backward in toe-
lunge pos.-place ! L.--1'aise J • Sink J 
&c. F.-change I Rig!it I L,--raise ! 
Sink! &c., &c. Attention I 

N.B.-The back must be hollowed and the 
eyes looking to the front throughout. 

As. upward bend and hee15-1'aise ! As. 
forward stretch and knees-bend/ Right A. 
upward and left A. sideways-fling ! 
As.-change I Change ! &c. As. bend 
and knees-stretch! Attention! 

(In ranks) Take-hands I Cock-step march-
start ! Left I Two I Three ! Right ! Two ! 
Three J &c., &c. Halt I Two ! Three ! Four! 

N.B.-On the command " Left," raise the left 
knee ; for " Two," :stretch the knee for-
ward and rise on the right toe ; for " Three," 
place left foot a full pace in advance of the 
right and transfer all the weight to it, 
and turn the head to the left. On " Right," 
bend right knee and turn the head to the 
front, and so on. 

Cm,rMENTS. 

Fault, To turn out the toe of the moved foot too much. 

Fault: In point stoop st., to bend over the leg, instead of 
square to the front. 

N.B.-The first 4 numbers refer to both movements 
with the left foot, the second 4 to those with the right. 

Faults : Not to put the F. far enough back in the first 
place ; and to bend the knee when raising the L. in 
the second. 

N.B.-For the change, fling the As. forward and then in 
opposite directions .. 

Faults ; To fling the arms too close together and to lean 
forward. 

N.B.-For the "Halt! " complete the third part of the 
movement without the head turning, and bring the 
heels together for the fourth count, See comments, 
Table 36, Marching. 



Lateral. 

Jumpln1. 

Resplntory. 

Bend lunge s. side-bend st, single 
(and later, alternate) A. stretch-
ing u. 

"Hornpipe" Step. 
Wing crosswise jump (2 slow c\,nd 

3 quick changes),moving forward 
10 steps and back ro steps. 

*Wing-stride st. Quick out-breath 
(mouth), pushing . the elbows 
forward. 

Qt11ck in'-breath (nose), forcing, 
elbows back, 

Slow out-breath (nose), relaxing 
forward·. 

TABLE 48 CONTINUED. 

As, upward bend and the left F, sideways in 
lunge pos.-place I T. to the left-bend I 
Right A, upward-stretch I Bend I &c. 
T,-raise I F.-change I Right I T. to the 
right-bend I Left A. upward-stretch I 
Bend I &c. Attention I 

(Later : Command, Alternate A, stretching 
upward-left I Right ! Left ! Right I 
Bend!) 

Hips firm and left F. crosswise-place/ 
Heel5--1'aise ! Start! 1,-2,-3, 4, 5 ; 
-6,-7,-8, 9, 10. (Backward)-1,-2,-
3, 4, 5 ;---6,-7,-8, 9, IO. 

Breathe-Out I In! Out I T.--raise I Out! 
In I Out I T.--raise I 

N.B.-The first command, "Out,'' is given 
sharply; the third command, also "Out," 
is given quietly. 

* From "The sr,aking Voice," by Mrs. Emil Behnke, 
published by . Curwen & Sons. 

•r{ • I 

•·. t' 

Fault; To stretch the arms vertically, instead of close 
to the head, 

Explain the movement before giving the command. 
See, Table 3 7. 

The chest is emptied of air in the first movement by 
pushing the elbows forward. It is filled with air in the 
second movement by forcing the elbows back and 
generally bracing up the body. 

The chest is slowly emptied in the third movement by 
the relaxing of the body, which begins at the waist; then 
the upper part of the body and head, and finally the 
arms and shoulders. 



u FIVE-MINUTES" TABLE FOR A COLD DAY. 

MOVEMENTS. COMMANDS. COMMEN"IS. 

2 A. stretching on the march. Marching with A. stretching upward and downward, N.B.-Say "Attention l" on the left F. ; "Halt l " on taking 2 steps to each A. movement, forward- the right, after which one more step is taken, and Jvfa1"ch ! I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Attention-halt I I, 2. then the heels come together. 
Giant and Dwarl march, Hips-firm I Heels-raise ! Giant and Dwarf See Table 30, Marching. 

march-start I I, 2, 3, 4. I, 2, 3, 4. &c., &c. 
Attention-halt! I, 2, 3. 

2 A. swinging f. u., with heel As. forward upward swing and heels-raise! As. side- N.B.-There should be a momentary, but steady, raising. ways downward and heels-sink! Again-swing ! pause at the end of the swing. 

Bend close st. quick T. turning. 

3 deep breaths with 2 A. turning o. 

50e 

MOVEMENTS. 

2 A. stretching on the march. 

Wing running 'oil the spot with 
• knee , raising (i:;ount 12, then 

, • ' change). · 
"Punching'' exercise. 
Bend (clbsed fist) walk, f. st. 

alternate A. stretching: f., with 
, reverse· T. turning. 

Sink I Swing I Sink I 
F. close and As. upward-bend ! Quick T. turning-

left! R£ght ! Left I Right ! Front I Attention! 
A. turning with deep breathing-one I Two I One I Two I 

One! Two! 

"FIVE-MINUTES" TABLE FOR A COLD DAY. 

COMMANDS. 

Slow marching with A, stretching upward and down-
ward, taking one step to each A. movement, forward-
march I I, 2, 3, 4; I, 2, 3, 4, Attention-halt I I, 2. 

See Table 49. 

~ps firm and heels--raise I Running on the spot-begin I ,. 
r, 2. I, 2. &c. For ·q step?, krtees-up! r, 2, &c., 
IO, I 1. Change! &c., &c.' Attention~halt,! I, 2, 3. 

As. upward pend with closed fists and lef.t F. forward--:-
, place t 1Vith, T. turning left A,. forward-stretch! 
, Charige I Change I Change ! &c. Bend ! • A.s•t and F. 

change I .. I, 2.. With T. farni,ng rig~t A .. for\yard..:a... , •, 

COMMENTS. 

•

1 ~.stretch I &c., &.c .. , ,Attention ( • 1 .• ,·•.: \ / •• • 
--.-w-1-·n_g_s-tr_i_d_e_s_t ___ T_· -. _c_ir_c_li_n_g,_.---,-:flips ,firm· and ,Jl. astdde'--.;pla'cel· "f. ,circling stat,ting. i~,_-N-.. -.B-.-.,,-.-T_h_e_,h_a_n_d-'s-in_o_v_e_o_n_2_, _fo_r_"_P_l-ac_e_! -,,-a-n_d_'_'_A_t_t-en--·-

. ,, , • , tc;:i tl).e. l,eft ..... b,end Forward I Right I • Up ! . ij;~pe~t ., , • .' ,. lion ! " 
. , • , ,to?h~, rjgh_t-;-be1fd 1 Jiorwqrd I. . {eft I , T.(~;t::,,r!fi,c.;•:, , ·., , . 

.'~G- ·.,A,t~entio:1;1 I, , .. , , ,: . •. . . ,···;/,··,\·,.,,., .. : ·. , ·,:. ' i 
Breathing 'with 2 A. turning o. 'A'. tuining outward,'with:,,deep breathi:og:...;.~:n'd, 1 two•fl ,.;...,,'..::..:,..,.,,.,..:., .._, -.'----~---------------

; • • • •.• /·.·, .. One/ 1Trp~
1

l· 'Ot1,e1,1r,·r,wpf: :_;_,' , ··, .. 1 );r :.':;,,:\)' ~/.'\ :·)1~;· ·::/ 1:· •• ;:· ·, -----''----->---'---'--.....:..--~I 
'.'Frog-hop" (another war;ming In: one: :moveme~t,, ·~eels .. ,.:nµse .,aµd ,.}<n:e~s,,,.'ou:twafq,.: .. N.B.-The s·tartiog position is shown in Photo. No. 32 

exercise) may be doµ.e in ranks :,, (all, the,:w~y,)~b~¼dJ .• ,,,H;a'.n~s:9;1;1 ... t~~;:fibor . ...Sp·ta~rr ::lilJ.e·hand\i· az:e mov~d together on~ pace forward,. the 
along the ground;· or in file ; ,:· "Fr~g--h~p '.:-Tt'~ta~f-'.'-: ~i);;Z'.'•.::?,".,° f.· ,,Ii/.~1,':{&c.;::_#~ftt;•: ,.:.,;, (~ef'f'oUowmg qmckly and coming close up to the 
along a bench. • ,Atten.tion I ,, .:, . ,I: ,':'(",, \:..,:' .>::·.:1:::,.,,,

1
, ': ,·),;.:,:,., :· 1·: .. ::".' ·•. • .,, , ·.,· .;-:'hands at. each step., 

• ' 
1 

; ., ,,(i;\>:,_: _··~:(.-':~::1h.,'1/1,:~1•,::);~::~.{i:\:•:/ ·;··}~'';,::~1_{1i.<·:,:1'·'.J' .<~' ·;_,·,, t\!~'t- ' ' , , ~.. • 
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4. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MOVEMENTS IN APPROXIMATE PROGRESSION. 
f MOVEMENTS. 

Arcll-ffexfons. 
Bend (or rest) support arch-

kneeling. (Point stoop st.) 
Bend (or rest) stride support 

arch st. 
. Photo. No. 25 (Point stoop st.) 
Stretch chain support arch st. 

. Photo. No. 37. 

(Point stoop st.) 
Hea-.tnc Movements. 

COMMANDS. 

Kneel--down ! Neck-----rest ! T. backward--bend ! 
Rai·se ! &c., &c. Attention! 

Neck rest and F, astride-place/ 1, 2, T. backward-
bend ! Raise! &c, Attention I 

As. upward--bend ! Ones, As, upward stretch, and 
Twos with the left F .. backward in lunge pos., chain 
support-give ! Ones and Twos--change ! Support 
-give! &c., &c. Change! Attention! 

• Later : When the support is steady, command, Ones 
T. backward--bend I Raise I &c. Then, Ones and 
Twos-change ! &c. 

COMMENTS. 

Arrange the scholars with their backs to a wall and one 
short pace from it. The top, not the back, of the 
head, should touch the support. 

See above. 

Arrange the class in close rank, i.e., with enough room 
to "stand at ease." Practise the formation and 
changing at first, and later introduce the T. movement. 
For "Chain support," the Twos rest their hands on 
the backs of the Ones, below the waist. For" Change !" 
all come up to bend st. pos., then the Ones give support 
and the Twos stretch the arms up. 

Fault: To push against the support instead of arching 
over it. 

Examples are rope climbing, ladder climbing, travelling 
. . along oars;• " pulling up," &c. . 

---•---":......,-------------1 Balance ·Movements. 1
• Hips firm and left F.-px ! . Right F. in lunge pos.- Arrange the front rank one pace in front of the forms, 

and the rear rank kneeling behind. At the command 
" Fix ! " the Ones raise the foot to the form and the 
Twos give support. s. 

•• 

7. 

•• 

•• 

: w;n_a. F. grasp lunge f. place. Coming up to the front, F.--aJie~ion ! A step 
-:-o backward.,--ma,ch I Hips firm and. th.e right F.-fix ! 

Photo. No. 26 • In lunge pos.-place / A#tention ! • • 

Shoulder Movem.,,ts. 
Wing F. grasp prone lying L 

raising, Photo. No, 3 6 • • • • 

Cross-bend F. grasp· lunge 2 A. 
flinging .... 

, . ·Faults: To look down and bend the back knee. 
------------'------,,-------,.!--------1 Kneel---down I Front irank-lis down'! • Front tank, Arrange the class in two ranks, the rear rank two short 

hips-firm I Rear rank, suppor.t 77 give ! 'Slowly,. ; paces behind the front. 
T. Yaise I Sink I Raise I Sink I &c .. Res#'! • Kneel-·· , . 
up I Attention I • • '. ' .'. • 

N\,B.-When in the lying p0s;, the chest. should rest on 
the hands(• ' , . 

. As, actoss bend an.d lef.~ ~.-fix'/ ' ,<\s. fl~g and right F. ,Arrangaas in No. 5 above. 
in lunge As.-,-b_e11tl I Fling I :·Bend-! Fatllis.: S~ No. 5 above. 
'A ttenliqn I , A. step backward-ma,rqh ! • As. ben<;l , , •• • 
and dght'F.---iiN / &c., &c. , .. 

. ,\ 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16 

17 

SUPPLEMENTARY MOVEMENTS IN APPROXIMATE PROGRESSION-Continued. 

MovEME.NTS. 

Prone falling, alternate F. placing f. 

Prone falling, alternate L. lifting 
u. Photo. No. 34. 

Horizontal prone falling. 
Photo. No. 3 5. 

.. Crab-walk.,, 
Stride prone falling, sideways 

marching. 

Prone falling, marching forward. 

Wing F. grasp lying T. raising. 

Wing F. grasp fall-sitting. 
Photo. No. 27j 

Later.al Trunk Movements. 
Cross-bend ride turn sitting, '~ :· 

A. fl.in ging. Photo. No. 2 s: , ' 

COMMANDS. 

Prone falling pos.--one ! Two I Left L. forward--bend ! 
Change I Change! Change! &c. Attention-one! 
Two! 

Prone falling pos.--one ! Two! Left L.-raise ! Cha·nge ! 
Right ! &c. Sink ! A tten tion-01ie ! Two ! 

Prone falling pos.--one ! 7wo ! F. up-left I 
F. down-left ! Ri"ght I Attention-one ! 
Repeat to counting--one ! Two I Three ! 
Attention--one I Two! ThYee ! Four! 

Right I 
Two! 

Four I 

Stride prone falling pos.--one ! Two! Starting with 
left hand and right F. to your left-march I I, 2. 1, 2. 
&c. Halt! I, 2. Attention-one! Two l Repeat to 
the right. , 

Prone falling pos.-one I Two I Starting with the left 
hand and right F. forward-march! I, 2, 1, 2. &c. 
Halt I I, 2. Attention-one! Two! 

COMMENTS. 

N.B.-When in the prone falling pas., bring the left L. 
forward as if corning to " attention,'\leaving the other 
extended behind. Change legs by a rapid spring 
which necessarily entails a humping of the:~body and a 
bending of the H. forward. The face..: should be 
turned forward between the springs. 

See Exercise 10. 

N.B.-Later: command, Horizontal prone falling-
one ! Two! Three I Attention-one! Two! 

At "One! " take pos. as Photo. No. 32 ; at "Two!" 
raise the left L. on to the bench; and at "Three \" 
raise the right L. For " Attention-one!" spri.ng 
with both F. into the first pos . 

N.B.-Arrange the scholars 5 or 6 abreast and onP-
pace apart. There should be at least 3 paces between 
one rank and the next behind. 

Fault! To take longer steps 'Nith the F. than the hands. 
N.B.-The kuees are kept straight throughout the 

movement. As the left hand moves forward the 
right ankle is flexed and vice versa. 

(Arrange the class in ranks, one full pace apart.) Front 
rank, right-about-face/ Front rank, kneel-down·! 
Rear rank, sit-down I Front ran;k give support, 
rear rank, hips-firm I Rear rank slowly backward • 
to the floor-bend I Raise I &c. Hands-down I 

N.B.-The H. should be the first to touch and the last 
to leave the ground. 

A pause should be given in the lying position to prevent 
holding 'the breath. 

Attention I ' 
(A,rrange the class in double file,, the 'righ'.t-hand 'file ~.B.-· -The bending back should be very slight at first, 

standing next the forms or benches.} Files towards but .as pro:ij.cieri.cy increases it may be taken to a 
ea~h other-face! Rear rank sit cl.own; front rank horizdntal position, and finally (if the supports are 
lmeel-down I Give support and hips--;-firm I : Slowly •1 reliable and the benches low) to the floor. 
with a straight back•, backward-fall/ Rise!: &c., •. ,The p\lpils should sit near the front edge of the bench in 
&c .. All-attention! Keeping -to the,'~ight qf your '.: a.U cases. 
partner, ranks.!...-Ghange / &c., &c. '· ' 

(Arrange the tlassiµ single_;filestandingnext the benches.), Faults: To turn the H. and As. more than the body; 
.Right (or lefn L. over the, b'ertch-· place..! Sit-'. down:t., to,:move· the feet. 

As. across-bend! T'. to the left-turn /'.As;.,-, -flin,g l, ,; ~.B.-D,oub:J,e A. stretching and aUer_nate A, flinging or 
Bend! &c. Forward, to .t~e right-·-· turn I· As'.-;-fifrig,~: • stret~hi'ng may pe_taken in the ride torn sitting position. 
Bend I &c. Forwa'.rd-·turn I Stand I ' Moving' 't};le '· • , ' 
right ( or left) L.-·-attention I . , ... '' 

" • ! •. 

1 l, '\ • t , I• 



20. ARM & LEG SWIMMING--
STARTING POS. (& '"rHREE ! "). 

21. ARi\I & LEG SWHL.\ITNG-
" ONE!" 

22. ARM & LEG SWii\[l\fJNG-
" TWO!" 

23• FENCING EXERCISE-
" EN GARDE!" 

24. FENCING EXEHCTSE-
"LUNGE ! " 



,. I 

25. REST STRIDE-SUPPORT • 
.ARCH ST. 

27. WING FOOT GRASP 
FALL SITTING. 

29. Y .ARD SIDE-SUPPORT ST. 
TRUNG BENDiijG, SIDE. 
WAYS. • 

' ' 

26. \iVING FOOT GRASP 
LUNGE. 

28. CROSS-llEND TUR~ 
RIDE SITTING. 

30. -J. REST J. WING (F001'-
SIDE-GR~SP) T. BEND· 
ING SIDEWAYS. 



18. 

19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

2G. 

21 

SUPPLEMENTARY MOVEMENTS IN APPROXIMATE PROGRESSION-Continued. 

MOVEMENTS. 

Yard side support st. T. bending s. 
Photo. No. 29. 

Half-wing, half-rest, F. side-grasp 
T. bending s. 

Photo. No. 30, 

Jumping with Low Benches. 
Jump off f., both F. together. 

Jump off f., one F. leading. 

Jump off s., both F. together.· 

Jump offs., one F. leading. 

Jump off f., with facing, one F. 
leading. 

Jump over. 

Stride-jump on and off. 

Circular Jumping. 

COMMANDS. 

(Arrang~ the class in sh:igle file next the desks, with the 
left hip touching.) As. sideways-stretch I 1, 2. T. 
to the left-bend I Ra-ise I &c., &c. Attention I 1, 2. 
Right-about-face I As. sideways-stretch I I, 2. 
T. to the right-bend/ Rai~e I &c. Attention I I, 2. 

(Arrange the class in single file, one full pace away 
from the benches.) Right F.-fix I Right hand neck 
rest and left hand hips-firhi I T. to the left-bend I 
Raise I &c., &c. Attention I Right-about-face I 
Left F.-fix I Left hand neck rest, right ha:p.d hips-
finn I T. t9 the right-bend I Raise I &c. Attention I 

(Arrange class in rank, close to ·and facing the benches.) 
Stand on-left I Right I Off,. forward-· spring! I, 2, 
3 !-4, 5. 

Stand on-left I Right' I Off, forward, left F. leading-
spring I I, 2, 3 !-4, 5. 

(In file.) Stand on-left I Right I Off, sideways to the 
left-spring I I, 2, 3 !-4, 5. &c. ' 

{In file.)' Stand on-left! ,!?_ight I sideways to tp.e 
left with the left L. leading-· spring I I, 2, 'J !-4, 5. , ' 
&c. ' 

(In ra/1.ks.) Sta?,d on-left !_Right I (?ff t for~ard, facing 
, to the left, nght leg leadmg-. spY·tng·! 1 .• 2, ,3 !~4, 5. 

&c. 

COMMENTS. 

Faults : To bend the knee of the leg next desks, 
raise the outer heel. 

N.B.-The hip must be touching the support 
the movement begins. 

or to 

before 

Faults: To turn the body and look down when bending 
to the side. Not to bend straight over the leg. To 
bend the knee of the lifted leg. 

N.B.-This movement may also be done in yard pos., 
or in half-stretch half-wing. The F. should be placed 
on the bench without turning the H. to look at it. 

N.B.-The jump off the bench is done exactly the same 
as "jump forward." Table 13, Jumping. 

N.B -From the slight knee bending at 
left' L. forward ·with straight knee. 

I' 

2, swing the to 
01 

(In ranks, low benches without backs:) Over 'the benc~ - • ' 
• . spring I I, 'z, 3 !-4, 5, &c. ____:'_.,...--'--____ ____:_ _____________ _ 
(In·file low:benches without backs.) Rignt F. over tb~- '· 

bench-place I Slow stride~jump 011 and'.?ff the b~nch, - . : 
-sta~t J On ! Off ! On I Ofj I &c. Mov1~g t~e. right•. - - . 
leg ·attention I : • . . . - '' .: •. • • Th teacher stands in the centre, and should 

Arrange the class ~il a circle (f,aci~g inwar?s, or one be~d fii~i~~~ter~eav eweight at the end of it. (The_ kno~ of a 
• hold a rope about 5ft. or 6f_t. 101:g, wit]?. a soft but sud • • Y . ell~ The·teacher swings the rope ma srrcle, 

skipping rope handle bandaged "':7'1 th .a couple 9i d_u1~!~s o~s ~;~g~n quick succession as the weight passes them. 
keeping the weighted end close to the ~ound, .t e c _1 ren JU· - .. 
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FREE-STAND.ING GYMNASTICS 

PART II. 

CHAPTER I. 
' ' 

The ·ctasses o~ Movement. 

• ·: Mqvements are divided into nine classes, accordinO' t . 
. " 0 thea 

eff,eds and the p~rt ·of ~he·
1 
body used. _ 

. ' 

. TRUNK: 
r. Arch-flexions (bending backward). 
2. Abdominal movements. 

., 
3. Lateral movements, 

i-otatipg . 

A-RM AND CHEST: 
' ' 4. Heaving .movements. 

- 5. Shoulder movements. 

6. Baiance. 

. i.e., bending sideways and 

7. Jumping, leaping, marching. 

8. Breathing movements. 
· , 9. Introductory movements. 

If a movement partakes of the nature of two classes, it is 
classified with the one of which it possesses most characteristics. 



31. REST LYING 2 LEG 
RAISIN"G. 

82. PRONE-FALLING POS.-
'

1 ONE." 

34. PRONE FALLING ALTERNATE 
LEG RAISING. 

33. PRONJ~-FALLTNO POl3.--
" TWO." 

3G. HORIZONTAL PRON.E-FALLTNO 
POS. 



36. WING PRONE LYING TRUNK RAISING. 

37. STRETCH ARCH ST. (CHAI1- SUPPORT). 

38. HEAD BENDING 39. HEAD R.t\.ISING 
FORWARD. from Forward or Backward. 

40. HEAD BENDI~G 
BACKWARD. 
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CHAPTER II. 

The Order of Movements. 
- Order and design are as essential to the drill lesson as to any 
other lessQn-if not more so. Apart from the mental aspect of 
training, the object of physical exercise is to develop the whole 
body, muscularly and organically, in proportion as each part 
demands. ,Without an ''order" this proportion may be lost, 
some parts be left habitually unexercised while others are rela-
tively over-trained. 

Assuming that every methodical teacher will want an order 
of some sort, (and, indeed, if no pre-arranged plan is forthcoming, 
he sooner or later falls into some haphazard order of his own), if 
experience and knowledge of effects prove one order to be better 
than another, there is good reason for adhering to that one with 
more or less strictness. 

When arranging an "order" the following three common-
sense rules may be laid down :-

(I) The group of exercises in each lesson must be complete, 
i.e., inclusive of the effects desired. 

(z) The exercises must be proportioned in quality and quantity 
according to their vital importance. 

(3) Each exercise must come in such a position in a lesson as 
to give maximum effect with minimum effort. 

As regards the. :first and second rules, the desired effects in 
order of their vital importance are:-

(I) Mental. 
(z) Physical. 
The mental effects may be brought under one head as apper-

taining to " Control." 
The physical effects may be sub-divided into 

. . . • those general effects (a) Functional, or nutritive, meaning • ,, 
of exercise summarised as appertaining to " Health. 

• . ff ts) summarised (b) Structural (including corrective e ec , 
. . " B ty grace strength.'' as appertammg to eau , , 
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For the sake of brevity, this term "Control" may be taken 
to include not only those active qualities of 

Control. persistence, direction, and force of effort, and 
inhibition of effort, but also the inactive quality 

of cessation of effort, i.e.," repose." 

This all-important effect of control is provided for in two ways : 
(r) By special movements. (See scheme; page IOO.) 

(2) By the method of teaching by commands. 

The pupil is to hold his mind ~nd body in· readiness to execute 
the command-a mental and physical. state of attention. The 
pupil is tq practise converting the thought, _conveyed from the 
teacher's mind into action, exactly and at once, for the efficiency of 
a movement in this respect depends on the ,correctn_ess, the prompti-
tudt, and the voluntary effort with which it is exe,cuied. 

•' 

During the preparator:y part of .a comm~nd,_· and during the 
instant of the executive part, the pupil is. to · be ready to make 
effort without actually making it., • 

,, 
The effort comes immediate~y after the.command. 

' ', . • ' 

Between movements and durjng "'stan~ :at ease" all effort 
must cease, and the body be as . relaxed', as possible, without 
fidgeting or strain. • •• "', ,\··' • • 

The learnmg of every new m<;>veri:ient m~ans the opening up 
of a new pathway for nervous actio~~t:h~ .acquisition to the mind 
of new pathways means '' control;" • ::, •• • 

Speaking more· generally, it 'can· be' sai9 • that all ordinary 
discipline of dass work, even down to the' keeping of straight lines 
or of proper time in marching, requires: conforming effort on the part 
of the individual, and is a mearis of·. his at{aining control. A 
teacher can make a willing or an qnwilling_ci'ass work by fear (or a 
class too dull to be· called either willing," .911 uhwilling, by sheer 
force of character) ; but the teacher can a.iso' 'make the c1ass work 
with their own full .volition an9-active .c~''\operation. This last idea 
is what is wanted to give the individual control of himself. 

The subject of " control " has been dwelt on at some length, for 
although it is the loftiest aim of training it is too frequently 
allowed to sink into· the background. The man who possesses 
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. health grace, and strength does not necessarily mak Illere ' • . e a good 
.. • en but he in whom these are combined with self c1t1z • !, -control 

will. do so. 

Grac.e 
arid 

' \ Beauty. 

For the attainment of the second u . 
1 h ,, P rpose-

" Heat -movements must be given tom· fl . . . . uence 
respiration, . c1rculahon, digestion, and through 
them excretion. 

For grace and beauty, movements infl.uencin 
• db . g carnage ~n earmg (often of a corrective nature) 

are required; also movements influencing the 
contours of the body, and movements for supple-
ness. 

Movements for producing hard, refined 
Stren:gth. •• muscles-not bulky, clumsy masses of tissue-

are required.* 
So much, then, for the first two broad rules in constructing 

ari " order." 
As regards the third rule, that every exercise, must come in 

s~ch a position as to give maximum effect with minimum effort, 
there are a good many points of technical importance to be con-
sidered: 

Sp~cial exercises with local or specific effects must not come 
at the beginning of an "order," but must be preceded by move-
ments of an introductory and more general character. 

To s:tart a lesson with a trunk movement, for instance, 
requires maximum effort with minimum result from the point 
of view both of style and comfort, at the same time causing undue 
and undesirable fatigue. 

SiIJ?.ilarly, to start with a balance movement requires maxi-
mum nervous effort, and results in mere disfigurement of the 
mov~ment-a sure sign of its inefficacy. 

'Ihe lesson, then must start with general movements, the 
first· being simply in;oductory; will proceed ~ith specia~ move~ 
m~nts a.nd finish with general movements agam, collectmg an 
fusing the specific effects. 

·.•Tb • • 11 • • dence in the Scheme e telative preponderance of these effects 1s we in evi 
ot Effects on page 100 . 
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SCHEME TO SHOW THE ORDER OF MOVEMENTS 
AND THE 

RELATIVE PREDOM·INANCE OF EFFECTS AND AIMS. 
-

ORDER. CHIEF EFFECTS AND AIMS. SECONDARY EFFECTS 
AND AIMS. 

Functional- -
Introductory. Mental-

Order, Attention, Memory. .Respiratory, circulatorv. 
Structural (corrective)- • 

for shoulders, head, feet. 
Structural- -

Arch-flexlon. Functional-
Respiratory, by expanding Straighten dorsal spine, 
lower part of chest. flatten abdomen. 

Structural (muscular)-
for the muscles of the 

' back. 

Heaving. Functional- Structural (muscular)-
Respiratory-expanding upper Muscles of arms. 

part of chest, increasing 
power of inspiratory muscles. 

Balance. Mental- Structural-
Concentration-Repose. Grace of carriage. 
Voluntary co-ordination. Suppleness. 

Shoulder. Structural (corrective)- Functional-
Corrective for chest and ba.ck; Respiratory - widening 
Skill of hand-Ambidexterity. upper part of chest. 

Mental-
Voluntary co-ordination 

Abdominal. Functional- - Structural (corrective)-
Digestive-Excretory. St!aightening of lumbar 

spine. 
Structural-

Making and maintaining 
a firm contour to lower 
region of trunk. 

Lateral · Functional- Structural-

{
rotations} Digestive-Excretory. Making and maintaining 
and side- Respiratory. a firm contour in the 
flexlons. (Spreading apart ribs on one waist region. 

side.) 
Jwmplng, "1ental- Functional-

{
leap.Ing, } J;udgment, courage, exhllara- Respiratory, circulatory, 
vaulting, tlon, ch~erfu;ness, power of digestive, excretory. 
running. overcommg difficulties - vol- Structural-untary co-ordination. for carriage, agility, 

' neatness. 
Respiratory. Functional- Mental-

Respiratory. Repose, quieting. 
Marching. Structu,al- Functional-

• Grace, freedom balance. Circulatory. , 
. . Mental and Moral-

Public spirit, co-opera-
tion. 

For explanation see opposite. 
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E~planation of Scheme. . 
The menial effects represent the aim of attaining "Control ,, 

h functional effects "Health," the structural effects, "Beaut~ 
t e and strength." If the scheme is analysed in the light of grace, . . 
the foregoing arguments, 1t will be seen 

(I) That the effect is on the organism as a whole. 
(2 ) That since every exercise is taught by command and 

under discipline, every movement has its menta] aspect, 
and that six movements have definite and special 
mental aims in addition. 

(3) That five movements are devoted primarily to the func-
tional, nutritive, or general effects of exercise, while four 
others embrace the same end in a less marked manner. 

(4) That all the movements (except the Respiratory) aim at 
producing a beautiful, graceful, or muscularly strong 
body-two of them (Shoulder Exercise and Marching) 
in a marked degree. 

• In accordance with the Government Syllabus of Physical Exercise, the word 
"nutritive" may be substituted for " functional," and "educational" for "mental." 
Structural effects include the " corrective" effects of the same Syllabus, but are not 
restricted to the latter. 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE CLASSES OF MOVEMENT EXPLAINED 
SEPARATELY. 

Introductory Movements. 
Definition. INTRODUCTORY movements comprise movements 

for order and attention; prepare the class for 
the rest of the lesson as a whole, or for some 
movement in particular. 

Permanent The true or permanent, introductions· include all 
Introductions. the preliminaries for getting the class into order, 

i'.e., falling in, taking distance, numbering, and 
opening ranks. These. qccur in every lesson, 
whether for "infants·" .or adults.' 

Breathing. 

Foot 
Movement. 

Besides the permanent iptrodufti9ns other pre-
parations are necessary-the • lungs must be 
exercised and . filled w1th fresh air two or three 
times. This is to ins~t'e that· the blood passing 
through the brain centres·. immediately to be 
called into action, is properly _oxygenated. 
Deep breathing has -a bracing, and at the same 
time a com~sing effect,· ancf undoubtedly assists 
the class in giving its. attention. 

There also must be soine i:novement of definite 
rhythm that is already' faiuiliar to the class, and 
that will revive the feeling· of previous lessons, 
stirring the motor brain centres (as opposed to 
. intellectual) into vigorous action, and equalising 
the circulation generally. 
Leg and-foot movements see,m, I.llOst adapted to this 
purpose. Their rhythm is well defined, the co-
ordination more or less .familiar on account of 
their resemblance. t~ 'walki~g, and the massiveness 
of the muscles involved insures the desired result 
to the circulation. Marching may be used in lieu 
of the foot movement. 
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CQrrecti ve 
Movement, 

In addition there must be something f . . Th. o a corrective nature. 1s may be a head move t . men , a simple 
shoulder movement, or both It t • mus not be 
overlooked that the foot movement . 1 . 1s argely 
corrective both as regards the posi·t· f . ion o the 
legs and spme, and that the breathing sh ld . . ou correct 
the carnage of the chest. 

Introductions then must include 
(I) Permanent order movements. 
(2) Breathing. 
(3) A foot movement. 
(4) Something corrective. 

These may often be combined together (See F. movement in 
Intro.,group Tables I4 and 2I) or other suitable movements added. 
Arch.:.flexions. 

Definition. Arch-flexions consist of backward flexions of 
the trunk, in which each joint of the upper part 
of the spine takes part. 

• Effects. The chest is expanded, especially the lower part, 
thus increasing the possibility of respiration; the 
lower ribs are made more supple, and the abdomen 
flattened by the extension of the abdominal 
muscles. Arch-:flexions develop the muscles of 
the back, shoulder, and the neck. 

Execution. The movement is begun by lifting the chest (not 
the shoulders), and is followed by bending the 
spine between the shoulders. The head moves 
back with the spine, but the chin is slightly 
drawn into the neck, so that the head does not 

• merely drop backwards. The position as regards 
the contraction of the spinal muscles, closely 
resembles that produced by the stretching of the 
body which accompanies a yawn. 

Application. For very young children arch-flexions may be 
omitted from the lesson without detriment, partly 
on account of the difficulty of getting the move• 
ment in proper "form," partly because the cor-
rective effect is not as a rule needed. 
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Must be 
followed by 
Depleting, _, 
Movement. 

The stoop:position is like the arch in many respects, 
and forms a satisfactory substitute and prepara-
tion for the latter. 
For older children and adults arch-flexions are 
invaluable for their corrective and respiratory 
effects. It is not advisable, however, to allow 
the movement to involve the.lower part of the 
spine, as this. tends to produce "hollow-back." 
It is never necessary to. give more than one arch-
flexion in a half-hour les~on. (See also "Inter-
dependence " on page IOJ.) ' , 
The strong pressure: on nerves and vessels of the 
back muscles, produceq., by· their-. contraction, 
may cause bg.ck or he3;d-ayhe,.through congestion 
to the spinal muscles. To c9unteract and prevent 
this, the arch-~exion. is alw,ays •• followed by T. 
forward bend. (s.toop position}· or T. forward 
downward bend (point stoop position). (See 
" Depletu{g Movements.'') 

Heaving Movemen'ts. 
Definition.• These are exercises cultivating -the power of the 

muscles which· lift ·and expand the chest, i.e., 
the inspiratory muscles ... : . • 

Effects. Heaving ·movements'ac.fespecially _on the upper 
part. of the chest; increasing the respiratory 
capacity, and since they .are performed with the 

True • 
Heaving 

Movement. 

'arms, the clfIU muscles and those uniting the arm 
to the trunk ·are also developed. 
A true heaving mov~ment is cine in which the body 
is wholly or partially s1;1spended by the hands, 
such as travelling along a·~ar or rope-climbing. 
It is obvious, therefor~, th~t in' free standing 

'lessons only substitutes, or ,; false heaves," can be 
used. • 
Arm-stretchings haye a very similar ~ffect to true 
heaving movements/though milder both as regards 
the development of the muscles of inspiration and 
of the arms. 
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Side-flexions and rotations also expand the chest 
' False 

aeaves as 
substitutes. 

forcibly spreading the ribs apart, so that, where 
apparatus is not available, arm-stretchings must 
be used instead of heaving movements proper, 
and lateral trunk movements rather more freely 
and frequently given in the lessons. 

Balance Movements. 
- Definition. Balance movements cultivate general equilibrium, 

requiring high co-ordination of movement rather 
than force. 

Effects. They are usually leg exercises, which in addition 
bring into play the muscles which hold the body 
in the upright position, and are therefore especially 
calculated to produce a good carriage. 
The development of co-ordinate or graceful move-
ment and of an erect and supple carriage, are 
secondary in importance, however, to the mental 
qualities of concentration, inhibition, and repose 
which these movements engender and cultivate. 
The balance not only brings with it '' the ability 
of inhibiting impulses, while keeping others con-
centrated for action in chosen pathways" (Posse), 
but also the power of ceasing to put forth effort-
the very converse of restlessness and inattention. 

Application & It should be observed that as soon as the 
Progression. 

Reason for 
Position in 

the'' Order.'' 
J 

automatism of a balance movement has been so 
far practised and acquired by a class, as to require 
no concentrating effort, it has ceased to be a 
balance movement for that class. 
Progression in the balance movement, then, is 
essential to utility. 
Children of all ages require plenty of balance 
movements and since variety is preferable to diffi-
culty, " ch:nge of type'' will be found a practical 
method of progression. (See page 123.) 
The balance movement is introduced after the 

. h t ft this and the heaving movement so t a a er 
' d · d respiration the arch-flexion have cause improve 
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next most important effect of exercise, viz., a good 
posture, may be secured. It is reasonable also 
to have a leg exercise after those for the trunk 
and arms. 

With the balance the movements directed towards general 
effects come to an end. The three special movements-Shoulder, 
Abdominal, and Lateral Trunk-are more local and limited in their 
range ~d aim. They usually involve fewer muscles (and those 
more forcibly) than the general movements ; at the same time 
they do ~flue~ce the body as a whole, though somewhat indirectly. 

Shoulder Mo·vements. 
• An arm movement follows suitably here· after one for the legs. 

Definition. Shoulder movements are u.sually exercises of the 
arms, which have•foi-their object the expansion of 
the chest and th~ productio'n of·· flexible shoulder 

• joints. They are done in some position producing 
isolation, and in such a man·ner that the arms 
become educated ,to; move·•:independently of the 
trunk, he'ad, and in some cases· of the shoulder 
blade. 

' •. D,ivis,ion.. They are divided into, "~WO ;classes :-
(I) Expansi<;in•shouldei mo\fentents. 
(2) Localisation~shouJdet movements. 

Expansion- Shouider Movetrien:t~~ ,.: ·' ,•, 
~xai:nples. The easier· arni. ~in~.i~gs~ :s~ingi;gs, and partings 

in different dire~tirn~i; ar~ .~:~a~ples. 
Effe'cts. These movements;, are·'' directly corrective and 

• hygienic,' 'in , that they' Widen and stretch the 
•• pector~l chest (in~reasin~ chest capacity), flatten 
and draw down the shouldir blades on the ribs, 
straighten t!ie. dor,sal ~~inl 'Yhich is abnormally 
curved #; the·'' r(mnd~shouldered.i' 

' • • ' .. ' -

Localisation-Shoul<ler· Moye·m~nts. 
Examples. Th~se are chiefly the more advanced arm liftings, 

partings, and the • unsymmetrical arm flingings or 
llftings. (ShQUlder movement Tables 45 & 48.) 

• • The unsymmetrical and slow arm-stretchings really 
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belong to this group, too, but it i f d s oun more 
practical to use them in place of hea • . vmg exercises 
proper, when no apparatus is at hand. , 
ln addition to the effects of the expa • . ns10n move-
ments, which these also possess locali's t· . , a 10n move-
ments requ1re more force greater mental , ' concen-
tration, more elaborate co-ordination or exact 
.isol~tion, and . r~sult in an increased range of 
action to the JOint, a wider and more delicate 
nervous control producing skill of hand. (See • 
" Progression by mental methods," page 122 .) 

Shoulder movements of both kinds are a most 
necessary form of exercise for school children, and 
every lesson should contain at least two. The 
second movement is suitably placed in the Intro-
ductory group (see Table 5 Intro. C., 46 Intro. F., 
&c., &c.), or with breathing (see Tables 8 and 26 
Respir., &c.), or combined with almost any other 
class (see Tables 32 Arch., 33 Bal., 44 Abd., 18 
Lateral, 14 Jump). 
For children up to eight or ten years of age, the 

• expansion movements provide all that is neccessary 
or advisable; and although the localisation move-
ments are advantageously introduced later on, this 
should never be at the expense of the expansion 
type. 

P.rogtes-sion. Progression in both kinds (apart from the pros 
gression in the arm movement itself) is made by 
fixing the trunk first, so that the trunk • muscles 
are prevented from assisting in the moveme~t: 
These positions ( exclusive of those reqmrmg 
apparatus) are stoop, and lunge. An example of 
this progression is given in the shoulder ~ov:-

• IS 
ment of Tables r4, rg, and 35 (2 A. swimmmg 
used instead between 19 and 35). 

I 1 f t 1 dependence be-, . nter- There is a good dea o mu ua 
dep.et;.de·nce of tween the arch-flexion and the shoulder move~ent 
A _:. · . . . h 1 expenenc-. . rcp..flex1ons. for their progress1on. In fact, sc O ars 
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. difficulty in one invariably find it in the oth . 
class also. The stretchmg of the chest, and the 
contraction of the spinal muscles, entailed in the 
arch-flexion at the beginning of the lesson, 
render good form in the shoulder movement 
more possible. (This is one reason for the arch-
rlexion coming earlier in the lesson.) No posi-
tion or movement of the arms should be used in 
conjunction with the arch-flexioh, till it has 
become thoroughly familiar as a shoulder 
movement. 

The Normal It is as well here, perhaps, to discuss the normal 
and desirable position of the shoulder blades. 
When at rest they should not be held back close to 
the spine, making a narrow back, and consequently 
.a weak one; nor should they fall away sideways, 
be lifted, or with protruding base-positions all 

Position 
of the 

Shoulder 
Blades. 

indicative of fiat chest. 
* The blades should occupy a medium position, flat 
on tlie rib~, and well drawn down, so that the 
teacher will do well to adopt the words " shoulders 
down " as a general correction instead of the cus-
tomary "shoulders back." The position of the 
shoulder blades and chest is indicated to a great 
extent by that of the hands, and a correction to 
the latter, while avoiding monotony, presents the 
same truth in a new light, and will procure the 
desired end. (See position of "Attention," page 20.) 

Abdominal· Movements. 
Definition. These are movements involving the contraction 

of the abdominal muscles for the purpose of im-
proving digestion, and developing the natural 
support of the abdominal viscera. 

Effects. Wh en the abdominal muscles contract, more 
blood is brought to the organs of that cavity. 

• "Wh -
b . en the arms a h . • b . . th pinal orders of the h ld re angmg y the side m a state of repose, e ,5 

apart. The dis: ou ber blades are vertical, and in the adult man about 6½ inche~ 
their spinal bord anc~, etween the blades should measure the same as the lenglh 0 

ers. -Duval's '' Artistic Anatomy." 
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The increased circulation and th . 
• e mechanical 

pressure of the muscles favour the s t· . . . ecre ion and 
discharge of the d1gest1ve 1·uices 1·ncr b . , ease a sorp-
tion, and accelerate peristalsis. 

• This last effect causes more rapid and 1 . . compete 
excretion through the intestines. 

• These exercises are corrective in that they straighten 
the curve forward of the spine at the waist. This 
curve, if too pronounced (hollow back), as a rule 
indicates a badly-balanced body with the weight 
thrown back on the heels, and is very ungainly 

•. . besides. 
On the firmness of the external abdominal muscle 
depends not only the support of the organs, but 
also the beauty of outline of the lower part of 
the trunk. 

Difficulty of Most abdominal movements require either 
Application. apparatus or extra floor space for their execu-

tion, so that in free-standing lessons this class, 
as well as heaving movements, must be some-
what neglected. 

Substitutes. Their func~ional effects are too valuable to be lost, 
however (especially as constipation is such a 
common ailment amongst children), and in the 
foregoing tables the" fancy" marches which sub-

. stitute the abdominal group in many cases, are 
designed to bring the abdominal muscles into play. 
The teacher will do well, therefore, to make an 
effort to introduce these marche's regularly into the 
lesson. In the tables where the marches do n~t 
involve abdominal contraction this effect is 

arranged for elsewhere, usually in the balance 
movement. 

Lateral Trunk Movements. . d 
Definition. Lateral trunk movements consi5t of rotatwns an 

flexions sideways of the trunk. . al 
I te the funct10n 

Effects. They emphasize a_nd comp e d therefore, 
effects of the abdommal movements, an ' 
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come after them. They have additional influence 
on the liver, by alternately compressing it and 
releasing it from pressure. These exercises have 
been supposed to increase the rapidity of the blood 
fl.ow in the inferior vena cava, which follows the 
movements of. the spine, but the accuracy of this 
supposition has lately been called into question. 
They have the same effect as the abdominal move-
ments of flattening the abdomen and making the 
waist region firm. This applies more particularly 
to rotations. 
Rotations and flexions both spread the ribs apart 
on the opposite side to which the rotation or flexion 
takes place. 

Rotations. 
Execution. The trunk is turned or twisted round a vertical 

ax.is as far as it will go in the desired direction, 
without making any movement of the feet. 
A negligible part of this rotation takes place in 
the ankle and knee joints (even when they are 
-kept straight) ; a good deal of it is in the hip 
joint, and the rest between the separate joints of 
the vertebrre. 
To insure the trunk. muscles getting their share 
in the work it is necessary for the pupils to turn 
as far as possible every time. The head should 
not alter its relative position to the neck, i.e., in 
the ·turn position the nose is still in line with the 
" middle buttons " of the dress or coat, and the 
eyes looking forward square with the shoulders.* 

Progression. A~ in shoulder movements, progression is made 
by fixing tlie trunk and leaving the shoulder 
muscles to work unassisted so in rotations the ' legs may be fixed and prevented from helping 
the movement.· In this way the trunk muscles 

* . . . 
'There i~ no harm • . 

look ~o well as the move: rotating the h~ad m~re tha!l the trunk, bu~ it ~oes not 
cam:iot be carried out in th ent above describe~ ; 1t r~qmres less co-ordmat1on, and 

e advanced T rotations with stretch, rest, &c. 
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are "isolated," and are accountable for the h 
fun . d w ole of the 1te movement produced. 

In the case of the shoulder movement the • 1 t· 1s0 a 10n 
is produced and maintained by voluntary muscular 
effort, but in the rotation it is procured mech · . , am-
cally by kneelmg or sitting astride, so that the 
isolated rota~ion is not necessarily more difficult 
than ~he unisolated. The isolated rotations are 
very efficacious, however, give variety, and may 
be used with the smallest children. (See Lateral 
Movement Tables 3, 5, 7, g.) The exact pro-
gression in isolation is, stand, astride, walk o, 
close, walk f, kneel, (lunge), ride sitting. 

Side-Flexions. 
E.·xecution. • When the trunk is bent to the side, the spine is 

·.-'. -· • ·curved throughout its length (as in the arch-
flexion), not merely bent at one point. The ribs 
on the opposite side to the flexion are lifted and 
spread apart, increasing chest capacity. The head 
again follows the spine, but there should be no 
extra flexion of the head on the neck vertebrre. 

Application. In lessons of short duration it is not necessary to 
give both forms of lateral. trunk movement in 
their proper position in the table ; one or other 
is sufficient. Rotations are usually easier than 
either side- or arch-flexions, and if there is time 
for one trunk movement only, the rotation had 
best be selected. 

After these three kinds of specialised movement the class is 
ag·ain ready ~or something more general. 

This is obtained in jumping and leaping. 

Jumping and Leaping. 
Definition. ·A jump is an exercise in which the body is pro-

pelled into the air and remains wholly unSupported 
for a short space of time. . 
This definition will include free jumps of all kmds 

. h • • g ]. umping over -ordinary long and h1g 1umpm , 
. . . d ncing movements, bars, vaultmg, sk1ppmg, many a 
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Reason for 
• Coming at 
End, of the 

Lesson. 

and running. (In the last-mentioned exercise, the 
back foot leaves t?e ground bef~re the front foot 
strikes it, and 1s therefore rightly classed as 
jumping.) 

Jumping is a collective kind of movement embody-
ing and fusing the effects of all the preceding classes 
into one of compound effects. The exercises require 
concentr~tion and equilibrium just as definitely as 
do balance movements, and co-ordination just as 
definitely as do the shoulder movements; they 
require the contraction of the abdominal muscles 
(almost without exception), and the power of deep 
breathing. 
Besides this, vaulting and other jumps may in-
volve heaving, arch and side-flexions or rotations. 
Jumping comes suitably at the end of a lesson, 
therefore, when the body and mind are prepared 
for it, and should not appear early in a lesson 
unless under most exceptional circumstances. 

,· Effects.' Jumping 7 cultivates a quickness of action following 
• on thought-judgment to gauge effort with regard 

to space and time. It requires courage to perform, 
, . a:nd engenders a certain power of overcoming 

difficulties. 
If develops the "spring " of the whole body, i.e., 
the,' power of the flexor and extensor muscles of 

. t,he,'foot,. leg, thigh, back, and abdomen. 
Jumps, leaps, and running temporarily quicken 
. r~~p~ation and circulation, and may lead to per-
m~nent increase of lung capacity. Their bracing 
a1;1d exhilarating effect is due to the number and 
size of, ~e muscles brought into action. 
Wide-sprec;1d action always "raises the spirits," 
producing cheerfulness, and is therefore highly to 
b~ commended, but it must not on this accou~t 
usurp more than its due proportion of time in 
the lesson, • 
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E:icecution. 

Method ·or 
the Spring. 

Method 
of the 

Landing. 

Much more importance is attached to the method 
of "landing," and to style in a jump, than to 
mere height or length; indeed, jumping may be 
mos~ inj~riou~ with improper or careless landing. 
In high 1umpmg over a rope, while the teacher is 
warned about the necessity for insisting on a 
proper landing, he is not expected to give elaborate 
explanations and corrections to each child,· for 
this wastes time, and does not offer the pupils 
enough "turns" to improve in. 
A simple plan is to divide the class into those who 
know how to land and those who do not; the 
latter should not have the rope more than Ift. 
high. In large classes, the scholars may jump 
two, three, four, or more abreast, each line standing 
at attention where it landed until the command 
for the next line to spring is given. 
When the leap is off both feet only the balls of the 
feet should be in contact with the ground, the 
body momentarily assuming . curtsey-standing 
position. When the spring is off one foot the 
heel should be raised and the knee slightly bent. 
The sudden change from curtsey-stand to that of 
" attention " propels the body into the air. 
As it descends the body should again assume the 
position of the spring, so that at the instant of 
landing the knees may be bent. The toes and 
knees should be turned outward, the heels within 
a few inches of each other, the body erect and 
stationary over the feet if possible, but the flexed 
position of knee and hip is essential to safety. 
If the feet strike the ground with the knees 
straight, the shock of the fall runs up the spine, 
jarring and jerking the organs attached thereto. 
If, on the other hand, the joints are semi-flexed_ at 
landing, the powerful muscles which resi5t flex~on 
have time to " break the fall " while the flexing 
movement continues. A certain amount of shaking 
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The Finish. 

·Effects of 
Free Jumps, 

&c. 

. -Correct 
•" Form ,, in. • 

rianci~i 
Steps. 

to the organs no doubt o.ccurs, but this appears to 
be of a beneficial and stimulating nature. 
From the position of completed fle:xion ( . i.e 
curtsey•standing in the case of a moderate jum ·, 
or curtsey•sitting in the case of a high one) t:, 
movement finishes in the usual way of stretchin e 
the knees· and sinking the heels. g 
What has been said about courage, judgment 
power of overcoming difficulties, &c., scarcel; 
applies to the "free" jumps, dancing steps, or 
skipping. These possess the same invigorating 
and exhilarating qualities, nevertheless. They 
cultivate agility, lightness, and neatness of move-
ment; and, moreover, strengthen the ankles and 
feet most effectively .. 
They are in addition. an invaluable preparation 
and adjunct to the more vigorous forms of jumping. 
I~ the dancing movements, such as "coupe," 
"dancing step," and "crosswise steps," and 
marches such as " Swing," " Spring " and the 
" Polka H march, the toe of the moving foot 
shpuld always be pointed and the ankle stretched; 
the knees and toes· should also be '' turned out '' in 
correct dancing form-so long as the out-turned foot 
is not made to bear weight. 

Skipping. In ·skipping exercises the rope should be turned 
backward (i.e., start in front and go overhead 
first), as this movement raises the chest, while 

• ·the forward motion depresses it. 
The following movements can be used with skip-

. ping ropes, and many others might be adapted: 
Jumps in Tables I, 3, 5~ ro, '12, 31, 39. Marches 
in Tables 3, 4, 5, 36. • 

_:Re·s.~~rato~y. Mov~ments. 
·,. Definition • A ·b .• ·th.· • . · ·ration • . · • • • r.ea . 1ng exercise consists of a deep 1nsp1 

:'.·. i and expiration (followed by a slight pause), for 
'

1 the Ptlrpose ·of increasing the supply of oxygen to 
the systeiµ. 
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Effects~ Besides the far-reaching purpose to the system of 
supplying oxygep. and eliminating the waste pro-
ducts of the lungs, the breathing serves to calm 
the class after the exhilaration and, perhaps, 
excitement of the jumping. The pupils are more 

.. ~ely to pass out to the next lesson peacefully 
· al_),d in order, than if the table finishes abruptly 
.-· • with the jumping. 

Exectition: Breathing movements may be accompanied by 
. some simple arm movements, which serve to en-
• :large the chest; or put it in a better position to 

take in air. 
•.

1 So much has lately been said and written on the 
importance of deep breathing,· and the subject 
so often brought before the public mind, that only 
hints of a practical nature need here be given. 

Poor· In· the first place it should be noticed that poor 
Breathing·. . breathing is possible, even with a large, supple, 

and strong chest, and that since the arch, heaving, 
shoulder, and lateral trunk movements influence 
the ·structures of respiration only, the function 

.. itself also requires to be exercised. 
Breathing-'_. ·Deep breathing is a strong movement requiring a 
is Active-. • gpod deal of effort, and producing fatigue if often 
Exercis·e. repeated. Three or four deep breaths in succes-

sion- is ample for small children, and six: the 
liniit for older children. 
The teacher need not confine the breathing exer-
cises to the. two allotted places, but may give fr~e 

· b1;eathing between any two exercises when it 
, . s,eems advisable. . . . . h 

BrQathle~s- . it is not possible to make a deep inspiration w e~ 
,. ness. 

Na~a.i, 
Breathing.-· 

• "out of breath. " signs of. breathlessness shoul 
· · ' • • If these • therefore be watched for after Jumping. . . .• • • • ·, . h t ctice in opening 
signs are in evidence a s or pra . 1 . the · . . · wil give and closing ranks--or in facings- their . ·. .. t get back to quick-working lungs time 0 

normal rate. . d d beginners · • • h'ldr n (or 1n ee , •When teaching youngc _ 1 _e f~und advisable to 
of any age) to breathe, it will be 
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·Ma.rchit1g • 

let them breathe in through the nose and out 
through the mouth, at first. By degrees, as the 
pupils becom~ accustomed to manag_ing these extra 
volumes of arr, they should be trained to expire 
nasally. 
Audible breathing gives the teacher an opportunity 
of noting the volume of the breath, and how the 
child controls it. It is also more interesting to 
the child. 

Effects. The stimulating effect of marching on the circula-
tion is well known. 
Clumsiness of trunk and legs is largely due to the 
individual's inability to transfer his weight at the 
right instant, and to adjust it accurately. Careful 
practice in marching is a sure remedy for a 
slouching and fatiguing gait, and should produce 
a finer carriage and better poise of the figure. 

M~ral Effects. Marching also has very marked mental and moral 
effects, for when the class enters into the public 
spirit of it, it calls for no little unselfishness. 
Enebuska says in this connection : " The correct• 
ness and beauty of the evolutions depend upon 
the close attention of each member to the move-
ments of the other members, and in striving to 
keep his movements in harmony with theirs. 
Every pupil, it matters not how superior he may 
be in individual competition, shall keep his 
shoulders in line with his less fortunate brother or 
sister. It is a moral lesson that appeals to our 
sense of justice, teaching the reverence and respect 
that are due to our fellow-men. It suggests 
fraternity and inter-dependence for co-operative 
purpose, and mutual submission for joint benefit 

Execution. 
and common success.'' 
In marching the head, chest, and eyes must be in 
the position of "attention" ; the arms should 
swing easily from the shoulder, with the elbow 
and wrist joints free. The hand may rise as high 
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as the waist if the class is marching ra idl 
• · '' 1 t '' b p y or taking_ ong s eps, u t such exaggerated move-

ment 1s. not, as a rule, necessary. 
• Both knees must be kept straight, except that of 
the rear leg, which, at the instant of coming for-
ward, . must be bent, in order that the foot may 

. , dear the ground. 
The ball and the heel of the foot strike the ground 
simultaneously gripping and pressing the ground 

• .between them, so that the body is propelled for-
•, ward for the nex.t step. 

Application.- there is no fixed position in the table for marching. 
When closing of ranks can be done without hesi• 
tation, marching may be given twice or even three 
times in ithe lesson. A march before the arch-
flexion and another before the abdominal, makes 
a good division of the exercises. • If marching is 

• only given orice, it should come before or after 
the balance, the" fancy" march being given at the 
same time. 

Running .(M~ching at the Double). 
Execution. In ·running the trunk is inclined forward ; only the 

balls of the feet touch the floor, for the movement 
~esembles jumping. The steps should be as noise-
less as possible. • The hands are raised as high as 
the w~ist, with fists loosely clenched, the back of 
the hands outward, and the arm allowed to 
oscillate freely at the elbow and shoulder. 
If the elbow and shoulder joints do not ':ork 

• • . d against the sides, 
freely or if the arms are pinne . t 
the shoulders and chest cannot avoid t_aklllg pt~n 

• . 1 agghng mo 10 
in the oscillation, and an ungalll Y w 
·1·s the result. " nd . ,, " Jumping a 

(F . . " running see _ or further· d1scuss1on on 
'' D~pleting niovemen ts.'')· 

Deplet~ng. Movements. . d t an exercise 
---------=-------- -· ------ . . ,, is apphe o . 

Definition. The term "depleting . . . con estion in a given 
having the effect of relieving • g 
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Effect, 
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t It is not a movement for physical develop-par . 
ment, but for temporary functional correction. 
The relief is usually brought about by stretching 
muscles at some distance from the seat of the 
congestion, so that the veins running through 
them and their fascire also become stretched, and 
hold more blood, thus counteracting the congestion. 

Instances In the case of an arch-flexion there is congestion 
of the in' the spinal muscles; the depletion is brought 

Necel!Ssity about by stoop position, or in a greater de,gree 
for by. point-stoop, which causes stretching of the 

Depleting muscles of the calf and the back of the thigh. 
Mpvemen.te,· 1The -relief consequent on the assumption of this 

·: .. position. is well known to schoolboys and others, 
. •, who by instinct or imitation take it after running 

and racing. The congestion in the case of the 
distress.~d breathing of the schoolboy is in the 
lungs and heart, but it is relieved in the same 
way. The slight stretching of the calf which 
occurs in ordinary marching makes this exercise in 
a measure depleting, and the teacher should there-

, . fore see that running is always followed up by a 
' le~. min~tes' ~arching. 

To set a class to do exercises when more or less 
out. of bre~ t4 from running is an unwise tax on 

• the heart .~nd iungs. On the other hand, suddenly 
. ,, , to c~~e, to m,ake any demand at all on the heart, 

by giving the- pupils a rest or " stand at ease," 
~ay b~ equally injurious, and at anyrate does 
no'thjng· to dimin~h- the time spent in waiting for 

• • t11e_c!rculation and respiration to return to normal. 
Ap·plication. W'th 

-.., .. 

• l • • the exception of point-stoop position after 
the arch-fiexion, and marching after running, 
d 1 f • "ep e ing movements have no regular place m the 

_Order of Movements." 
!£ the class is abnormally out of breath, and there 
; ~at t~e for matching, wing (or stretch) trunk· 
• ·eXlon-forwatd-downward in walk f will be found 
(}.n effective movement. , 

. . ,,.- . 
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BY the te:t;m " :prqgression " i~ meant the series of changes a move. 
ment under_goes in order that it may, step by step, become more 

• difficult 0£ pedorman,ce, ~nd stronger in its effects. 
The term is applied ·si1:11ilarly to lessons, signifying that each 

lesson is an a.d~ance 9n the one which preceded it. Progression 
is the very ~ence:_ of tra~ning ; it means good "grounding," the 
laying of a wide ahq. accurate foundation for movement, leading in 
the end to a.gracef~; efficient, and.fully•controlled body. 

Progression ·must no~ .be 3lbitrary, but must vary with individual 
capacity and .with the a.verage capacity of the class. On account 
of. the restrictions which such considerations as dress, nutrition, 
floor spac:e, &c., rn.ay impose on progression, it will sometimes be 
found .that. the pupils- progress more rapid~y or more slowly in 
one class of movement than in the others. The teacher must then 
be careful that the :main. body of the lesson does not suffer for the 
sake· of the irregularity.. For instance, if the arch-flexions are 
poorly done, eJ;Ctra time may be given to the easy movements· of 

' • f #" • • ' 

this class ~thout deiayirig _any· of the other classes. Or, again, if 
the balarice mov~µie'nts· ¥~ particularly good, they may be allowed 
to outpace the g~neritl sta~dard,· provided this involves no extra 
attention. Be3:ring; in. mind tpat in order to progress in a mov~-
ment it 'must b·e ·ni~de· more difficult of performance-stronger m 
its effects,', and' tliii°. the effects of movement are structural, 
functional, · men.ta:i-· )N.e · find that the various " methods of 
progression ,, fali° i~t~ these three groups without much over-
lapping-.. · , · '.:, : 

1:!ethods, of P:r.ogr~ssion. 
- . . ' , f 

Structural;· dealing with. (r) Base. 
• • (2) Lever. 

, . . (3) Weight • 
. Functional, dealing with (4) Speed. 

, • (5) Duration. 
' ' (6) Rhythm. 
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Mental, - - - "'. - - (7) Dealing with an increasing diffi-
culty of nervous action. 

(8) An additional method of progression is found in "change 

of type." 
• The first three methods of progression have been classified 

as. structural, ·because· they are concerned with structural or 
mechanical cha~ges :-· _ 

When a body rests upon· any hard, flat surface, its base is 
• · defined to be the area enclosed by a fine string 

(1) B·ase. • ·drawn tightly round it, so as to enclose all points 
• • : • of, the body 'hi ·contact' with the surface. 

·\ . . 
So 1ong · as the weight of the 'body· (acting in a vertical 

li;ne through its centre of . gravity) falls within the " base,'' 
~al~nd~-is maintained. Directly the weight falls outside the base, 
balance is lost,· and the body will ·drop. to the ground, unless some 
co~teracting-force is brought into play to reinstate the equilibrium. 
The wider and larger the base of a .movement is, therefore, the 
easier it is to perform ; and· the same· movement is made progres-
sively ·more· difficult by decreasing or narrowing the base. 

~xa_mple·: • From side-b~nd 'in ast~ide progression is made to 
side'."b~nd in standing. or close~ -_ . 

I • 1 ' • • 1, \ ' '. \ • I / , 

A l~ver. is a :rigic;l b~,. mo,vabl~ about a fixed point termed 
the, fulcnµn. * The ' po~er-arm,_, of a _· lever 'is measured by _the 

q.istance :I?et~een).the fulcrum and the point at 
(2) Le_verage. wl:µcp the power .~cts. The weight-arm is measured 

" . • by ~he. 4istance betw~~n the fulcrum and the point 
at which the weight acts,' i·.e., the cei;itre __ of gravity of the body to · 
be moved. • 

The longer the powe:r.:·arm the great,~r the leverage, and the 
smaller is the force required to mov'e ·the weight. Conversely, the 
shorter the power-arm the· less the' leverage, and the greater is 
the force required to inove the weight~· 

Now, the power-arm niay b~ relatively shortened, and the 
lev~rage relative~y decreased, by• an increase in the length of the 
weight-arm and th' • h 
the body. 

, • 18 is w at generally occurs with bony levers of 

* '' Rigid " and " fi d u • . .. • -:ice may be t1sed relatively as well as absolutely. 
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In trunk movements, the weight to be moved is th . h e we1g t of 
the body ab~ve the hips plus ~hat of the a:ms and head, and though 
this weight itself must remam constant its centre of gravit m .. h h . . y ay 
be made to vary wit t e position of the arms. Thus the centre 

. of gravity moves higher up and the weight-arm lengthens as the 
hands are changed from standing position to wing; then to bend, 
cross-bend, yard.(or reach), rest, and finally to stretch. 

The lengthening of the weight-arm denotes a relative shortening 
of the power-arm, and as a result more power is ~equired to bring 
about the movement. 

At the same time equilibrium is rendered less stable by raising 
the centre of gravity. 

Example: From side-bend in rest, progression is made to 
side-bend in stretch.t 

The half-positions, such as ½ wing-½ rest, may be arranged 
in intermediate progression between their two component parts. 

The weight itself may also be increased by the use of dumb-
bells and various other hand apparatus. This is not an advisable 

method of progression for children, as it is im-
(3) Weight. possible for the teacher to adapt the weights used 

to the individual capacity of each child, and 
excess of weight invariably produces over-development of the 
shoulder muscles, giving a thick and clumsy appearance to this 
region. Besides this, the grasping and gripping muscles of the 
hand acquire sufficient development in writing and other school 
occupations to render their exercise unnecessary, and perhaps 
undesirable, in the drill lesson. 

The· three next methods of • progression are classified as 
functional (as opposed to structural), because they involve an 
increased physiological output-i.e., more muscular and more 
nervous energy. 

Bearing in mind that the speed and rhythm of certain move-
ments is inherent and invariable (arch-and side-flexions, &c.), many 

movements are yet found in which both may be 
(4) Speed. changed. Taking speed only into account, it. is 

found that a rapid movement is generally easier 
than the same done slowly. 

"resi ,~ound_-~houldered pupils will often find "stretch" an easie: position than 
' notw1tnstanding the decreased leverage of the former position. 

K. 
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Examples : zA bending,- stretching, flinging, parting, &c. 
(For different relative speeds of these, see page 26.) The difficulty 
of the decreased speed in these cases is chiefly caused by antago-
nistic muscular action, i.e., the flexors_opposing the extensors as the 
latter stretch the arm. 

Progression by increase of speed is of rarer occurrence. 
Examples are (a) T turnings (see trunk " turning," page 26), 
(b) facing in one count instead qf two. 

An even rhythm is the easiest to-learn and- maintain. In such 
movements as preparation-for-jump, jump-on-the-spot, curtsey-

sitting, and ·other balances, the teacher can 
(5) Rhythm. progress by varying the rhythm.· This practice 

is also a good test of whether a class is at fault 
in working "before command" or not. 

Change in duration allows of two simple methods of progres-. 
SIOn :-

(a) An exercise may b~ made a progression on itself by main-
taining the final position or each intermediate 

(6) Duration. position a greater length· of time. 
Example : Stoop-stand, arch-starld, lunges, 

crook position, etc. 
(b) The frequent repetition.of a movement makes it" stronger 

in its effects," i.e., its effects are produced more times. 
The mental method of ·progression deals with tlie brain centres 

governing motion, with the "thought" part of movement. Here 
arm movements, artd to a less extent leg move-

(7) Mental. • nie~ts, are concerned. 
The symmetrical form of exercise (both sides 

alike) is the easiest for the mind to comprehend and order, as well 
as for the nerves and muscles to carry out. 

Unilateral or alternate actions follow. 
Third in orde:r of difficulty come the isolated or restricted 

movements; fourth, the unsymmetrical.bilateral (two sides unlike 
at- the same time.), and finally, the most complexly co-ordinated 
actions. 

Notwithstanding that one side of the brain goyerns one side 
of the oody only (and that the opposite side), it is found that 

• "Alternate " may be in two counts and movements, or in one. 
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movement on the two sides is closely assoc· t d 
• . la e -so closel · fact, that one side can to a certain extent accom I' h Y, in 

Th • • ·a11 p is the work of the other. 1s 1s espec1 y the case in the 
. more frequently co-ordinated and the symmetrical movements. 

In order, then, to insure that the two brai· h 1 . n aves work 
equally, or, at anyrate, mdependently, one of two ki· d f . . n s o action 
must be demanded from the nerve centres :-

(r) Actions of unfamiliar co-ordination, or 
(2) Unsymmetrical-bilaterial actions . 

. These kinds of action require the expenditure of a good deal of 
brain energy and concentration from the pupil, and on these grounds 
are unsuited to children under eight years of age, in whom the 
brain development is too immature to sustain so severe a tax. 
On the other hand, they are exceedingly valuable for older children, 
encouraging and creating ambidexterity, and assisting towards a 
well-integrated brain texture. 

The teacher is referred below for examples in this mental 
progression. In the foregoing seven methods, possible progression 
as regards· a single type of movement has in each case been con-

sidered. Progression in a class of movement, 
(8) Progres- however, is as frequently and as advantageously 

sion by 
Change of 

Type. 
dropped. 

made by a sequence of exercise of different'' type," 
provided always that the new movement is a 
little more difficult than the one about to be 

In this way all the types are practised at the same period, 
and all brought up to the same general level. 

The following are ex~mples of Progression from the Tables:-
(1) Base-Tables 20 and 21 Lateral. 
(2) Lever-Tables 37 and 38 Shoulder; 43 and 44 Arch-

flexion. • 
(4) Speed-Tables 33 and 34 Heaving. 
(5 and 6) In changes in duration and rhythm of movem_ent 

the teacher possesses a means of making a lesson progressive, 
without altering the table. 

(7) Mental progression. 
Symmetrical: Tables 2, 3, 4 Shoulder movement. . 
Unilateral: Tables 7, 8, 12 Shoulder and 18 Heaving. 
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Isolated : Tables r9 Shoulder, 20 and 2;r Bal., 24 Shoulder. 
Unsymmetrical-bilateral: Tables 30, 38, 40, 43 Heaving, 46 

Shoulder. 
Co-ordinated: Tables 37 Bal, 40 Jump, 43 Heaving, 45 

. Intro.• F., 47 Heaving, 48 Marching. 
·-

(N .B.-Unsymmetrical-bilateral actions involving "down-
ward stretch" are so easy that they are generally ranked with the 
alternate.) 

(8) Type-Tables 5 ~nd 6 Balance; iI and 22 Shoulder; 
I6 and I7 Jumping. 

' 

. . 
' .. 

I\• ' ., • 
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CHAPTER V. 

HINTS ON TABLE MAKING. 

WaEN arranging a set of lessons for a class it is a . 
o . ' practical and 
nvenient plan to have a sheet of paper large en h co . . . oug to take 

everal tables of exercises side by side in parallel col s umns. (See 
page 127.) 

This enables the teacher to compare each movement and each 
lesson with its neighbours as it is ·made, and at the end of the lessons 
shows in a schematic manner what has been accomplished. 

The teacher should first write in the important movements ·of 
each table (i.e., the arch, heaving, balance movements, &c.), which 
are to give the character to the lesson. The introductory move-
ments, the fancy march, &c., should next be written in, making 
them fit in with the more important items (in regard to quality, 
quantity, and type), and supplementing, to a certain extent, any 
omissions in the body of the table. 

The table should now be quickly reviewed three times to 
see:-

(r) That movements and positions are as unlike as pos-
sible. 

(2) That they are of approximately the same difficulty. 
(3) That some of them are " interesting " from the 

pupils' point of view. 

(1) If two adjacent exercises are somewhat alike and cannot 
conveniently be altered, marching may be put between them, or 
their order· slightly transposed to give the twice-worked muscles 
a rest. 

(2) The teacher should be sure that each lesson is more 
diffi.cult than that which preceded it. This does not mean that it 
is ne . f ent at the same cessary to progress 1n every class o movem . 
time; indeed it will generally be found sufficient to progress in 

' • der half or even a third of the total number, replacing the remain 
of the movements for new or old ones of the same difficulty. 
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An exercise that is badly done should be transplanted, without 
alteration, to some succeeding table. 

In making a set of lessons in advance, therefore, the teacher 
need only write in the characteristic movements ; the accessory 
movements for each table will suggest themselves,· as the previous 
lessons are put into practice. 

(3) "Interest,, may often be given to an otherwise dull lesson 
by a smart jumping exercise, or by a lively march. (See page 130 , 

" Imagination.") 
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TABLE-BLANK FOR SET OF SIX LESSONS. 

TABLE I. TABLE 11. TABLE Ill. TABLE IV. TABLE Y. TABLE YI. 
,I 

5'.d 
Order. 

,: = Foet. 
I! ' OorrtctfYt. ... 
J,o 
.! IE Ra,tratory . 

. 

Arcfl .. fltxf O'lt • 
... 

Ktntn,. 
I 

~.-.a =· = I . ........ : 

. . ......... ..,. ., ., ...... 
' ...,.,. ... .,, 

..,.,...,. 
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Al'clr-ff 1xlon. 

2. Astride, 
Standing, 
Close, 
Walk, &c. 

3. Turn~ 

( 4. Support,) 

A KEY TABLE OF TYPES IN APPROXIMATE PROGRESSION. 
Heaving. 

8ub1tf tuttt .. 

1. 2 A. 
stretchings. 

2. Alternate 

Balance. 

1. Toe stand .. 

2. Toe support st-1 

3. Curtsey st. 

A. stretchings. 4. Crook half-st. 

3. Slow A. 
stretchings. 

4. Unsym-
metric~i.1-
bilateral A. 

' stretchin~s., 

.. .. ,. 
' 

I 

'· 
,·. '1 ) • ' 

,. , • I 

'' ' 

I• 
'. 

&. Curtsey sitting, 

8. Half-standing 
(f. s. or b.) 

7 { 1.,, swimming~ 
• L. circling. 

8. Alternate knee 
bending in toe 
st. 

• • I 

Shoulder. 

Arm Movements. 
1. Expansion. 

The easier 
2 A. :flingings. 
2 A, swingings~ 
2 A. swimming .. 
2 A~ partings~ 

2. Locallzatlon. 
2 A. turning and 

the more difficult 
2 A.. lif tings. 
2 A.. partings~ 
z A. stretching, 
2 A. swingings. 
2 A. flingings. 

Abdomlnal. 

1. Point stoop st .. 

2. T, circling~ 

(3. Lying 2 L. 
raising.) 

(4. Prone falling.) 

( 5. Lying T. raising.) 

8. ~~if-Kn. }falling. 

(7. F. grasp fall 
sitting.) 

Substitutes. 

Lateral. 

Slde-flexlons. 
1. Astride, 

Stand, 
Walk, &c~ 
Close, &c,. 

2. Sideways lunge. 

3. Turn st, 

I 

( 4. Side support st.) 

• (5. Hali-F. grasp st.) 

8. Leg lifting side-
ways is partly 
side-flexion, 

Rotations. 

Jumping. 

A. On the Spot. 
Stride jump. 
Ditto with facings. 
Dancing step f. and s. 
Ditto with facings. 
Jump on the spot and Double ditto, 
Jump-on-spot with facings. 
Cross-wise jump. 
Ditto with 2 slow and 3 quick 

changes. 
Coupe-step, 

a. · On Spot-More Space. 
Stride, with 2 A .. flinging, lifting, 

or stretching. ,_. 
Jump-on-spot, with 2 A. flinging, 

lifting, or stretching. 
Cross-wise jump, with 2 A. and 

L. flinging. 

C. Moving from Spot. 
Curstey st. jump f., s., or b. 
Ditto with facings. 
Curtsey sitting jumps. 
Stride jump coming forward. 
Jump f. or o., with r step start. 
Ditto with facings. 
Ditto with cross-start . 

• D. More Space. 
, Jump f., with 3 steps start. 

Ditto with facing. 
. 1· Jumpin. g, skipping, circular 
, . j.umping, &c., &c. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE NECESSARY DIFFERENCES IN INSTRUC--
TION FOR CHILDREN UNDER EIGHT 

YEARS OF AGE. 

UNDER ideal school and home conditions, it is most unlikely that 
normal children under eight years of age would require formal 
educational gymnastics at all. Games, and the spontaneous plays 
and occupations of early childhood, would furnish the necessary 
stimulus for growth and sym1netrical development. But conditions 
are not ideal, and the large proportion of children who fall below 
the normal, renders systematised regular exercise expedient in the 
average kindergarten and infant school. 

Recognition of these facts, however, should help the teacher 
to modify and adapt, both -the method of teaching and the move-
ments themselves, to the needs and age limitations of the children. 

It is now generally conceded that teaching by imitation is prefer-
able to teaching by command, for young children, as the latter makes 

greater demands on the higher brain centres. 
Method of The words of command may, however, be 
Imitation. used while performing the movement, for this 

gives point to the parts of the exercise and fixes 
the rhythm. 

It is not necessary to dictate an exact co1nmand for every 
~ovement; the directions may often be given in a less formal way 
in the ordinary speaking voice. 

. "The question of insistence on accuracy is one that calls for 
discrimination, since corrections of detail may be obtained at too 

great expenditure of energy in immature parts 
Accuracy. of the brain. The years before eight are the 

time when bad habits in movement automatisms 
a.re most easily fixed for life· it is the period when bad hereditary 
tenden • ' I t cies are more likely to crop out and check deve opmen • 
Trainin th d • d g, erefore, should aim at correcting bad ten enc1es an 
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developing an all-round graceful, active carriage. Infancy is the 
period when well-planned physical exercises may conduce most to 
insure healthy brain growth."* 

The movements selected for young children's classes should be 
characterised by "short levers " (i.e., short weight-arm), and 

wide, firm " bases." 
Movements. The four trunk movements of an ordinary 

lesson need not all be given separately. They 
may often be combined with each other, transposed from their 
regular place in the "order," and some of them occasionally omitted. 

Nothing of intricate co-ordination should ever be attempted; 
exercises should be chosen as far as possible 

Co-ordination. from their resemblance to those of daily life. 
It is most important to give plenty of variety 

Variety. in young classes, and not only to make each lesson 
short in duration, but also to avoid much consecu-

tive repetition of exercises. 
Little children are always "interested " in movementsthat call 

their imagination into play, so that such terms 
Imagination. as "wind mill," "punching," "signals," "swim-

ming,'' "cock-step," &c., &c., are fully justified 
for use in their classes. 

Music. Whenever possible, marching should be done 
to music. (See page rg.) 

* From a paper by Miss M. E. Findlay on "The Relation of Physical Move-
ment to Mental Development." 
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PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE. 
It is a widely-recognised law that " Function k . . . ma es structure ,, 
. other words, that activity is the precursor f d ' or, m . 0 evelopment 

Th development of any tissue or organ is dependent . . . • e . on its activity 
d its efficient development on its efficient activit I . . ' an . . . . Y· nactiv1ty 
excessive activity 1s followed first bv cessation of d 1 or . . - . eve opment 

and then by atrophy. Complete mactiv1ty is found only in death. 
The term development embraces form size text d . . , , ure, an 

capacity for domg work ; hence 1t follows from the above law th t 
a tissue can only improve its form, size, texture, and capacity f;,r 
work by working. 

Whether the activity of a tissue is one of dissimulation or of 
assimilation, the energy for the activity is measured by its state 
of nutrition. 

Nutrition is regulated by the nerves and the blood, and as 
nerves themselves are dependent on the blood, (for ligature or 
obstruction of the nutrient vessels to the brain or cord instantly 
abolishes the functions of those organs)-it is in the blood that the 
causes capable of modifying and presiding over nutrition must 
ultimately be sought. 

Now, the object of Physical Exercise is to encourage and 
maintain the highest and most equable development in the body. 

Development, it has been seen, results from activity; activity 
is measured by nutrition, and nutrition is dependent on the blood ; 
and since physical movement alters not only the rate of flow and 
the temperature of the blood, but also its composition, the effects 
of exercise on the circulation may be considered forthwith. 

'I'he Effect of Exercise on the Circulation. 
Rate of Blood Flow.-Muscles by their contraction cause the 

blood flowing through their vessels to be urged mechanic~ly 
forward. The relaxation of the muscles following the contraction, 
antl the partial emptying of their vessels allows the blood to fl.ow 
more freely through them again. 

R . . . • se the rate of flow, epeated contractions m this way mcrea 
at first locally at the seat of the contraction, later in the body 
g h hed the heart. enerally, when the quickened blood-flow as reac 

Th. . 1 f n is eventually due 1s general acceleration of the crrcu a 10 

to a quickened heart-beat, for at the same time that the supply to 
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the heart is increased on the venous side the demand on the 
arterial side is also increased, since working muscles require more 
oxygen than those at rest. 

(Quickened respiration is also an important, though indirect 
factor, in causing a quicker heart-beat.) 

T~mperature. -Part of the energy of combustion in the 
muscles is liberated as heat, which, by the increased rate of flow, 
is soon widely distributed. 

. Composition.-T,he relative proportions of the constituents 
of blood :are _altere.d' by :-

(1) The subtraction from the blood of oxygen, through the 
. greater consumption in thy muscles. 

(2) The addition to the blo.od of those waste products-carbon 
dioxide, urea, &c.,-which are the results of combustion . 

. This.alteration in composition, however temporary, immediately 
affects respiratio_n,. wh~ch m?st now be considered . 

. 
Effects of Exercise on Respiration.' 

It has been s,~en that. during .active exercise the blood is 
• temporarily deficient in oxygen (i.e., there is an increased respira-
t.ory need), but blood, deficient in oxygen, passing through the 
respiratory centre .of the· m~dull~,. immediately rouses that centre 
t~.-gr~ater· a~tivity, so that' the· re~piratory acts are increased in 
num~er and extent. • The 9bject' of the accelerated inspirations 
,is to meet ~he oxyg~n de.fj.ciency of the ·blood, by increasing the 
qu?-titity in. th~ lungs ; ·while the a9celerated expirations are to rid 

• th~ ~rganism of the extra quantity of carbon dioxide present in 
the blood. • •• 

The cardiac. c1:nd respiratory centres are in close connection, 
-and the. increased activity 'of, th,e latter is soon followed by a more 
rapi<i heart-beat. 

The interval elapsing• berqre the· heart and lungs return to 
their normal rate of action differs in individuals according to their 
health and condition, and to the intensity of the exercise. 

BreatJ,,lessncss.-In a violent and continuous exercise such as 
tunning·, the respiration is quickened to the point of breathlessness. 

Breathlessness ·is the· direct result of deficient aeration of the 
bio·oa, rather ,than of the increased quantity of carbonic acid; 
for the latter gas in excessive. quantities in the blood has the action 
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tic poison, except when it is associated with d' . . f a_oarco a im1nution 
0 . . 
f 0$:ygen. . h . • . o . b eathlessness t e 1nsprrat1ons are deep· er and f In r . . reer than 
. . .. tions which are rather short, difficult and • ffi . 

the' eJ:pira · , . . , 1nsu cient. 
l·ng of distress accompanying breathlessness is d 'fhe feet · . . ue partly 

. . . • difficulty of the exp1rat1ons and partly to a . to this • . . . want ot 
d·nation between the increased breathing and the incr d co-or . 1 ease 

heart .. beats. . . . . 
Any exerc15e which requires the expenditure of a great deal 

f force· in a short time may produce breathlessness. As soon as 
;he production of carbonic acid is in excess of the elimination 
(th~ .~~n,dition being concurrent with a diminution of oxygen), 
breathl~~sness ensues. 

· 1'1?-, -~ healthy person taking violent mechanical exercise, such 
as~ruiin.ing, the stage of breathlessness is soon passed through, and 
h~ is ;said to ha\Ye his "second wind." This implies that the 
liea1t. an~,lungs are working co-ordinately, and that the production 
311id '¢limination of carbonic acid are balanced. The individual, 
th~ugh still working harder with heart and lungs and legs, than in 
walki~g-for instance, suffers no more feeling of distress than in the 
latter exercise . 
. • ln. re~apitulation it may be said that-
• • {I) Any form of active exercise temporarily produces a quicker 

• :· . and deeper respiration . 
. (2). Exercises requiring the expenditure of a great deal of force 

in a short time produce breathlessness. 
And from both (1) and (2) it follows that-

• ,(3) Regular active exercise under good conditions as regaT<ls 
fresh air, serves as training for the chest and lungs-
permanently enlarging their capacity, and keeping the 
respiratory tissues generally, in such elastic tone _as to 
maintain the individual in heal th, and enable him to 

. · tesist disease. 
lt!ecta· • f 

· . • :_ .• 
0 

• Exercise on Digestion. 
ha Movements of the trunk on the legs, and of the legs on th~ tru~k, 

. •1-·Y~ the m . . . . but active etir . . ost direct effect on the d1gest1ve organs, 
. . , cise of . . ff t for two . r~asons. . any part of the body has an indirect e ec ' 

·--
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(r) In a muscle doing work the consumption of certain muscle 
elements by oxidation causes it to draw fresh materials 
from the blood to repair and rebuild. This 'depleted 
condition o!. the blood, together with a certain c-ondition 
of the gastric and other nerves, accounts for the 
phenomenon of "appetite," and appetite for food insures 
a good action of the digestive juices. 

(z) -The more vigorous circulati?n of the blood to all parts of 
• the ~ystem ·sooner or later· involves the capillaries of the 
• digestive mucous membrane, and stimulates its activities 
• of secretion and absorption, 

Mo~~~ents brought about by contraction of the abdominal muscles 
,v • t 

. }iJffoet;1ce qigestton more directly tpan this, however, both on account 
','. . ~f the extra blood necessarily drawn to their neighbourhood to 

e~~ble th_em to work, and on· account of the mechanical pressure 
they ex~rt on the· abdominal· contents. 
•.:· ., Tone ·and-efficiency in the internal involuntary muscles of the 
• st'o~ach, intestines·, &c., is to a large extent dependent on that of 
tl).e. -~~tei:nal voluntary ;muscles, and want of tone is, as a rule, 

': ' • • • • • ' t 

associated in the two situations. 
' .TJ:ius it. follows th?t pow~dµl cpntractions of the abdominal 

; ~uscles·acce,~rate peristalsis,Ja~iltt~te the. discharge of the digestive 
·1uices_· into the al~ent~ry. canal, and promote a better admixture 

· of foods and• jµices; . 
• • . ·I' • • ,· . 

. • . ·' •. At the same_ time,.. th~-incre.i3:~·ed blood supply to the mucous 
• -~embr~ne of the 'storn8c.ch, pancreas; &c., stimulates secretion in 

th~~ gl~p.$, _a1,1d m~kes • al:>i;orption p;iore rapid and complete in 
the'.intestines. • ' :: " • 

' • • ' I 

. : • The .Livei .. -· Th~ action of the abdom~nal muscles will similarly 
' affect th~ liver, the 'pressure qf 

0

contraction causing a quicker flow 
• Pf bl90.d from its ver,y vascular:substance to the inferior vena cava; 
and the rela,x.~ti6n· following ·contraction causing a suction action 
in the portal vein and the vessels which feed it. 

Elirni.na#on.-.Tq.e normai elimination of indigestible food 
r,esid~e by the intestine, is p~ssible only when digestion is chemi• 
cl;l.lly. effici€\nt, · peri,stalsi~ regular and vigorous ; and since active 
~xercise influences these two conditions, it is also a powerful factor 

• 1~ regula,ting the eliminating function of the bowel. 
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'fhe Effects of Exercise on Excretion. 
(I) The Skin.-During exercise the circulati· t h . 

. . . . on ° t e skm as 
to other tissues 1s mcreased-1t grows red and per • t· . ' spira ion becomes "sensible." The evaporation of the perspirati·o 1 n regu ates the 
temperature of the body and prevents it becoming ex . 1 h' cess1ve y igh 
If the pores be bloc~ed ~ith dirt, or the clothing be unsuitable 0; 
too heavy, evaporation 1s checked, and the superficial heat of the 
body rises unpleasantly. 

Evaporation ~rom _the skin continues after the exertion is over, 
so that the body 1s losmg heat by the skin for some time after the 
muscles have ceased to generate it, hence the danger of catching 
cold. 

Obviously, if the exercise is not vigorous enough to induce 
perspiration, there can be very little loss of heat to the body, and 
consequently very little danger of catching cold; but at the same 
time the general effects of exercise are largely lost. 

(2) Kidneys.-The excretion of urine is diminished during 
exercise on account of the increased elimination of water and 
salts by the sweat glands. The amount of urea remains the 
same, although it may be slightly increased the day after violent 
exercise. Lack of exercise by minimising the amount of water 
expelled by the skin and lungs, may unduly increase the work of 
the kidneys. 

(3) Lu.ngs.-The lungs are responsible for the excretion of 
carbonic acid and water, and it has been shown that their function 
is very much increased under exercise. 

Effects of Exercise on the Muscular System. 
Muscles are the immediate agents in movement, and form 

more than half the body by weight. 
Exercise implies not merely the development of the muscles 

of the limbs and trunk but also the healthy use of the muscle of ' . . the heart, of the arteries, and of the muscles of respiration •. 
" E • • • f le the proportions of xerc1se mcreases the size o a muse , . 

its tendon, and the power it can command. Not only is the size 
increased, both as a whole and as far as its individual p~rts are 
co . h tissue as is other ncerned, but there is eliminated from it sue . d a 
th • t shes 1s re uce an muscular. The fat contained among 1 5 me t d the 
to a • • • • 1 ned in amoun , an nunimum, the connective tissue 1s esse 

L 
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structure of the muscle is so amended that it is hampered by no 
material other than that concerned in actual movement. 

" There is a limit, of course, to the growth of muscles, and 
muscles exercised to too great an extent will, after attaining a certain 
size, commence to waste. After undue rest a muscle becomes 
thin, soft, feeble, and anremic. 

"With regular exercise the contractile force of a muscle is 
increased, and an improvement takes place in those conditions 
which insure the speedy and complete contraction of its fibres. 

" The stronger the muscles the finer and denser are the aponeu-
roses with which they are connected, and the stouter are the fasci~ 
which hold them in position. 

"The flesh becomes firmer, more resistant, less easily bruised, 
when damaged, and in all respects sounder.''-Treves' "Physical 
Education." ' 

Contraction.-Voluntary muscle when left to itself remains 
inert, but if some stimulus is applied to it, it contracts. The 
stimulus is generally supplied by the will, and the impulse trans-
mitted by a nerve. 

Slow oxidation is always in process in muscular tissue as in 
other tissue-i.e., there are chemical changes accounting for the 
production of heat and of waste substances ( carbonic acid, sarcolactic 
acid, &c.), and for the consumption of oxygen. When a muscle 
contra~ts oxidation goes 011: much more rapidly, and the energy 
thus liberated is converted partly into 'York done (i.e., the move-
ment) and partly into heat. 

"The heat produced represents more of the energy than the 
work done."-(Halliburton.) 

Muscular Fatigue. 
If a muscle is allowed to rest after contraction the products 

of its combustion are washed away by the blood-stream; but if 
the wor~ is forcible and prolonged, the dissimulation products 
accumulate in excess, and prevent further contraction. The 
muscle is then said to be fatigued. 

It has been proved by various experiments that the muscle 
fibres them&elves are not easily exhausted of energy, but that 
the nerve end-plates, which stimulate the fibres, are soon poisoned 
by the fatigue products of muscular activity. The onset of fatigue 
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. dependent partly on the local condition of the 1 1s . ,, . muse e-whether 
·t is in " practice -partly on the mtensity of the . 
1 . . exercise and 
,..rtly on how much will-effort 1s required for its f ' po> per ormance. 

fv1uscular Stiffness. 
Sir Frederick Tr~ves, in his work on "Physical Education," 

Onsiders muscular stiffness after unusual exercise to b d t c . . . , e ue o an 
exaggerat~on of _the conditions producing fatigue (notably the 
retention m the tissues of the products of combustion), and, that it 
is possible that some actual lesion may occur, serving to explain 
the tenderness of the over-used structure. 

Dr. Lagrange, in his "Physiology of Bodily Exercise," 
attributes stiffness to the presence in the economy of certain 
products of dissimulation which are eliminated by the kidneys, 
and says that among these products urates and uric acid play an 
import~nt part. 
Muscular Overwork. 

"This condition of body is induced by fatigue too often 
repeated, or work too long sustained, and not followed by sufficiently 
long periods of repose.''-(Lagrange.) 

It results in more or less lasting disturbances to health, among 
which mental derangements and various organic diseased conditions 
are most frequent. 

Effects of Exercise on Joints and Bones. 
"Muscles act on articulations. The duly exercised joint has 

a good covering of cartilage, powerful ligaments, and well-developed 
bony parts. The joint which has long been kept at rest has "".asted 
ligaments, a thinned cartilage, and bones of smaller propor_ti~~~-

" Within somewhat narrow limits, the mechanical possibilities 
of a joint can be much extended by exercise. 

"The bone of a muscular individual is stronger, firmer, denser, 
than that of a feeble individual. It is actually larger, ~nd t~e 
so ll . more conspicuous Y -ca ed muscular surfaces and ndges are 
lharked.,'-(Treves.) 

Effect of Exercise on the Nervous SYst em. 
Sir Frederick Treves writes on this subject:- d te with ,, J . . ith use an was 

. ust as muscles increase m size w ed in movement 
disuse, so the whole nerve apparatus concern 
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is structurally improved by systematic exercise. The athletic man 
has better developed nerves an~ more elaborate organisation of 
hls spinal cord and of certain parts of his brain, than the individual 
whose muscular system is imperfectly formed." • 

The Brain. 
"Moderate regular exercise, by stimulating the general circula-

tion, improves the circulation of the brain, and is therefore an aid to 
cerebral movements. It improves the health and physical stre.ngth, 
and so increases the capability of the individual for mental work, 
and for the physical strain ~ncident upon mental concentration. 
By organ~sing in the brain and spinal cord a series of muscular, 
movements, ·by elaborating the powers of co-ordination, and, by 
establishing automatism in a varied series of actions, a considerable 
amount of brain, work is actually saved, and a number of actions 
are rendered independent of the direct action of the will." 

The fuctioning of the nerve centres of the motor areas of 
the brain promotes their growth, establishes their cell structure, 
and allows of a storage of brain energy. 

In the well-knit brain (i.e., the brain· in which the mental 
faculties have developed in harmony with _the maturing of its 
structure) the energy stored up in one area can be borrowed by 
other areas and utilised for their various purposes. 

Thus while motor activity· may most effectually serve to 
create a reserve of energy for the intellect to draw upon, motor 
activity in excess, may make inroads on the intellectual reserve, 
to the point of depletion. 

Effect of Exercis.e on Nutrition. 
To summarise: Exercise may be regarded as the regulator 

of nutrition. By exercise the standard of nutritive activity in all 
the tissues of the body is raised, since it promotes a freer circulation, 
better aeration of the blood and more complete absorption and 
assimilation of food elements, and a better elin1ination of waste 
products. 
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